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Introduction 
 
 

In his introductory “Note” to The Dream Songs, John Berryman states that the protagonist of 

the poem, Henry, “has suffered an irreversible loss,”1 in the lyric poem “The Ball Poem,” 

Berryman introduces what he calls “the epistemology of loss,”2 and in his long poem Homage 

to Mistress Bradstreet loss appears as the impossibility of absolute presence in the poet’s 

attempt to conjure up Anne Bradstreet from the absence of history and death. It is the purpose 

of this thesis to examine how loss in Berryman’s poetry functions as a poetic strategy, and 

how loss can come to relate to the act of interpreting Berryman’s poetry and the act of 

interpretation itself. I have chosen four different theoretical perspectives, which provide a 

space for the interaction between Berryman’s poetry of loss and literary and critical theory. 

The four perspectives are: departure in the philosophy of Martin Heidegger; David S. 

Reynolds’s analysis of the subversive in the American Renaissance; Nicolas Abraham’s 

concept of anasemia; and poetry and death in the thinking of Maurice Blanchot in his book 

The Space of Literature. 

My starting point is the idea that Berryman’s poetry of loss and the different theories I 

take up to discussion implicate, and as a consequence complicate, each other. This premise 

includes the assumption that there is more to the relation between theory and literature than 

the mere application of theory to literature. As a consequence, each analysis in the thesis, the 

analyses of poetry through theory and theory through poetry, shapes and involves the 

interpretation of the different texts I examine. Furthermore, to involve theory and poetry in a 

dialogue necessarily distorts both the perception of the theory and the poetry, and it becomes, 

then, a question of perspective, a perspective that is never free from distortion but always 

formed, deformed, and reformed by the context, including, of course, the context this study 

provides.  

It is, in other words, my reading that brings these apparently unrelated texts together, and 

by analyzing the texts through the double perspective of poetry and theory, but without the 

authority and hierarchy of theory over poetry, as is often done, I want to trace what could be 

called the otherness of each text. This move, however, is not meant to signal the end of 

interpretation, but, on the contrary, is intended to highlight each text’s demand for 

                                                 
1 John Berryman, “Note,” The Dream Songs (1969; London: Faber and Faber, 1993) vi. References to The 
Dream Songs are to this edition, identified as DS, followed by the number of the individual song. 
2 John Berryman, “The Ball Poem,” Collected Poems 1937-1971, ed. Charles Thornbury (New York: The 
Noonday Press, 1991) 11.  
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commentary. In other words, what I want to suggest is the presence of a turn, a tropos, toward 

loss as a form of otherness in Berryman’s poetry and the language of interpretation, which 

allows me to consider each discourse’s grounding formation.  

My interpretative approach in the thesis necessitates a deconstruction of the critical use of 

theoretical concepts in order literally to define and determine the object of study. The division 

between theory and literature is thus questioned and suspended to make room for a dialogue 

between theory and poetry which creates a space for a consideration of the origins of poetic 

and theoretical discourse. The dialogue that my reading of the texts enacts should in 

consequence be seen as an attempt to highlight the otherness of the texts I examine.  

 To achieve the aims of the thesis, I mainly use Shoshana Felman’s short editorial note on 

the mutual implications between literature and psychoanalysis and Timothy Clark’s study 

Derrida, Heidegger, Blanchot. Felman’s and Clark’s texts together with the texts examined in 

the previous research section supply the theoretical background on which I build my argument.  

 

 

Shoshana Felman’s Theory of Mutual Implications 

The strategy of interpretation and the perspective of reading presented in the thesis takes, as 

mentioned above, one part of its inspiration from Shoshana Felman’s “To open the question,” 

an editorial introduction to a special issue of Yale French Studies entitled Literature and 

Psychoanalysis. The Question of Reading: Otherwise. Felman starts out by stating that the 

purpose of the special issue is to “reinvent the seemingly self-evident question of the mutual 

relationship between literature and psychoanalysis.” 3  This relationship is traditionally 

structured so that psychoanalysis constitutes what Felman calls “a body of knowledge,” while 

literature takes the position of “a body of language” (O 5). Psychoanalysis, then, as “a body of 

knowledge,” functions to interpret literature as the object of study. The hierarchical relation 

between the subject, psychoanalysis, and the object, literature, constitutes a relation, Felman 

notes,  

structured as a relation of master to slave, according to the Hegelian definition: the 
dynamic encounter between the two areas is in effect, in Hegel’s terms a “fight for 
recognition,” whose outcome is the sole recognition of the master – of (the truth of) 
psychoanalytic theory; literature’s function, like that of the slave, is to serve precisely 
the desire of psychoanalytical theory – its desire for recognition …. (emphases in the 
original) (O 5-6) 

                                                 
3 Shoshana Felman, “To Open the Question” Literature and Psychoanalysis. The Question of Reading: 
Otherwise, ed. Shoshana Felman, spec. issue of Yale French Studies 55/56 (1977): 5. Further references to this 
text are identified by (O). 
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However, this primary/secondary relation is exactly what Felman proposes to 

deconstruct, since, as she notes, “psychoanalysis itself is equally a body of language, and 

literature also a body of knowledge” (O 6). Felman continues by stating: 

 

What the literary critic might thus wish, is to initiate a real exchange, to engage in a 
real dialogue between literature and psychoanalysis, as between two different 
bodies of language and two different modes of knowledge. Such a dialogue has to 
take place outside of the master-slave pattern, which does not allow for true 
dialogue, being, under the banner of competence, a unilateral monologue of 
psychoanalysis about literature. (emphases in the original) (O 6) 
 

 
What has to be done, according to Felman, is to engage literature and psychoanalysis in a 

dialogue which goes beyond any hierarchical structure and turns the perspective around. This 

turning of the perspective aims at avoiding, as Felman notes, “both terms of the alternative, to 

deconstruct the very structure of the opposition, mastery/slavery” (emphases in the original) 

(O 7). To deconstruct the structure of binary opposition means, then, to submit 

“psychoanalysis to the literary perspective,” which would “necessarily have a subversive 

effect on the clear-cut polarity through which psychoanalysis handles literature as its other, as 

the mere object of interpretation” (emphasis in the original) (O 7-8). To submit 

psychoanalysis to the literary perspective implies taking into account those features of 

literature which can be seen to constitute the other of psychoanalysis, that is, what remains 

psychoanalytical theory’s unconscious. As an example, Felman relates how psychoanalysis 

and literature can be seen to deconstruct each other. Felman argues that “literature, by virtue 

of its ironic force,” 

 

fundamentally deconstructs the fantasy of authority in the same way, and for the 
same reasons, that psychoanalysis deconstructs the authority of fantasy … 
Psychoanalysis tells us that the fantasy is a fiction, and that consciousness is itself, 
in a sense, a fantasy-effect. In the same way, literature tells us that authority is a 
language effect, the product or the creation of its own rhetorical power: that 
authority is the power of fiction; that authority, therefore, is likewise a fiction.        

 (emphases in the original) (O 8) 
  

Both fantasy and authority are, in other words, grounded in fiction, that is, the concept of 

fantasy and the concept of authority are fundamentally figural and cannot be determined as 

literally true, but will always have to stand in relation to nontruth as fiction. 
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The deconstruction of authority, and the order of authority, create a space for the turn in 

perspective, and with this other perspective a change in the approach to literature is necessary. 

As Felman suggests: 

 

In view of this shift of emphasis, the traditional method of application of 
psychoanalysis to literature would here be in principle ruled out. The notion of 
application would be replaced by the radically different notion of implication: 
bringing analytical questions to bear upon literary questions, involving 
psychoanalysis in the scene of literary analysis, the interpreter’s role would here 
be, not to apply to the text an acquired science, a preconceived knowledge, but to 
act as a go-between, to generate implications between literature and 
psychoanalysis – to explore, bring to light and articulate the various (indirect) 
ways in which the two domains do indeed implicate each other, each one finding 
itself enlightened, informed, but also affected, displaced, by the other. (emphases 
in the original) (O 8-9) 
 

 

The theory of mutual implications thus strives to identify what grounding tropes the two 

modes of thought share, and also produces figures of implication that carry one mode of 

thought into another. In this way, the boundary of each discourse does not delimit the two 

from each other but, rather, serves as a medium implying and involving the other in its 

specific form of language. As Felman suggests concerning this movement, “there are no 

natural boundaries between literature and psychoanalysis, which clearly define and 

distinguish them; the border between them is undecidable since they are really traversed by 

each other” (emphases in the original) (O 9-10). What is under scrutiny, then, is the unthought, 

or unconscious, of each mode of language, which in turn is implied by the other discourse. 

Accordingly, Felman notes: 

 

We would like to suggest that, in the same way that psychoanalysis points to the 
unconscious of literature, literature, in its turn, is the unconscious of 
psychoanalysis; that the unthought-out shadow in psychoanalytical theory is 
precisely its own involvement with literature; that literature in psychoanalysis 
functions precisely as its “unthought”: as the condition of possibility and the self-
subversive blind-spot of psychoanalytical thought. (emphases in the original)     
(O 10) 
 
 

From Felman’s argument it follows that the interpreter’s task consists in generating 

implications between knowledge and language in both psychoanalysis and literature, to 
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involve them in a dialogue that highlights the other in each discourse. Each discourse can thus 

be seen to presuppose, implicate, supplement, and in a certain sense depend on each other. 

The interpretative approach I follow in the thesis aims at extending Felman’s theory of 

mutual implications between literature and psychoanalysis to include the different theoretical 

concepts I examine. I also try to develop Felman’s notion of otherness and argue that not only 

psychoanalysis but also critical theory and Berryman’s poetry of loss can be seen to carry its 

other with it. In one of the theories I deal with (Reynolds), otherness is a quality that is more 

or less passed by; in the other three (Heidegger, Abraham, and Blanchot), otherness is an 

active part of the theories, that is, each theorist to different degrees consciously puts otherness 

to use, and creates a space for it. In consequence, I would like to suggest that otherness is a 

present absence on which Heidegger, Abraham, and Blanchot structure their theories. When it 

comes to Berryman, I include him with Heidegger, Abraham and Blanchot in that the 

otherness of loss plays an active role in the poems I have chosen to examine. The selected 

poems thus exhibit a concern with loss as the striving or search for the absolutely other. 

Berryman’s poetry of loss can, in consequence, be seen as a poetry of the experience of the 

trauma of loss, which manifests itself as a fundamental and founding absence. According to 

Felman’s notion of the mutual implications between literature and psychoanalysis, this 

founding absence, moreover, implies the theoretical concepts I examine, since the theoretical 

concepts, as well as Berryman’s poetry of loss, are concerned with loss as the source of the 

languages the concepts and the poetry relate to. 

  

 

Commentary, Dialogue, and the Other 

The purpose of my examination of Clark’s book Derrida, Heidegger, Blanchot is to provide a 

context, historical and theoretical, for my analysis of otherness in theory and Berryman’s 

poetry of loss. Clark’s study serves to develop the notions of the other, dialogue, and 

commentary, concepts which should be seen as implied as a necessary context for my 

examination of Berryman’s poetry of loss and the four critical concepts in the thesis. 

Furthermore, Clark supplies the means to understand Heidegger’s, Blanchot’s, and Derrida’s 

theories of reading and writing that I try to follow in my analyses in the thesis. In his work, 

Clark proposes to examine “why the literary work of art assumes such lively importance in 

the work of Heidegger, Blanchot, and Derrida, three thinkers who form, to a qualified degree, 
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a distinct community of meditation.”4  His starting point leads him to the recognition that “it 

is with the mode of being of the literary … that this study begins. Only such a beginning can 

provide a threshold to understanding the more radical notions of Heidegger and Derrida” 

(DHB 2-3). This, in turn, leads Clark to find a common denominator to the “community of 

meditation” that Heidegger, Blanchot, and Derrida make up, namely the notion of heteronomy. 

Heteronomy is identified as containing the specific traits of the theory of reading and writing 

characteristic of Heidegger, Blanchot, and Derrida. I will focus mainly on three of these 

features in Clark’s study to define my own perspective or mode of commentary: the notion of 

the other, dialogue, and commentary.  

 First of all, it is important to note that these three concepts should not be seen as distinct, 

exclusive, and determined in and of themselves. Instead, they should be seen as heteronymic, 

that is, as radically questioning the status of their own ground and origin. They are, in other 

words, concerned with ontology rather than epistemology, while they, at the same time, 

problematize ontology as the truth and ground of being. Within a heteronymic discourse, 

ontology’s relation to literature thus queries for the relation between literature and being, 

radically questioning both. Clark introduces the concept of heteronomy in connection with the 

French philosopher Emanuel Levinas. Clark notes that, in Levinas’s essay “Philosophy and 

the Idea of Infinity,” “the other is related to the postulate of the necessary inadequacy of any 

concept or notion to what there is” (emphases in the original) (DHB 16). And, as Clark 

continues, quoting from Levinas: 

 

Accordingly, thought should try to render itself a heteronomy, a continual 
suspicion of itself and an openness to alterity: it ‘would be concerned with the 
absolutely other. However, philosophical thought may also be defined, and indeed 
almost always has been defined, as an autonomy, involving a notion of truth as 
‘free adherence to a proposition’, and of the project of knowledge as maintaining 
the freedom of the thinker by reduction of what is strange or other to the known: 
‘[w]hat else is this freedom but the thinking being’s refusal to be alienated in the 
adherence, the preserving of his nature, his identity, the feat of remaining the 
same despite the unknown lands into which thought seems to lead’.                        
(emphases in the original) (DHB 16) 

Even though Clark views Levinas’s essay as “a simplification, a schematization of existential 

possibilities as they present themselves to, or challenge, the condition of thought” (DHB 16), 

                                                 
4 Timothy Clark, Derrida, Heidegger, Blanchot: Sources of Derrida’s Notion and Practice of Literature 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1992) xii. Further references to this text are identified by (DHB). Two 
other studies which deal with the relation between literature and philosophy, but that I have found less useful for 
my thesis are Anthony J. Cascardi, ed., Literature and the Question of Philosophy (Baltimore: The Johns 
Hopkins University Press, 1987) and Donald G. Marshall, ed.,  Literature as Philosophy / Philosophy as 
Literature (Iowa City: University of Iowa Press, 1987). 
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he nevertheless sees it as an adequate introduction to one of the main questions of his book, 

namely “how can one practise a heteronomy? If to welcome the other is to experience the 

non-familiar, unforeseen, the incalculable, or that in relation to which any concept is 

inadequate, how can thought or language affirm it except in negatives?” (emphases in the 

original) (DHB 16). 5  However, heteronomy does not, Clark argues, end up in absolute 

relativism or nihilism by the seeming impossibility of any concept of the other. As Clark 

explains, “it is not a question of rejection of logico-systematic forms of reasoning per se, 

whether in favour of a supposed relativism or paralysing epistemological aporias. It is rather a 

matter of reading or writing according to new elusive, heteronymic forms of ‘coherence’” 

(emphases in the original) (DHB 16-17). This is where literature as another form of coherence 

and as the other of philosophy comes into play. To come back to Felman, literature upsets the 

hierarchical order of philosophy over literature and makes way for mutual implications 

between them, by recognizing the absolutely other as a constituting factor of language. 

 In what follows, I will turn directly to the heteronymic concepts relevant to the thesis, as 

they are presented by Clark. I will begin with the most important notion underlying my 

analyses in the following chapters, namely, the concept of the other. Clark begins his 

exposition of the other in Heidegger, Blanchot, and Derrida, by giving it a provisional 

definition. The other, Clark writes, “is what knowledge must concern itself with once the 

disjunction between being and knowing is acknowledged. The stress on alterity underlines 

that what is to be ‘known’ no longer falls within the scope of the received understanding of 

knowledge” (DHB 10). This provisional definition is then developed in Clark’s readings of 

Heidegger, Blanchot, and Derrida. The focus of Clark’s account of the other lies not so much 

on Heidegger as the other two thinkers, but Heidegger should nevertheless be seen as the sine 

qua non of the theories of the other in Blanchot, and Derrida. 

 Of the other in Heidegger, Clark writes: 

 

For Heidegger, both understanding and being have to be conceived in terms of a 
finitude and contingency that ‘metaphysics’, as the primary manifestation of 
idealism, cannot, per se, assimilate. Neither human being (Dasein) or the world – 
Heidegger argues – have any essential nature separable from the contingencies of 
their existence; their existence cannot be grounded in any understanding of 

                                                 
5 In the essay “The Trace of the Other,” Levinas writes on the subject of heteronomy: “The heteronomous 
experience we seek would be an attitude that cannot be converted into a category, and whose movement unto the 
other is not recuperated in identification, does not return to its point of departure.” Emanuel Levinas, “The Trace 
of the Other,” trans. A. Lingis, Deconstruction in Context, ed. Mark Taylor (Chicago: University of Chicago 
Press, 1986) 348. This essay is a useful introduction to Levinas’s notion of, as the title suggests, the trace and the 
other. 
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essence, that is, understood in a philosophical manner. The attempt to ground the 
world and our conceptions in a reflexive act of reason finds itself encompassed by 
something other (non-rational), which it cannot incorporate, yet within which it 
moves. This brings Heidegger to a reconsideration of the postulate that underpins 
modern science, the principle of sufficient reason – the principle that, for any 
phenomenon, reason can be rendered. (emphases in the original) (DHB 10-11) 
 

 
From this notion of the other as something that cannot be understood and explained through 

reason follows the development of Heidegger’s philosophy of language and his interest in 

certain poetry as instances of what he calls Dichtung. For Heidegger, language is ontological. 

As Clark writes, Heidegger considers language “as a mode in which being is passed over to 

entities” (DHB 34). Thus, as Clark explains, “language is not merely an entity upon the stage 

of the word, it is that stage, that ‘space’ in which alone things become apparent” (emphases in 

the original) (DHB 29). Clark describes the relation between language and Dichtung in 

Heidegger as follows: 

 

[W]hat Heidegger terms Dichtung and language more commonly conceived as 
representation is one of ‘ground’ to ‘figure’ …. On the one hand, there is language 
considered simply as the imitator or signifier of what is already there, the kind of 
language that may admit of abbreviation or translation into a merely formal logic; 
on the other hand, Heidegger claims, there is a ‘poetic’ element in language that 
summons to presence that which it names …. (emphases in the original) (DHB 28) 
 

 
Authentic Dichtung, then, brings being to presence. But, as Clark states, “Dichtung is far from 

being ‘poetry’. It is rather a new notion of the poetic as at sway in the being of language” 

(DHB 29), or as he writes at the end of his chapter on Heidegger, “Dichtung is neither side of 

the ontological difference (being/beings). It is the rift (Riss) or relating of that difference 

itself” (emphasis in the original) (DHB 61). Dichtung thus provides the medium of being, and 

since Dichtung mediates being in difference, being appears as a withdrawal, or departure, of 

being. And it is from Heidegger’s thought of being as appearing in its disappearing that 

Blanchot and Derrida develop their notion of the other. 

 In Blanchot, the other, as developed from Heidegger’s notion of Dichtung as the saying 

of being, figures itself as a voice, or as Clark puts it, literature for Blanchot “becomes a space 

for an elusive, transient ‘voice’ upon which it turns to find its own genesis …. ‘Voice’ 

becomes inseparable from the idea of the work’s source as that with which the work is most 

engaged” (emphasis in the original) (DHB 65-66). The other as a voice and the source of the 

work, moreover, is conceived by Blanchot as an absolute negativity. It cannot be reduced to a 
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concept by any sort of dialectical development or struggle between thesis and antithesis into 

synthesis. As Clark writes: 

 

Since the notion of dialectical recuperation in Hegel is no longer admissible, both 
Blanchot and Bataille anticipate Derrida by writing extensively about ‘nothing’, 
‘death’, and ‘night’ as forces that cannot be quite tamed or mastered in a 
concept …. ‘Writing’ thus becomes partly the name for a negativity that cannot be 
mastered, or reconverted to a positivity. It also becomes a strange mode of the 
transcendental. Hence it will be necessary, finally, to discard the term ‘negativity’, 
since it may no longer quite be defined by opposition to its antithesis. In 
associating writing with irrecuperable loss – of consciousness, presence and 
meaning – Blanchot in the mid-fifties already anticipates Derrida on writing 
and/as ashes. (emphases in the original) (DHB 72-73) 
 

 
 The loss of the other as the other, and at the same time the source with which the work is 

concerned constitutes Blanchot’s notion of the (non)being of literary language. But how, then, 

can the other be heard if the other is the loss and absence of consciousness, presence, and 

meaning? Clark relates the question to Blanchot’s thought of the other as follows: 

 

If it is fair to characterize Blanchot’s work in terms of a quasi-transcendental turn 
whereby literary language is made to speak its own (non)essence, it is equally fair 
to ask how, in particular cases, this might come about, and be discernible. 
 The turn is all the more problematic in that language is, for Blanchot, 
essentially non-manifest. How to make absence speak? This is the torment of our 
language, he writes – when its nostalgia turns it back towards the lack which, 
paradoxically, constitutes its very ability to discourse …. To speak or write at all 
seems to efface the very realm one sought to speak of …. Clearly the other can 
only become ‘perceptible’ through a sort of interference or disruption of received 
notions of language. (emphasis in the original) (DHB 81-82) 
 

 
To let absence speak is thus a question of interference, disruption, and interruption of 

language as representation, and more specifically, of representation as the representation of 

knowledge and understanding. But how can the other be heard beyond language as 

representation? Blanchot answers, according to Clark, with a notion concerned with the force 

of interruption, interference, and disruption: “If the other interrupts received orders of 

representation, it cannot be itself represented without reduction to the order it interrupts. 

Accordingly, it is a matter of keeping open the force of interruption itself” (DHB 100).  

Blanchot calls this force of interruption “the neuter.” The Blanchot scholar Leslie Hill 

explains Blanchot’s thinking of the neuter in the following manner: 
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It is this principle of paucity and excess, suspension and alteration, effacement 
and proliferation, that in Blanchot comes to be called the neuter. Despite the name, 
the neuter is not an entity, nor is it, properly speaking, a concept. It is rather a 
name for the namelessness of the name, a concept whose purpose is to 
conceptualise that which precedes all concepts. Neither immanent nor 
transcendent with regard to language, it is both a word and not a word, a modest 
trace that in its very discretion bears witness to the discretely nameless character 
of that which it refers. In this way, like language itself, the neuter is perhaps best 
understood as a movement of perpetual effacement and re-inscription that is 
logically prior to all conceptual distinctions. It therefore cannot be subordinated to 
the opposition between the visible and the invisible, the present and the absent, 
the intelligible and the sensible, all of which it precedes, suspends and displaces. 
As such, it is in excess of all positionality, all principle of being (or non-being), 
subjectivity, or truth. But while being marginal to thought, it is also fundamental 
to it; for what it names, by a detour, in its own resistance to naming, is the 
unthinkable and impossible margin of thought itself, the alterity that is at the 
origin of all thought as such.6 
 

 

From the otherness of the work, then, the neuter speaks by interfering, disrupting, and 

interrupting language, leaving only the inexpressible other as its trace. However, the neuter 

does not give rise to any sort of paralysis, but on the contrary compulsively provokes what 

cannot be said to be said differently, in another way. In other words, the neuter produces 

meaning and figures of the other, while refusing to be determined or conceptualized itself. 

 To turn, finally, to Derrida’s notion of the other, Clark writes: “As with Blanchot and 

Heidegger, this term names the event in poetry, meaning and inscription which escapes 

human control, grounding and anticipation” (DHB 110). Furthermore, the space of the other, 

in Derrida, is situated around the border between literature and philosophy. However, Derrida 

is not so much concerned with literature as such, but with the effects of the literary in 

language, what Derrida calls littérature.  As Clark notes: “[L]ittérature names what is 

radically ‘literary’ in literature, rather than a new practice of writing altogether …. Littérature  

provides a ‘non-lieu or u-topos’ from which to approach that other of philosophy that is the 

peculiar concern of deconstruction. It is a term more applicable to some texts than others” 

(emphasis in the original) (DHB 111). As a consequence, Derrida’s concern with literature 

relates to those texts which can be seen to problematize the border between literature and 

philosophy, and explore the limits of language. This means that some texts are more suitable 

than others for Derrida’s deconstructive project. To such texts Blanchot’s récits belong, in 

which the other and the limits of language are staged as a questioning of the source and origin 

                                                 
6 Leslie Hill, Maurice Blanchot: Extreme Contemporary (London and New York: Routledge, 1997) 132-33. 
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of the literary. Clark notes, about Derrida’s reading of Blanchot’s récits concerning the other, 

that  

 

[o]ne cannot approach the other as other except, paradoxically, by affirming 
its alterity in terms of an approach that would be an intensification of our 
distance from any approach …. Language, responding to the call of an other 
which it cannot represent, may ‘approach’ alterity only in a movement of 
self-dislocation in which a dialogue ‘on’ Blanchot becomes a new form of 
genreless writing which as yet has no name. (emphasis in the original)   
(DHB 136-37). 

 
 
The distancing approach to the other, suggested by Derrida’s reading of Blanchot, leads to a 

consideration of the relation between dialogue and commentary as a mode of thinking of the 

other. But, finally, it remains to situate the notion of the other within the thesis. 

 Clark’s description of the other in Heidegger, Blanchot and Derrida, as rendered above, 

should be seen as implied in my analyses in the thesis. The four theoretical concepts and loss 

in Berryman’s poetry name that which has no name. Loss as a concern for the other is a loss 

that cannot be overcome, but at the same time constitutes what these different forms of 

language have to presuppose. Each different concept I deal with implies and is implied by 

Berryman’s poetry of loss and these mutual implications provide the possibility for a dialogue 

between the language of poetry and the language of critical theory within the space that my 

commentary creates. Clark’s reading of Heidegger, Blanchot, and Derrida, furthermore, 

define my use of the words dialogue and commentary. 

 In his exposition of dialogue, Clark mentions the use of dialogue in Plato and 

psychoanalysis, and its relation to pedagogy. However, the most important form of dialogue 

for Clark is one that involves what he calls maieutics: 

 

Most importantly, albeit rarely and elusively, dialogue engages with the 
possibility of maieutics; namely, the discipline of the exchange itself allows the 
midwifery of new, unanticipated ideas in the very course of dialogue itself. These 
are ideas of which the whole dialogue-event, rather than any particular participant, 
is the ‘author’ (though Plato would have it that the ideas were implicit in 
unremembered form in all of the interlocutors). (DHB 18-19) 
 

 
It is thus the notion of a maieutic dialogue which should be seen as influencing me in the 

thesis. Clark finds the development of this type of dialogue in Heidegger’s idea that dialogue 

form is well suited for, what Clark calls, “the Auseinandersetzung of philosophy and 
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literature” (DHB 47), that is, the dispute, clash, struggle, between literature and philosophy, 

but also the elucidation of literature and philosophy in their meeting. The maieutics of the 

dialogue is further developed, according to Clark, in Blanchot and Derrida, where the notion 

of the dialogue is closely related to that of commentary. Clark writes about Blanchot’s idea of 

the development of the dialogue form that it “has usually been a form inherent with a kind of 

violence, at work in the constraints it imposes on the interlocutors as it forces them to speak 

and listen in turn” (DHB 89). Instead, Blanchot conceives “of the possibility of a new form of 

dialogue that would renounce a context of power” (DHB 89), in other words, the possibility of 

a dialogue on equal terms between the participants, which would, in turn, provide a space for 

the other. Blanchot’s new form of dialogue would thus welcome the other as other; literature 

would open up toward philosophy, while philosophy would open up toward literature. In this 

way, commentary becomes a form of dialogue, in which the commentator does not assume a 

position of authority but, rather, takes on the role of a follower. As Clark notes of the relation 

between Derrida and Blanchot in Derrida’s Pas: 

 

The simultaneous demand for reading and the ineluctable violence that any 
reading must embody come together in the concept of ‘interruption’ …. A 
commentary such as Pas, accompanies/interrupts the ‘original’ text in the manner 
of the necessary implication of the other within the same. (DHB 133) 
 

 
The commentator and the texts can thus be seen to read and interrupt each other; the texts, as 

Clark writes, “thus become part of a dialogue in which the text of each acquires meaning in 

its relation to the other” (emphasis in the original) (DHB 135). To put it differently, the texts 

mutually imply each other, commenting and interrupting each other without the authority of 

one over the other. Commentary, the third concept I extract from Clark’s notion of a 

heteronymic discourse, is thus an integral part of the dialogue in which I will try to engage 

Berryman’s poetry of loss and the four theoretical concepts.  

 The three concepts the other, dialogue, and commentary are, as Clark presents them in 

his reading of Heidegger, Blanchot, and Derrida, interrelated, they interpret and interrupt each 

other. As with these three concepts, the four different theoretical concepts I deal with, as well 

as Berryman’s poetry of loss, mutually imply each other. By their concern for the other as 

absolutely other, each text participates in the dialogue/commentary for which it is the 

objective of this thesis to create a space. And the thesis can thus, possibly, itself become part 

of the interrupting event of the dialogue/commentary. This is also where my study differs 

most from Clark’s, namely in the enactment of a dialogue/commentary between poetry and 
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critical theory. Where Clark provides examples of how, what he would call, a heteronymic 

reading might turn out with Heidegger, Blanchot, or Derrida in mind, I try, to a larger extent, 

to involve Berryman’s poetry of loss and critical theory in a dialogue of mutual implications.7 

 In more general terms, then, what my thesis is concerned with is to make room for 

theory within Berryman studies, and also provide a possible place for Berryman’s poetry 

within literary and critical theory. 

 

  

Previous Research 

Departure 

As the research on Heidegger is vast, I will focus mainly on Gerald L. Bruns’s Heidegger’s 

Estrangements: Language, Truth, and Poetry in the Later Writings, which I find comes close 

to my thesis in its discussion of Heidegger’s reading of Trakl in “Language in the Poem.”8 I 

will concentrate on Bruns’s comments regarding apartness and the relation of apartness or 

strangeness to language and poetry. First of all, it is of interest to notice that Bruns situates the 

later writings of Heidegger within the Carnivalesque tradition. Inspired by Bakhtin, Bruns 

writes: 

 

I regard the later Heidegger as a philosopher who has crossed the threshold from 
the sealed-off world of philosophical discourse into the uncontrollable, sometimes 
lunatic linguistic world (the world of Aristophanes, of Roman satire and medieval 
parody, of Rabelais, Cervantes, and Sterne, of Joyce, Beckett, and Thomas 
Pyncheon) that surrounds philosophy and calls it into question.9  
 

 
What Bruns expresses fits into one of the aims of my thesis, which is the concern with the 

crossing of the border between poetry and theory, and their mutual implications. Furthermore, 

Bruns’s investigation of Heidegger’s reading of Trakl leads him to the notion of dialogue, a 

concept which I see as an important part of the analyses in the thesis. Discussing Heidegger’s 

essay “Language in the Poem,” Bruns notes that, according to Heidegger, “thinking must 

                                                 
7 Clark uses Charles Tomlinson’s poem “Poem” as, what he calls, “an English-language example of almost 
didactic simplicity,” and “a kind of test case” (DHB 38), to exemplify his notion of a heteronymic analysis. 
8 Among the studies devoted to Heidegger, language, and poetry can be mentioned, Joseph J. Kockelmans, ed. 
and trans., On Heidegger and Language (Evanston: Northwestern University Press, 1972); David Wood, ed., 
Heidegger and Language: A Collection of Original Papers (Coventry: Parousia Press, 1981); Christopher Fynsk, 
Language and Relation … That There is Language (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1996). 
9 Gerald L. Bruns, Heidegger’s Estrangements: Language, Truth, and Poetry in the Later Writings (New Haven: 
Yale University Press, 1989) 101n3. 
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enter into a dialogue with poetry,” and, as Bruns continues his explication of dialogue in 

Heidegger: 

 

As always, dialogue is to be understood in the Heideggerian sense of picking up 
on the words of another, not in order to grasp their meaning, that is, not in the 
sense of exercising exegetical mastery, but rather to take them in unexpected ways 
– as hints thrown off and radiating in multiple directions (waywardly). (emphasis 
in the original).10 
 

 
Bruns connects this notion of dialogue, in turn, to Heidegger’s idea of the strangeness and 

apartness (Abgeschiedenheit) of poetic language, which I relate to departure (Abschied) in the 

thesis. Apartness or strangeness in Heidegger, according to Bruns, “is the place to which all 

poetry, all art transports us.”11 Moreover, Bruns notes that by giving heed to the apartness and 

strangeness of the language of poetry “thinking can remain open to what is unthought the way 

poetry remains open to the unspoken,” which means to be open for the other and the otherness 

of language, or as Bruns puts it: “What needs sounding is not the subject but its otherness – its 

resistance to thinking, its evasiveness, its refusal to be formulated as a topic or question in 

philosophy.” 12  Thus, the later writings of Heidegger, for Bruns, are concerned with the 

otherness of language and thinking, the apartness of poetry and thought, and cannot simply be 

reduced to a metaphysical ontology as the presentation of the presence of being. 

 Paul de Man’s essay on Heidegger’s reading of Hölderlin should also be mentioned as it 

relates to the context of my thesis. In his reading of Hölderlin, de Man demonstrates how 

Heidegger, in fact, says the exact opposite of Hölderlin. Heidegger takes Hölderlin as a poet 

who manages to say the presence of being without mediation, parousia. As de Man writes of 

Heidegger’s notion of Hölderlin’s poetry: “Language – Hölderlin’s language – is the 

immediate presence of Being.”13 However, for Hölderlin, de Man argues, poetry can only be 

prayer, it can only be the hope of the absolute presence of being, since “as soon as the word is 

uttered, it destroys the immediate and discovers that instead of stating Being, it can only state 

mediation.” 14  As I suggest in the thesis, Heidegger’s conception of the poet and poetic 

language in his reading of Trakl is, like his reading of Hölderlin, constructed around the 

notion of the possibility of the poetic to say the absolute presence of being. But, as I try to 

                                                 
10 Bruns, Heidegger’s Estrangements 180-81. 
11 Bruns 181. 
12 Bruns 182. 
13 Paul de Man, “Heidegger’s Exegeses of Hölderlin,” Blindness and Insight: Essays in the Rhetoric of 
Contemporary Criticism, 2nd ed., (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1983) 253. 
14 de Man 259. 
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argue, Heidegger’s use of the word departure contests this possibility of immediacy and 

installs a loss that cannot be recovered and presented as presence, which in turn leads to what 

could be called a form of nostalgia in Heidegger’s thinking. 

 

 

The Subversive 

The words subversion and subversiveness are generally used to designate an overturning of 

dominant power structures in a society, and are mostly associated with marginalized groups, 

such as artists, intellectuals, feminists, and minority groups marginalized on the basis of race 

or class. To subvert means, in this context, to reverse the values of a dominant suppressive 

group, to highlight injustices, and undermine stagnated hierarchies. In other words, subversion 

is usually a politically charged concept. Furthermore, these subversions have often been 

conducted through the use of art in different forms. In the introduction to the anthology The 

Subversive Imagination: Artists, Society, and Social Responsibility, Carol Becker 

characterizes the subversiveness of art in political terms: 

 

The more that is hidden and suppressed, the more simplistic the representation of 
daily life, the more one-dimensional and caught in the dominant ideology the 
society is, the more art must reveal. In form and content its aggressive refusal to 
sustain society’s illusions, demonstrates “the limits of immediacy.”15 Art refuses 
to be easy.16  
 

 
But, according to Becker, for art to be a subversive force within society, it has to be 

recognizable; the audience has to be able to relate to it. “Hence the need,” Becker argues, “to 

decolonize the imagination of artists and audience, to force us all to break the paradigms that 

perpetuate this mutual alienation and keep art from having an impact on society.”17 For 

Becker, then, the subversive power of art should be used to achieve political awareness and 

change. Closer to my conception of the subversive, however, is a more specifically literary 

notion of subversion, which would focus more on the institution of literature, while at the 

same time acknowledging the concept’s socio-political implications. One such study is David 

Glenn Kropf’s Authorship as Alchemy: Subversive Writing in Pushkin, Scott, Hoffmann, 

which by problematizing the notion of the author makes way for a definition of subversion as 
                                                 
15 The quote is from George Lukács, “Realism in the Balance,” Aesthetics and Politics: The Key Texts of the 
Classic Debate within German Marxism, ed. Ronald Taylor (London:Verso, 1977) 17. 
16 Carol Becker, introduction, The Subversive Imagination: Artists, Society, and Social Responsibility, ed. Carol 
Becker (New York: Routledge, 1994) xiii. 
17 Becker xiii. 
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the undermining of attempts to determine the specific identities of writers and characters. In 

developing his definition of subversion, Kropf analyzes what he calls “libertines,” such as 

Don Juan, and their refusal to be caught in a single identity. “By refusing to be subjected to 

memory and a fixed identity,” Kropf writes, “the libertines attempt to free themselves from 

that which would singularize and fix their identities (monogamy and memory) …. Instead of 

submitting, the libertines subvert.”18 This subversion of identity is then developed to include 

the author as a specific identity tied to the work of a writer. Kropf thus analyzes, as he puts it, 

“the subversive tactics undertaken by the writers Pushkin, Scott, and Hoffmann to liberate 

themselves precisely from such authorial individuation.”19 

 These kinds of subversions are certainly at play within Berryman’s poetry, but what 

interests me when it comes to the notion the subversive is the radical questioning of origin 

and being that I find at work in Berryman’s poetry of loss. Subversion as a form of poetry 

thus becomes concerned with the question, and problematizing, of its being.20  

    

 

Anasemia 

The instances where anasemia has been put into practice as an analytical tool for interpreting 

literature are few; two cases, however, need to be mentioned. But first the treatment of 

Abraham and Torok’s work by Derrida is in need of a few comments, even though he does 

not interpret literature by way of anasemia, but rather makes way for such an interpretation. In 

“Me – Psychoanalysis: An Introduction to the Translation of ‘The Shell and the Kernel’ by 

Nicolas Abraham,” Derrida not only introduces the translation of Abraham’s essay, but also 

elaborates on anasemia as being itself a form of translation. Derrida writes that Abraham’s 

notion of anasemia translates  

 

from one language into another (with foreign words), and even from one language 
into itself (with the ‘same’ words suddenly changing their sense, overflowing with 
sense or exceeding it altogether, and nevertheless impassive, imperturbable, 
identical to themselves, allowing you still to read in the new code of this anasemic 
translation what belonged to the other word, the same one, before psychoanalysis, 

                                                 
18 David Glenn Kropf, Authorship as Alchemy: Subversive Writing in Pushkin, Scott, Hoffmann (Stanford: 
Stanford University Press, 1994) 49. 
19 Kropf 52. 
20 For other studies than the ones mentioned on the subversive and subversions in different forms, see, for 
example, Barry Sanders, Sudden Glory: Laughter as Subversive History (Boston: Beacon Press, 1995); Susan 
Rubin Suleiman, Subversive Intent: Gender, Politics, and the Avant-Garde (Cambridge: Harvard University 
Press, 1990); Robert Stam, Subversive Pleasures: Bakhtin, Cultural Criticism, and Film (Baltimore and London: 
The Johns Hopkins University Press, 1989).  
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that other language, makes use of the same words but imposes on them a ‘radical 
semantic change’).21 
 

 
Derrida also notes how anasemia, as indicated by the prefix ana-, goes back, that is, traces the 

“before” of signification. As Derrida puts it, anasemia “goes back to the source and goes past 

it, to the pre-originary and pre-semantic source. Anasemic translation does not deal in 

exchanges between significations, signifiers and signifieds, but between the realm of 

signification and that which, making it possible, must still be translated into the language of 

that which makes it possible, must still be repeated, reinvested, reinterpreted there.”22 In other 

words, anasemia lays bare the nonfoundation of language in order to translate this loss at the 

origin into language, which means that it is constantly in need of translation itself, since what 

it points to is without name and without language.  

 Derrida’s exposition of the crypt and anasemia, in “Fors,” comes, perhaps, closer to the 

focus of my thesis. I will only quote one instance from Derrida’s essay, which I think 

expresses well what is at stake concerning otherness and anasemia: 

 

[I]t remains that the otherness of the other installs within any process of 
appropriation … a “contradiction,” or better, or worse, if contradiction always 
carries with it the telos of an Aufhebung, let us call it an undecidable irresolution 
that forever prevents the two from closing over their rightful, ideal, proper, 
coherence … (emphases in the original).23 
 

 
Anasemia, for Derrida, thus becomes a non-concept that does not resolve anything, but rather 

makes room for the absolutely and inexpressible other. Derrida’s reading of anasemia thus 

parallels the concepts of Heidegger, Blanchot, and my notion of the subversive which I 

examine in the thesis. 

 A more practical application of Abraham and Torok’s psychoanalytic theories to the 

analysis of literature can be found in Esther Rashkin’s Family Secrets and the Psychoanalysis 

of Narrative. Even though there are, to my knowledge, few studies written on the relation 

                                                 
21 Jacques Derrida, “Me – Psychoanalysis: An Introduction to the Translation of ‘The Shell and the Kernel’ by 
Nicolas Abraham,” trans. Richard Klein, Diacritics 9.1 (1979): 5. 
22 Derrida 8. 
23 Jacques Derrrida, “Fors: The Anglish Words of Nicolas Abraham and Maria Torok,” trans. Barbara Johnson 
The Wolf Man’s Magic Word: A Cryptonomy by Nicolas Abraham and Maria Torok, trans. Nicholas Rand 
(Minneapolis: University of Minneapolis Press, 1986) xxii. The complexity of Derrida’s essay demands a far 
more extensive reading than I can undertake here, in which  notions such as the crypt, anasemia, translation, and 
the relation between the languages of psychoanalysis and poetry could be developed. However, in the thesis I 
have limited myself to the notion of anasemia and its relation to otherness, as developed in Abraham’s essay 
“The Shell and the Kernel,” and the mutual implications between anasemia and Berryman’s poetry of loss. 
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between anasemia and poetry, Rashkin’s book, focusing on narrative prose, comes close 

enough to the aim of my thesis to give me reason to situate her work within the framework of 

my thesis. Rashkin’s aim with her study is similar to mine in that she takes inspiration from 

what she calls Shoshana Felman’s “now-classic argument” 24  on the mutual implications 

between literature and psychoanalysis, and the deconstruction of the hierarchy of 

psychoanalysis over literature. I also share Rashkin’s view of the practical outcome of 

Felman’s argument. As Rashkin writes of her study: 

   

A specific result of this inquiry will be to shift the terms and implications of [the 
dialogue between literature and psychoanalysis] from considering literature and 
psychoanalysis as two different bodies of language and two different modes of 
knowledge to viewing literary analysis and psychoanalysis as two different 
contexts for the same mode of interpretation.25 
 

 
However, methodologically I differ from Rashkin in my extension of the mutual implications 

to include not only psychoanalysis and literature, but also literary and critical theory and 

literature. On the one hand, while I limit myself to the analysis of Abraham’s concept of 

anasemia, Rashkin deals with a number of concepts within Abraham and Torok’s work, such 

as the crypt, haunting, secret, symbol, and the phantom. On the other hand, another similarity 

between my own and Rashkin’s study is the view of the theoretical concepts that are applied 

in the course of the analyses. Consequently, I second Rashkin’s statement when she writes 

that “[t]his study does not aim to define these concepts26 or propose conclusive statements 

about their meaning or vicissitudes. Its intent rather is to show how existing perspectives on 

them may be altered and expanded.”27  

Since I am only analyzing Abraham’s notion of anasemia, I will here exclusively 

comment on Rashkin’s use of the concept in relation to her understanding of the other and her 

analysis of literature. Rashkin sees the other, in her analyses, as purely linguistic. As Rashkin 

puts it: 

 

                                                 
24 Esther Rashkin, Family Secrets and the Psychoanalysis of Narrative (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 
1992) 8. 
25 Rashkin 8. 
26 That is, the concepts of haunting, ghosts, fiction, secrets, the text, and literary analysis. The concepts I use 
which fit into Rashkin’s disclaimer are first and foremost the concepts of the other, dialogue, and commentary. It 
should also be noted that the concepts I analyze within the different chapters (departure, the subversive, 
anasemia, and death) are not new concepts of my own making but already exist within certain textual contexts. 
My aim thus consists in analyzing them from a different perspective and in a different context. 
27 Rashkin 12. 
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Anasemic analysis and the psychic configuration of the phantom allow us to 
identify the “other” in certain narratives as a specific entity, situated beyond the 
subject, who holds that subject in a pathological dual unity by virtue of having 
transmitted to him or her a silent trauma. This de-capitalized “other” no longer 
functions as part of an ontology that invariably defines the speaking subject in 
terms of its inescapable otherness to itself, an otherness generated by the 
fundamental impossibility or inaccessibility of integration, understanding, the 
Phallus, the Unconscious, the Father, Death, and the like. The “other” is instead 
viewed as a text-specific identity whose concealment of a drama can be 
reconstructed from the particular, linguistically decipherable elements of a given 
narrative.28 
 

 
Rashkin’s analyses of texts such as Joseph Conrad’s “The Secret Sharer,” Auguste de 

Villiers’s “L’intersigne,” Balzac’s “Facino Cane,” Henry James’s “The Jolly Corner,” and 

Edgar Allan Poe’s “The Fall of the House of Usher,” are thus reconstructions of what she sees 

as hidden or secret traumas in the narratives. Thus, with the use of Abraham and Torok’s 

conceptual vocabulary, Rashkin in her study undertakes the task of unveiling the concealed 

cause and origin of trauma in the narratives she reads.  

 In his essay “Missing a Generation: The Rat Man and Hamlet,” Robert White  

comes closer to my use of the concept of the other and the notion of the impossibility of a 

complete recuperation of loss than Rashkin. Even if White does not mention anasemia, his 

examination of Abraham and Torok’s notions of the crypt and the phantom is similar to my 

understanding of the otherness of anasemia. According to White, the crypt brings “the almost 

impossible interruption or eruption of otherness into the ostensible homogeneity of the ego.”29 

This otherness is not, as in Rashkin, of a purely linguistic form, but precisely what escapes 

linguistic representation. Such otherness, that is, the absolutely other, the other that eludes 

every attempt to present and represent it, characterizes the phantom. As White notes: “The 

phantom cannot be interrogated. The phantom is always elsewhere, despite its radical 

topographical proximity to the cryptophore. The cryptophore does not conceal ‘truth’, to put 

this another way, but what is already a lie ….”30 These conceptions of the crypt and the 

phantom as forms or figures of otherness coincide with my notion of the otherness of 

anasemia which, I suggest, leads to a problematization of interpretation and analysis. White 

recognizes the seemingly precarious status of the phantom and the crypt for interpretation: 

 

                                                 
28 Rashkin 158. 
29 Robert White, “Missing a Generation: The Rat Man and Hamlet,” Angelaki 2.1 (1995): 42. 
30 White 43. 
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To posit the presence of a phantom might offer a promise of its exorcism, its 
disclosure. In such a case, the vicarious interrogation by which the phantom could 
be forcefully understood (again assuming that such a procedure were possible) 
would attempt to exhaust history, to uncover every last detail and leave nothing to 
linger inexplicably and eerily. However, the work of Abraham and Torok may be 
directed against the hubristic assumptions underpinning any such attempt. One 
might begin to consider that there is a possibility that a “phantom-effect” might 
haunt ostensibly successful acts of communication or interpretation.31   
 

 
As White demonstrates, the work of Abraham and Torok upsets the linearity of interpretation 

and analysis in favor of the notion of otherness at the foundation of language. This disrupting 

effect on interpretation is also, as I wish to show in the thesis, a characteristic of anasemia, as 

well as the other three theoretical concepts I discuss. 

 

 

Death 

Death is a major theme in Maurice Blanchot’s work, which permeates, in one way or other, 

almost all of his writing. Since this is the case, death in Blanchot has received much attention 

by commentators. I will here limit myself to refer to those commentators who seem the 

closest to my own examination of Blanchot and death in The Space of Literature. One of these 

is Simon Critchley who, in the essay “Il y a – Holding Levinas’s Hand to Blanchot’s Fire,” 

finds that for Blanchot death cannot be understood as a phenomenon, it cannot even be 

represented, since in representing death one does not re-present anything because death has 

never been present to begin with. As such, death relates to the other in Blanchot’s thought. 

Critchley puts it in this way: 

 

The radicality of the thought of dying in Blanchot is that death becomes 
impossible and ungraspable. It is meta-phenomenal …. Thus, the thought of the 
impossibility of death introduces the possibility of an encounter with some aspect 
of experience or some state of affairs that is not reducible to the self and which 
does not relate or return to self; that is to say, something other.32  
 

 
If to face death is to affirm the possibility of facing the other, how are death and the other 

related to the imaginary, to literature and poetry? Critchley writes that for Blanchot “[t]he 

relation to the Other is neither positive nor negative in any absolute metaphysical sense; it is 

                                                 
31 White 46. 
32 Simon Critchley, “Ill y a – Holding Levinas’s Hand to Blanchot’s Fire,” Maurice Blanchot: The Demand of 
Writing, ed. Carolyn Bailey Gill (London and New York: Routledge, 1996) 111-12.  
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rather neutral, an experience of neutrality which – importantly – is not impersonal and which 

opens in and as that ambiguous form of language that Blanchot calls literature” (emphasis in 

the original).33 Literature for Blanchot is, in other words, the space of the other, but also a 

space where the other withdraws; just like death, the other cannot be represented and is thus 

always marked by the absence of presence, and is always named with a name for what it is not. 

Gerald L. Bruns, in his Blanchot study Maurice Blanchot: The Refusal of Philosophy, comes 

to the same understanding as Critchley about Blanchot’s notion of death as an impossibility 

with the statement: “Essential death cannot be approached as a possibility.”34 Like Critchley, 

Bruns also connects death to writing; as Bruns has it, “the loss of subjectivity in writing is 

thought of as a kind of dying, as if death were the work of art that dying produces, or leaves 

behind, or as if death were merely the trace of dying, not the completion of this process but 

simply the presence of everything finished.”35 In other words, what both writing and death 

present is absence, the loss of presence. In Lesie Hill’s words, what literature is concerned 

with according to Blanchot is “the pre-conceptual singularity of things as they were before 

their destruction by words …. Literature … dedicates itself, not to the resurrection embodied 

in conceptual thought, but to the unthinkable singularity that precedes the concept as its 

simultaneous condition of both possibility and impossibility.”36 Literature’s “simultaneous 

condition of both possibility and impossibility,” leads to an absolute ambiguity that it shares 

with death. What literature and death bear witness to is an irrevocable loss beyond expression, 

and in this way death and literature both stage an experience with finitude, which 

paradoxically, in Hill’s words, “becomes an encounter with infinity, and the relation to the 

limit a relation with immeasurable alterity, a relation only conceivable … as a relation of non-

relation.”37 Thus, writing, death, and the other are, in Blanchot, related, even though this 

relation is, perhaps, as Hill suggests, paradoxical; they could also be said to mutually imply 

and comment on each other, but without being identical, and rather suggest each other 

through paradox and contradiction. 

 

Berryman Research and the Poetry of Loss 

Most Berryman scholars and critics agree that loss is a major theme in Berryman’s poetry, but 

not many have actually asked what loss in itself can be seen to imply and what implications it 
                                                 
33 Critchley 117. 
34 Gerald L. Bruns, Maurice Blanchot: The Refusal of Philosophy (Baltimore and London: The Johns Hopkins 
University Press, 1997) 67. 
35 Bruns, Maurice Blanchot 66. 
36 Hill 112. 
37 Hill 113. 
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has for Berryman’s poetry. In what follows I will outline how Berryman scholars and critics 

have treated the theme of loss in Berryman’s poetry.  

 Gary Arpin, in The Poetry of John Berryman, can be seen to express a typical notion of 

loss in Berryman’s The Dream Songs when he writes that “Henry’s sense of loss is a figured 

bass to the songs, always there, the painful foundation of the work.”38 In 1974, four years 

earlier than Arpin’s study, J. M. Linebarger had already argued that all of Berryman’s poetry 

rested on loss. When examining Berryman’s early lyric “Whether There is Sorrow in the 

Demons,” Linebarger states that “[t]his poem … suggests a theme that dominates Berryman’s 

early work and remains important in Berryman’s Sonnets, Homage to Mistress Bradstreet, 

The Dream Songs, and  Love & Fame – the theme of loss.”39 Furthermore, loss in Berryman’s 

poetry is usually connected to Berryman’s/Henry’s father’s suicide. As Linebarger writes, 

“[t]he archetypal loss for Berryman was his father’s suicide in 1926,” but exactly what loss 

implies in terms of Berryman’s language and poetry is not specified. Similarly, a more recent 

Berryman scholar, Samuel Fisher Dodson, notes that “[t]he complete understanding of loss, 

its ‘epistemology’, is what Berryman began to explore in ‘The Ball Poem’ and continued to 

wrestle with during the thirteen year composition of The Dream Songs,”40  but does not 

elaborate on what loss as a concept might imply. However, in Stephen Matterson’s study of 

Berryman and Lowell, Berryman and Lowell: The Art of Losing, the essence of loss receives 

more attention. Matterson suggests that Lowell, in his poem History, and Berryman, in The 

Dream Songs, “present strategies for dealing with loss – the ‘rhetoric of destitution’ or the 

‘epistemology of loss’, but they also use deprivation as a theme, and as something which 

undermines their books, their arrangements,”41 and, Matterson goes on to contend that for 

Berryman and Lowell “loss is also the impulse behind creation.” 42  Matterson writes 

specifically of Berryman’s poem that “The Dream Songs are almost founded on losses; loss of 

the father being the primary one, the paradigm for all of the other losses that the book 

considers. But loss or absence is also the paradigm for creation and creativity,”43 a statement 

                                                 
38 Gary Arpin, The Poetry of John Berryman (Port Washington and London: Kennikat Press, 1978) 63. In the 
essay “’I Am Their Musick’: Lamentations and The Dream Songs”, Arpin states that “[i]t is folly to describe a 
poem as long and complex as The Dream Songs by a single word, but nevertheless let us say one: loss. Loss 
pervades the poem.” Gary Arpin, “‘I Am Their Musick’: Lamentations and The Dream Songs,” John Berryman 
Studies 1.1 (1975): 2. 
39 J. M. Linebarger, John Berryman (New York: Twayne Publishers, 1974) 46. 
40 Samuel Fisher Dodson, “A Web of Loss: The Contextualized Persona in John Berryman’s Dream Songs,” 
diss., University of Nebraska, 1995, 86. 
41 Stephen Matterson, Berryman and Lowell: The Art of Losing (Basingstoke and London: MacMillan Press, 
1988) 85. 
42 Matterson 85. 
43 Matterson 85. 
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which leads Matterson to conclude that “the association between art and loss becomes crucial 

for Berryman’s Dream Songs.”44 Loss and absence in Berryman’s poetry is thus not only an 

experience of a personal nature, but also the origin of art and, consequently, of poetry.  

 It is with loss and absence as the foundation of Berryman’s poetry that this thesis is 

concerned. Loss in Berryman’s poetry, from this perspective, becomes an irrecoverable 

absence, in which the other reveals itself as absolute loss only expressed differently, as a 

translation without original. This essential absence at the source of poetic language is, 

however, dependent on, and supplemented by, loss at the origin of ontology in Berryman’s 

poetry. The absence at the origin of both language and ontology thus imply each other and 

make each other possible. This form of fundamental ontology is examined by Philip Coleman 

in his essay “The Scene of Disorder: John Berryman’s ‘Formal Elegy’.” The founding loss in 

Berryman’s poetry, according to Coleman, makes the poetry take on an elegiac character, 

which gives way to what Coleman calls “the existential priority of absence and loss.”45 In 

“The Ball Poem,” this mode of existentialism takes the form of, as Coleman writes, “the a 

priori of human loss and suffering, absence and losing,” that is, the poem functions as an 

“epistemology of loss,” 46  which means that “‘absence’, indeed, always and everywhere 

underscores ‘presence’.”47 However, the elegiac nature of Berryman’s poetry has its poetical 

forbearers, and also its biographical causes, “ranging,” as Coleman notes, “from the poet’s 

inheritance of the pensively melancholy disposition implicit in the Romantic tradition and 

early Modernist literary traditions before him, to certain key factors of context and biography 

which will always be part of the Berryman picture.”48 This is not a reason, however, to limit 

oneself to examining Berryman’s poetry in the way many critics have had a tendency to do, 

namely, as Coleman argues, quoting from Dream Song 1, “concentrated on unearthing the 

deeper psychological patterns of the work, and the emotional causes of Henry’s (‘John 

Berryman’s’) ‘going into hiding’ (‘Huffy Henry hid the day’) in particular.”49 Instead, what 

Coleman tries to do in his essay is to examine Berryman’s poetry of loss from the perspective 

of “ethical ontology:” 

 

                                                 
44 Matterson 85. 
45 Philip Coleman, “The Scene of Disorder: John Berryman’s ‘Formal Elegy’,” Irish Journal of American 
Studies 8 (1999): 210. 
46 Coleman 210. 
47 Coleman 211. 
48 Coleman 212. 
49 Coleman 219. 
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The interplay between existential ethics and responsible poetics in “Formal 
Elegy” is nowhere echoed more clearly in Berryman’s later work than in the first 
Dream Song, where he writes: “What he has now to say is a long / wonder the 
world can bear & be”, indicating his fundamental adherence to an ethical ontology 
that pays as much attention to the how of human existence as it does to the why. 
(emphases in the original)50 
 
 

Coleman’s analysis of Berryman’s ethical ontology of existence and my proposition in the 

thesis of the fundamental ontology of Berryman’s poetic language, with absence as their 

mutual origin, make way for an analysis of Berryman’s poetry of loss in terms of the other. 

 Despite the refutation of the analysis of Berryman’s poetry in merely psychological and 

emotional terms, criticism of Berryman’s work also needs to be acknowledged. I want in 

particular mention to Barbara Hardy’s essay “Re-Reading Berryman: Power and Solicitation,” 

which combines a critique of Berryman’s work from a feminist perspective with a recognition 

of the otherness at stake in his work. To say that Hardy is not impressed with Berryman’s 

treatment of women in his poetry might be an understatement: 

 

His habitual language about women is pluralizing, possessive and stereotyped: 
‘my first wife’, ‘my second wife’, ‘my wives’, ‘girls’, ‘my good wife’, ‘my good 
gravid wife’, ‘every wife on the Eastern seaboard’, and so on and so on. Like his 
elitism, snobbishness, conservatism, and implicit racism, his phallocentric 
assumptions are as unpleasant as they are pathetic.51 
 

 
But despite this harsh criticism of Berryman’s phallocentrism, Hardy finds in Homage to 

Mistress Bradstreet Berryman writing, despite his sexism, “a poetry which creates character 

to imagine otherness.” 52  Berryman, in Homage, “valuably creates [Anne Bradstreet] as 

creating him, in an imaginative reciprocity, remembering that she is a poet,” which leads 

Hardy to the conclusion that Berryman “does imagine her as an imagining woman, and also as 

his erotic equal ….”53 Hardy in no way forgives Berryman his misogyny, but does recognize 

in him a sense for what it means to be an other. In discussing Hopkins’s long poem “The 

Wreck of the Deutschland” in relation to Homage, Hardy notes that “[f]or Hopkins, as for 

Berryman, the sustained, relatively long, narrative lyric was a complex act of mediation on 

otherness, the personal study of a text outside the personal life, a liberation into new poetry, 

                                                 
50 Coleman 219. 
51 Barbara Hardy, “Re-Reading Berryman: Power and Solicitation,” English: The Journal of the English 
Association 40.166 (1991): 39. 
52 Hardy 39. 
53 Hardy 41. 
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and itself a new poetry.”54 Hardy thus sees in Berryman’s poem an attempt to approach the 

other as absolutely other, and, at the same time, as the recognition of the other as in essence 

unapproachable. Poetry, for Berryman, in this way becomes a liberation of the other only as 

the absence of the other. 

 In conclusion, then, Hardy’s assessment of Berryman is both positive and negative; in 

Hardy’s words: “Berryman writes poetry which mixes what is admirable with what is 

intolerable …. He is yesterday’s poet maudit, neither to be dismissed nor romanticized.”55 

  

 

Synopsis 

Chapter one of the thesis analyzes Martin Heidegger’s notion of departure, Abschied. The 

analysis brings to light the grounding ambiguity of departure in Heidegger, and the ways it 

implies both a leave-taking and a recalling gesture. However, this gesture, I argue, cannot 

literally account for what it leaves behind and recalls, since the origin of the departure is 

always already56 lost. In other words, the lack left by the departure cannot be made present, 

presented or represented without mediation. This situation leads me to suggest the necessarily 

figural or, rather, poetical character of the act of departing. My reading of Berryman’s use of 

departure, the word figures in Dream Song 1, then generates implications between 

Heidegger’s notion of departure and Berryman’s. Heidegger’s strict philosophical project 

accordingly traverses the boundary of philosophy into that of Berryman’s poetry, at the same 

time as Berryman’s poetry transcends the language of poetry into critical thinking.  

The second chapter examines David S. Reynolds’s notion of subversion and subversive 

literature during the American Renaissance. I argue that the subversiveness of the texts 

Reynolds investigates can be developed into a concept of the subversive, which can be seen to 

subvert its own ability to define and determine the texts Reynolds that analyzes. I suggest that 

from this characteristic of the subversive it follows that the texts and the theoretical concept 

                                                 
54 Hardy 42. 
55 Hardy 46. 
56 Heidegger defines the expression “always already” in a note to Being and Time: “In the same paragraph we 
speak of ‘previous freeing’ – namely (generally speaking) of being for the possible manifestations of beings: 
‘Previously’ in this ontological sense means in Latin a priori, in Greek proteron te physei (Aristotle, Physics, A 
1). More clearly in Metaphysics E 1025b29 – to ti en einai, ‘what already was being’, what always already 
presences in advance’, what has-been, the perfect. The Greek verb einai has no perfect tense; it is named here in  
en einai. It is not something ontically past, but rather what is always earlier, what we are referred back to in the 
question of beings as such. Instead of a priori perfect we could also say ontological or transcendental perfect (cf. 
Kant’s doctrine of the schematism).” Martin Heidegger, Being and Time: A Translation of Zein und Zeit, trans. 
Joan Stambaugh (Albany: State University of New York Press, 1996) 79. 
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imply each other, and that they are founded on the indeterminacy of their foundation. They 

are, in other words, two instances of what could be called subversive translations, that is, they 

translate each other by means of figures for each other, figures which do not have literal 

origins to refer back to. Furthermore, this notion of the subversive is not only found in texts 

dated to the time of the American Renaissance that Reynolds deals with, but can also be found 

in modern texts, such as Berryman’s poetry. The concept of the subversive, I argue, in fact 

implies Berryman’s poetry of loss, and Berryman’s poetry of loss, in turn, implies the 

subversive by the poems’ ambivalence concerning the relation between, for example, dream 

and identity.  

Chapter three investigates Nicolas Abraham’s psychoanalytical concept of anasemia. 

Abraham’s notion of anasemia has an explicit concern with the unsaid and unthought, that is, 

both the concept and the language of anasemia are founded on absence, on the otherness of 

the other. This means that psychoanalytic anasemia constitutes the expression of the 

inexpressible by the means of figurality. Anasemia thus translates that which is lost beyond 

recovery. The language of anasemia can, consequently, be seen to translate and imply 

Berryman’s poetry of loss, which in turn expresses an anasemic experience. In so doing, 

Berryman’s poetry of loss, I argue, implies psychoanalytic anasemia by, at the same time, 

putting to use the anasemic experience and by emphasizing the paradoxical nature both of the 

concept of anasemia and Berryman’s poetry of loss. 

Chapter four examines Maurice Blanchot’s notion of death as the origin, or nonorigin, 

of poetry and the imaginary. Blanchot’s idea of death includes the thought that absolute 

absence is the ultimate source of being and poetry, and that being and poetry thus imply each 

other. Furthermore, death as the source of poetry and being is intimately related to a 

fundamental ontological as well as poetical ambiguity, which means that the borders between 

life, death and poetry are indeterminate and only possible to express figuratively by 

presencing absence. In the same way, Berryman’s poetry of loss exposes death, or absolute 

absence, as the foundation of both poetry and life. Death as the origin of life and poetry then 

becomes the absolutely other, and in order to express the absolutely other poetry incessantly 

returns to its origin. Berryman’s poetry of loss thus implies the theoretical ground of 

Blanchot’s notion of death, while Blanchot’s understanding of death implies the foundation of 

Berryman’s poetry of loss. 

 



Chapter One  
Beginnings: Departure in Berryman and Heidegger 

 
 

My starting point for this chapter is the assumption that Berryman’s long poem The Dream 

Songs and his short lyric “The Ball Poem” demonstrate a serious, grounding concern with 

their own genesis, that is, their coming into being as poetry.1 Berryman’s two poems share 

their concern with origin with a certain strain of theory and philosophy, which is here 

represented by Martin Heidegger, and Jacques Derrida’s reading of Heidegger. My 

examination of Heidegger in this chapter aims at developing his notion of departure, bearing 

in mind both departure as an event in Berryman’s two poems and departure as a theoretical 

concept. The objective of the chapter, then, is to involve theory and philosophy in a dialogue 

with The Dream Songs and “The Ball Poem,” in which they can be seen to mutually imply 

each other. In other words, my reading of Heidegger’s thinking concerning the word departure 

is informed by my reading of Berryman’s poetry and my reading of Berryman’s poetry is 

informed by my reading of Heidegger’s thinking, beyond the binary hierarchy of analyzing 

the poetry as the object of interpretation. Since both Heidegger’s thinking and Berryman’s 

two poems emphasize the importance of particular words and how they signify in certain 

contexts, the chapter involves a close analysis and development of these words in the analyses 

of the poetry and the philosophy. 

Questions one could ask of a beginning in general can be posed as follows: does the 

beginning always have to come from somewhere? Or is it rather the case that it is simply 

thrown into its own beginning out of nothing? Either way, with the beginning comes a 

departure: something ends and something new begins. The beginning carries the departure 

with it, and the departure carries both the end and the beginning with it. To begin, then, means 

to depart. But how should one read these words – the beginning and the departure? Are they 

absolute and determined concepts without histories, or do they imply a rhetoric? Are they 

figures of speech that as such could be said to speculate on their own genesis? These are some 

of the questions examined in the course of this chapter. 

 

 

                                                 
1 This assumption could perhaps also be made for a reading of Berryman’s Homage to Mistress Breadstreet. I 
nevertheless restrict my reading to The Dream Songs and “The Ball Poem,” since an analysis of Homage to 
Mistress Bradstreet can be found in chapter four of this thesis. 
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The Departure of The Dream Songs 

To turn to Berryman’s poetry: what does Dream Song 1 say about its beginning and, since it 

is the first poem in a sequence of 385 Dream Songs, what does it say about the beginning of 

The Dream Songs as a whole? The first stanza of Dream Song 1 reads: 

 

Huffy Henry hid    the day, 
unappeasable Henry sulked. 
I see his point, – a trying to put things over. 
It was the thought that they thought  
they could do it made Henry wicked & away. 
But he should have come out and talked. 

     (DS 1) 
 
 
The protagonist, Henry, is introduced right away; he is mentioned both in the first and second 

line, and what introduces him is the “I” of the poet who “see[s] his point.” The poetical “I,” 

moreover, is someone who is in a position to tell Henry what he should have done, “he should 

have come out and talked.” This belated advice is aimed at Henry’s state of mind; he is huffy 

and unappeasable and he sulks. Or, rather, what is described is an event that has already 

occurred, since Henry’s situation is described in the past tense. Henry was sulking at the time, 

he was huffy and unappeasable, and he “hid    the day.” The fact that Henry “hid    the day,” 

the poet of the song suggests, was “a trying to put things over.” It was “they” who tried “to 

put things over” on Henry, and as the poet says “[i]t was the thought that they thought they 

could do it” that made Henry sulky and wicked. This is the reason, then, why Henry “hid    the 

day.” But there is a further difficulty here, since what is not explained is who “they” are and 

what “they” believed “they” thought “they”could put over on Henry. But whose thought is the 

first thought? Is it “they” that thought the thought, or is it Henry who thought that “they” 

thought? There is a difference between “they” thinking the thought that “they” could do it, 

and Henry thinking that “they” thought that “they” could do it. In the first instance the thought 

lingers more around the thought of the action “they” thought “they” could perform; in the 

second instance the weight is more on the action of doing, that is, “they” thought “they” 

“could do it.” It is impossible to say from the poem, this far at least, which reading is more 

suitable, and it is also impossible to say, at this point of the reading, who “they” are. 

Nevertheless, Henry, according to the “I,” “should have come out and talked.”2 

                                                 
2 For extensive analyses and glosses on Dream Song 1, see Ernest C. Stefanik Jr., ed., John Berryman Studies 1.4 
(1975): 1-64. The issue is a transcription of a symposium on Dream Song 1. 
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What has been presented this far in the poem is the protagonist, Henry, described in the 

third person by the poetical “I,” who gives him the somewhat childish epithets “huffy” and 

“unappeasable.” Furthermore, Henry’s situation is described as a distressful one, a situation 

brought on by the thought that the anonymous “they” could perform a disagreeable act of 

some kind on him. All this is described as an event that has already happen, and as something 

about which, the poet contends, Henry “should have come out and talked.” 

 The second stanza moves further back in time beyond the traumatic situation of the first 

stanza and then back again to what caused Henry to be unappeasable. 

 

All the world like a woolen lover 
once did seem on Henry’s side. 
Then came a departure. 
Thereafter nothing fell out as it might or ought. 
I don’t see how Henry, pried 
open for all the world to see, survived. 

     (DS 1) 

 

The first four lines are a recapitulation of Henry’s state of mind prior to and after the event 

which made him lose the feeling of the world as “a woolen lover,” an event which, according 

to line three, was followed by a departure. The departure caused Henry to fall into the state of 

being unappeasable, since “nothing fell out as it might or ought.” Then in lines five and six 

the poet once again comments on Henry’s sufferings and is even surprised Henry survived the 

ordeal. 

 The first two stanzas, then, tell the same story, namely the story of Henry’s sufferings. 

They could in a manner of speaking be seen as two beginnings to the same story, since they 

can be seen to paraphrase each other. If one considers the two first lines of each stanza they 

seem perfectly good beginnings to the poem on their own in that they both introduce the 

reader to the main theme of the poem, namely Henry’s sufferings, in similar ways. But to 

continue, what, specifically, was it that made Henry unappeasable? The third line of stanza 

two describes it as a departure. The departure can thus be seen as an important marker of the 

poem, a word which constitutes and signals a breaking point or crisis, both as an event of 

suffering in Henry’s life and as an occurrence in language. A departure, then, but a departure 

of what? What has departed? And what does it mean to depart? The word depart comes from 

the Latin de, meaning from and partire meaning to part. Etymologically, the word thus means 
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to divide, to part. 3 Among the meanings in English the word has taken on the OED mentions 

the following: to separate, to distinguish, to sever, to break off, to part or separate from each 

other, to set out on a journey, set forth, start, to go away to or into (a place), to go forth, to 

issue from, to withdraw, turn aside, diverge, deviate, to desist, abandon, pass, proceed, make 

one’s way, to leave this world, to die, to send away, to dismiss, to cease to follow, observe or 

practise, to give away, bestow. 4  Departure can, according to the OED, mean a boundary 

separating two regions; parting with, giving up; the action of departing or going away; the 

action of departing this life; decease, death; withdrawal, divergence, deviation from a path, 

course, standard, etc.; the action of setting out or starting on a journey; the starting or setting 

out on a course of action or thought.5 What is evident from this catalogue of meanings is that 

the word can signify two opposite things. The word has two contradictory semantic fields. On 

the one hand, it can mean to leave, to quit or end something, for example, to die. On the other 

hand, it can mean to begin and to start out on something new. The word, in consequence, 

means both an opening out, an egress, and an opening into, an entrance, an ingress. There is, 

in other words, within the word itself, a division; the word departs from itself, so to speak, in 

an inherent difference that in consequence seems to constitute it. To put it differently, the 

inherent difference of the word subverts each of the two meanings into its opposite. This 

subversiveness, however, is not negative in the sense of a complete undermining or 

destruction. Instead, the subversive character of the word is necessary for each of the two 

meanings to signify. The withdrawal of one meaning implicates and anticipates the other 

meaning. 

 In the introductory note to The Dream Songs, Berryman states that “Henry has suffered 

an irreversible loss” (DS vi), a statement that calls attention to what the word departure in the 

first Dream Song might mean. If, however, one wants to read the poem not only as a poetic 

narrative of personal loss, but as a poem that stages this loss as a poetics for the poetry, then it 

is necessary to take all the meanings of the word departure into consideration.  

 To return to Berryman’s poem, Dream Song 1 has departed at least twice this far in the 

reading of it. First there is the departure of The Dream Songs itself with the opening line of 

the poem, “Huffy Henry hid    the day,” then there is also the departure that Henry suffers. 

Added to these basic departures of the poem one can also count the departure between the 

poetical “I” and Henry, since Henry is seemingly not this far in the poem the narrator. Also, if 
                                                 
3 “Depart,” The Barnhart Concise Dictionary of Etymology, ed. Robert K. Barnhart (New York: Harper Collins 
Publishers, 1995). 
4 “Depart,” OED, 1989 ed. 
5 “Departure,” OED, 1989 ed. 
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one wants to stretch the argument of the beginning of the poem, and take each stanza to be a 

departure of its own there are, as noted above, two beginnings within the poem. Be this as it 

may, there is still one more stanza to take into account. The third stanza reads as follows: 

 

What he has now to say is a long 
wonder the world can bear & be. 
Once in a sycamore I was glad 
all at the top and I sang. 
Hard on the land wears the strong sea 
and empty grows every bed.  

     (DS 1) 

 

The stanza with the word “now” indicates what will come, “What he has now to say” (my 

emphasis). The phrase anticipates what Henry has to say after the departure and shifts the 

Dream Song into a looking into the future. The first sentence of the third stanza is, then, 

another departure. The following lines, lines three and four, once again bring the Dream Song 

to what has already happened, “Once in a sycamore I was glad / all at the top, and I sang” (my 

emphasis). What is noticeable about these lines is that it is no longer the poet that does the 

narrating. Instead, the voice has shifted, or departed, from one “I” to another, namely to 

Henry in the first person. The poetical “I” and Henry could thus be said to merge into one, but 

at the same time remain separated. This suspension, and at the same time extension, of 

identity is, then, one of the features that the word departure carries with it within the poem.  

In the two lines quoted above, Henry recounts that he was glad once, in the past; in other 

words, he retells what was told in the first two stanzas. Since his recounting is in the past 

tense, it can be assumed that Henry’s happiness has been broken, and that there followed, as 

was made clear by the previous stanza, a departure that made him unappeasable. He can 

consequently not sing as he used to, but has, instead, to sing about something that it “is a long 

wonder the world can bear & be.”  Henry will, then, sing about how he was once glad but that 

there came a departure, and after that what can be sung is only the departure itself. This 

departure, furthermore, which repeats itself in what he has to say, is connected with pain. And 

it is consequently the pain of the departure, a departure which itself departs, that carries the 

Dream Song into the present tense with the last two lines, “Hard on the land wears the strong 

sea / and empty grows every bed,” two lines bearing witness to a sense of existential 

loneliness and the finite character of life. 

 Dream Song 1, I argue, points to a beginning “before” the beginning of the poem. The 

beginning of the poem comes after, and follows from, the beginning before the beginning, and 
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the beginning before the beginning of the poem is described as a departure. The first Dream 

Song of Berryman’s poem is, in consequence, full of interrupted beginnings. It is as if the 

poem hesitated before each beginning in the manner one might hesitate before a departure 

when setting out on a painful, unknown journey. And in attempting to trace the path of this 

journey, it should prove fruitful to explore the word “departure” in another environment, to be 

able to return to Dream Song 1 with a different, if not clearer, understanding of what the word 

might mean and how the difference within the word affects the reading of it and the poem. 

 

 

Departure in Heidegger’s “Language in the Poem”6  

The departure of Dream Song 1 not only designates what is a defining moment in the poem, it 

also, I would like to suggest, implies a theory of departure. Within Dream Song 1, the 

meanings of the word departure cross over and amplify each other in a way that makes it 

come to create an intrinsic web of meanings which accentuate the theory of departure and that 

bears on the analysis of the poem as a whole.  

 To recapitulate, the basic meanings of departure are to leave something or someone, to 

end something; furthermore, it can mean to begin something new, to start something new, and 

to set out on a journey. Etymologically the word means to part, to divide. These meanings, 

even if contradictory, not only supplement and imply each other, but can also be said to be 

each other’s pre-condition. In other words, the word departure originates from a contradiction 

of meanings, which paradoxically makes up or preconditions the word.  

Since the thought of Heidegger is invoked in what follows, it is appropriate to take heed 

of Heidegger’s linguistic usage, as he places great emphasis on the etymologies and meanings 

                                                 
6 The use of Heidegger’s philosophy is not unproblematical, since, as is well known, he was for a period of time 
involved with National Socialism. Consequently, I would like to refer to what J. Hillis Miller says on the subject 
in his book Topographies: “We know now … that reading Heidegger, taking him seriously, taking him ‘straight’, 
is not a politically innocent thing to do. We know now about Heidegger’s active complicity in the programs of 
National Socialism. We know also that Heidegger’s Nazism cannot be seen as a momentary aberration having 
nothing to do with his ‘serious philosophy’. As Philippe Lacoue-Labarthe, Jacques Derrida, and others have 
shown, Heidegger’s writings are pervaded by ideas that help explain why he was attracted to National 
Socialism … We know that even the most abstract philosophical concepts cannot be detached from their political 
implications. 
 This precept is easy to state, however, but not always all that easy to demonstrate in a given case. The 
connection between philosophical or critical thinking and political commitment is often indirect, elusive, 
labyrinthine, not necessarily a matter of predictable, straightforward causality. Only a careful reading of a given 
text can work out for that text just what the political implications of its ideas may be. The proposition that all 
thinking is political is a problem not a solution.” J. Hillis Miller, Topographies (Stanford: Stanford UP, 1995) 
217. With this caveat in mind, however, I confine myself to only examining Heidegger’s relation to poetry and 
leave the political implications aside, although I am aware of this procedure’s problematical nature. 
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of the words he employs. The word for departure in German is Abschied. The meanings of 

Abschied differ slightly from the word’s English equivalent in that the dominant meaning of 

its everyday use is to take one’s leave, a farewell. It can also mean resignation, as in to resign 

one’s commission, or to be discharged. Furthermore, the word is related to Abgeschieden, 

which, besides departure, means secluded, isolated. Both Abschied and Abgeschieden stem 

from Scheiden, which means to divide, to separate, part from, withdraw, to sever, and to 

decompose. 

 More importantly, departure, Abschied, plays a prominent role in Heidegger’s reading 

of George Trakl’s poetic works. In the essay “Language in the Poem,” Heidegger sets out to 

locate the poetic site (Ort) of Trakl’s poetical writings (Dichtung). This site is the home of 

“one single poetic statement” (einem einzigen Gedicht) which “remains unspoken” (bleibt 

ungesprochen).7 The “one single poetic statement” is the statement from which Heidegger 

claims, “[e]very great poet creates his poetry” (Jeder große, Dichter dichtet) (LP 160; D 33). 

Furthermore, “The individual poems,” says Heidegger, “derive their light and sound only 

from the poetic site” (aus dem Ort das Gedichtes leuchen und klingen die einzelen 

Dichtungen) (LP 160; D 34).  

 Heidegger’s thinking about Trakl’s poetry begins with a reflection on the line 

“Something strange is the soul on the earth” (“Es ist die Seele ein Fremdes auf Erden”) from 

the poem “Springtime of the Soul” (“Frühling der Seele”). This line runs like a chorus 

through Heidegger’s reading of Trakl and the essay ends with the citation of the whole poem. 

Through the line “Something strange is the soul on the earth,” Heidegger takes the 

opportunity to ask what the word “strange” means and how it is related to the site of Trakl’s 

“one single poetic statement.” He who is strange is a stranger, according to Heidegger, and he 

continues his reading by saying that 

 

[a]ll that Georg Trakl’s poetry says remains gathered and focused on the 
wandering stranger. He is, and is called, “he who is apart.” Through him and 
around him Trakl’s poetic saying is tuned to one unique song. And since the 
poet’s poems are gathered into the song of him who is apart we shall call the site 
of Trakl’s poetic work apartness. (LP 172) 

 
 (Alles Sagen der Dichtungen Georg Trakl bleibt auf den 

                                                 
7 Martin Heidegger, “Language in the Poem,” On the Way to Language, trans. Peter D. Hertz (San Francisco: 
Harper & Row, 1971) 160; “Die Sprache im Gedicht,” Unterwegs zur Sprache Gesamtausgabe I Abteilung: 
Veroffentliche Schriften 1910-1976, 12 (Frankfurt am Main: Vittorio Klostermann, 1985) 33. Further references 
to these texts are identified as “LP” and “D,” respectively. 
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wandernden Fremdling versammelt/ Er ist und er heißt “der Abgeschiedene.” 
Durch ihn hindurch und um ihn her ist das dichtene Sagen auf einen einzigen 
Gesang gestimmt. Weil die Dichtungen dieses Dichters in das Lied des 
Abgeschiedenen versammelt sind, nennen wir die Abgeschiedenheit.) (D 48) 

 

 
Heidegger’s understanding of the strange and the stranger as that which is apart goes through 

the German “fremd,” and the Old High German “fram,” which has the sense of moving. 

Strange thus comes to mean “forward to somewhere else, underway toward…, onward to the 

encounter with what is kept in store for it. The strange goes forth, ahead” (anderswohin 

vorwarts, unterwegs nach…, dem Voraufbehaltenen entgegen. Das Fremde wandert voraus) 

(LP 163; D 37). The strange as Abgeschiedenheit, with its sense of seclusion is, in Heidegger, 

that which is other and other from itself. The strange has as its pre-condition departed from 

itself in search of itself: “The strange element goes in its search toward the site where it may 

stay in its wandering. Almost unknown to itself, the ‘strange’ is already following the call that 

calls it on the way into its own” (Das Fremde geht suchend auf den Ort zu, wo es als ein 

Wanderndes bleiben kann. “Fremdes” folgt schon, ihm selber kaum enhullt, dem Ruf auf den 

Weg in sein Eigenes) (LP 163; D 37).The strange, then, “is always underway, and in its 

wandering follows where its nature draws it” (bleibt sie das Unterwegs und folgt wandern 

dem Zug ihres Wesens) (LP 163; D 37).  Heidegger’s use of the word “Unterwegs” suggests, 

besides being on the way, the coming of something, and also a going under, Untergang, with 

the sense of death and going under toward that which the strange is being called (LP 167). 

The strange, and the strange as the wandering stranger, is consequently, in Heidegger’s essay, 

something that has always departed on its way, is underway, and going under toward that 

which is its own. Its pre-condition, consequently, is its constant moving off, suspending every 

determining limit. One can, therefore, speak of a return of the strange. The strange as 

compulsively other from itself returns toward itself in its departure, which at the same time is 

the site of itself, its dispossessed home, so to speak. 

This tropology of apartness, with the tropes strange, site, underway, and going under, 

which constitutes Heidegger’s understanding of the strange, continues with an invocation to 

mortals. “When mortals,” Heidegger says, “follow after the ‘something strange’, that is to say, 

after the stranger who is called to go under, they themselves enter into strangeness, they 

themselves become strangers and solitary” (Wenn Sterbliche dem in den Untergang gerufenen 

“Fremden,” d.h. jetzt dem Fremdling, nach Wandern, gelangen sie selber ins Fremde, wer 

den sie selbst Fremdlinge und Einsame) (LP 169-70; D 45). What, then, does it mean to 
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follow after the strange and become a stranger? A stranger, Heidegger says, is someone who 

is apart (Ab-geschiedene). But apart from what? Heidegger’s answer is that the stranger is set 

apart from “the decomposing kind” (“verwesende” Geschlecht) (LP 170; D 46). The 

decomposing kind has been struck apart (auseinandergeschlagen) “by discord among sexes, 

tribes and races” (die Zweitracht der Geschlechte) (LP 170; D 46). The decomposing kind, or 

“‘fragmented kind’” [verfallene Geschlect], “can on its own no longer find its cast (Schlag)” 

(LP 170-71; D 46).8 In this respect, the stranger is the other to the decomposing kind, the 

stranger is “the other one to the others” (der Andere zu den Anderen) (LP 170; D 46),9 and so 

is the one who is apart. In other words, to be a stranger means to be the other of the other.  

 After having located the site of the strange and the stranger, which is also the site of 

Trakl’s  “one single poetic statement,” as die Abgeschiedenheit, as apartness, Heidegger goes 

on to ask who the departed one (der Abgeschiedene) is. Heidegger notes that one of the 

meanings of departed (Abgeschiedenen) is deceased or dead. “But,” Heidegger asks, “what 

kind of death has the stranger died?” (Aber in welchen Tod ist der Fremdling gestorben?) (LP 

173; D 48). From Trakl’s line, in the poem “Psalm,” “The madman has died,” (Der 

Whansinnige ist gestorben) Heidegger concludes that “The dead one is the madman” (Der 

Gestorbene ist der Wahnsinninge) (LP 173; D 49), but he is not mad in the sense of being 

mentally ill, he is mad because “He is of another mind. The departed one is a man apart, a 

madman, because he has taken his way in another direction” (Er ist anderen Sinnes. Der 

Abgeschiedene ist der Wahnsinnige, weil er anderswohin unterwegs ist) (LP 173; D 49).10 

The direction in which the departed departs is what Heidegger calls “earliness” (Frühe) (LP 

175; D 51). For the stranger to move into earliness means that he “unfolds human nature 

                                                 
8 Heidegger plays on the word Schlag, which suggests both to strike and kind or cast.  Furthermore, “Flucht,” 
Heidegger says in German, “heißt greichisch πληγη, unser Wort ‘Schlag’” (D 46). “The Greek for escape is 
plege, which corresponds to our words strike and kind” (my translation). This gives the translation, the 
decomposing kind “can on its own no longer find its escape,” which gives the sense of the decomposing kind as 
entrapped or caught by the division which followed the discord “among sexes, tribes and races.” Heidegger thus 
implies that it is the stranger who can unite the decomposing kind, and make them come to their own kind, so to 
speak. 
9 Heidegger notes that the stranger is poetically called “He yonder” (Jener) and that “‘Jener’ lautet in der alten 
sprache ‘ener’ und bedeutet der ‘andere’. ‘Enert dem Bach’ ist die andere seite des Baches” (D 46). The other 
thus also implies “the other side of,” as in “the other side of the creek,” to use Heidegger’s example. 
10 Hertz’s translation of this passage does not take note of Heidegger’s observation that the German word for 
mind, Sinnes, comes from Sinnan, which, according to Heidegger, means “reisen, sterben nach.” Here is the 
complete passage in Heidegger’s original text: “‘Sinnan’ bedeutet ursprunglich: reisen, streben nach …, eine 
Richtung einschlagen; die indogermanische Wurzel sent und set bedeutet Weg. Der Abgeschiedene ist der 
Wahnsinnige, weil er anderswohin underweg ist.” Sinnan thus means to travel, to set out on a journey, and also 
to endeavor, to strive for something, and to have chosen a path to follow. “The Indo-Germanic root sent and set,” 
says Heidegger, “means road, way, and path” (my translation). Consequently, these variants of the words Sinnes 
and Weg should be kept in mind when reading Heidegger’s sentence “Der Abgescheidene ist der Wahnsinnige, 
weil er anderswohin underweg ist.”  
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forward into the beginning of what is yet to be borne” (entfaltet das Menchenwesen voraus in 

den Anbeginn dessen, was noch nicht zum Tragen (althochdeuch giberan) gekommen) (LP 

175; D 51). The English word “borne,” the past participle of bear, suggests to hold up, support, 

to carry, to transmit or relate, to have or exhibit, to conduct, to be accountable for, assume, to 

endure, to have relevance, apply, to give birth, to offer, render, to weigh on, and to remember, 

as in the idiom “bear in mind.” And, as Heidegger notes in the essay “Language,” “Our old 

language calls such carrying bern, baren – Old High German beran – to bear; hence the 

words gebaren, to carry, gestate, give birth, and gebarde, bearing, gesture” (Unsere alte 

Sprache nennt das Austragen: bern, bären, daher die Wörter “gebären” und “gebärde”).11 

Heidegger’s phrase “what is yet to be borne” thus implies all of these shades of the word 

borne; it carries with it, so to speak, a departure of meanings.  

“The ‘dead’,” Heidegger says, “is the departed, the stranger, the unborn” (Der ‘Tote’ ist 

der Abgeschiedene, der Fremde, der Ungeborene) (LP 175; D 51). These names for what 

cannot be said signify, for Heidegger, a peace, a rest, which “guards and watches over the 

stiller childhood for the coming awakening of mankind” (hutet und wahrt die stillere Kindheit 

in das kommende Erwachen des Menschengeschlechtes) (LP 175; D51). But what if there 

were no such awakening? What if this rest is not only a rest of stillness and peace, but also a 

rest as that which remains, as a trace of the dispossessed home of the departure? This rest 

would be the bearing of the departure as a departure that has always already begun to depart. 

Could the “coming awakening of mankind” then still occur? “The earliness of stiller 

childhood,” according to Heidegger, “belongs[s] to apartness” (Zür Abgeschiedenheit geort 

die Frühe der stillen Kindheit) and is “gathered up into apartness, not afterward but such that 

apartness unfolds within [the earliness of stiller childhood’s] already established gathering” 

(Die Abgeschiedenheit versammelt [die Frühe der stillern Kindheit], aber nicht nachträglich, 

sondern so, daß sie sich in seine schon waltende Versammlung entfaltet) (LP 177; D 54). The 

departure gathers its other within itself as a departure into homelessness; but at the same time, 

in being apart the departure separates itself from its other in its inherent ambiguousness. The 

departure could consequently be said to be both what separates and gathers. The departure 

comes to itself and gathers its origin as that which is forever lost. In other words, there is no 

“coming awakening of mankind” according to the logic of the departure, but rather a striving 

for what is by definition impossible to find, namely the origin of the departure. 

                                                 
11 Martin Heidegger, “Language,” Poetry, Language, Thought, trans. Albert Hofstadter (New York: Harper and 
Row, 1971) 200; “Die Sprache,” Unterwegs zur Sprache Gesamtausgabe I Abteilung: Veroffentliche Schriften 
1910-1976, 12 (Frankfurt am Main: Vittorio Klostermann, 1985) 19. 
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 After a complicated reading of the meaning of spirit, which has been discussed 

elsewhere,12 Heidegger concludes that “Apartness is active pure spirit” (Die Abgeschiedenheit 

west als der lautere Geist) (LP 185; D 62). “Apartness, then,” Heidegger continues, “is 

neither merely the state of him who died young, nor the indeterminate realm of his abode. In 

the way in which it flames, apartness itself is the spirit and thus the gathering power” (So ist 

denn die Abgeschiedenheit weder nur der Zustand des Fruhverstorben, noch ist sie der 

unbestimmte Raum fur seinen Aufenheit. Die Abgeschiedenheit ist in der Art ihres Flammens 

selbst der Geist und als dieser das Versammelnde) (LP 185; D 62-63).Then Heidegger 

connects apartness with gathering. “Apartness is the gathering,” he says, “through which 

human nature is sheltered once again in its stiller childhood, and that childhood in turn is 

sheltered in the earliness of another beginning. As a gathering, apartness is in the nature of a 

site” (Die Abgeschiedenheit ist die Versammlung, durch die das Menschenwesen in seine 

stillere Kindheit und diese in die Fruhe eines anderen Anbeginns zuruckgeborgen wird. Als 

Versammlung hat die Abgeschiedenheit das Wesen des Ortes) (LP 185; D 63). Beginning 

follows beginning, childhood follows childhood by being apart and separated from the 

beginning, by being, one can argue, without a beginning. Apartness, furthermore, is a 

gathering, it is spirit, and, if one follows Heidegger’s argument, it will have to be “the 

earliness of stiller childhood,” since “apartness unfolds within [the earliness of stiller 

childhood’s] already established gathering” (LP 177). If apartness is gathering, and earliness 

of stiller childhood is a gathering of apartness, then the earliness of stiller childhood must be 

said, also, to be gathered by apartness. The earliness of stiller childhood is as much apartness, 

as apartness is a gathering and spirit. Moreover, apartness could be said to be as much 

departure as the departure is apartness. In consequence, then, the earliness of stiller childhood 

belongs to the departure of apartness and thus refuses any determination of its essence 

(Wesen), whether this essence is “the coming awakening of mankind,” or, even, a determined 

site (Ort) of poetry, or Versammlung as gathering. Apartness, and thus also departure, is the 

essence of the beginning because the beginning is apart, departed, and separated from the 

beginning and from the origin. The rest of the departure is in this way always restless in that it 

refuses the stillness of determination and any determined path. The parting (Scheiden) of 

departure, and thus apartness, is as much a departure from itself as it is a parting from any 

kind or cast [Schlag]. As Heidegger says: “This parting is in a hidden and fated way set apart, 

                                                 
12 See Jacques Derrida, Of Spirit: Heidegger and the Question, trans. Geoffrey Bennington and Rachel Bowlby 
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1989). 
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set to take the departure called for by apartness” (Dieses Scheiden ist verborgen geschicklich 

ent-scheiden zum Abschied, der aus der Abgeschiedenheit zugerufen wird) (LP 189; D 68). 

 The site of poetry, then, has become a non-site, or a departed site that bears its own 

departure in a fundamental ambiguousness, or what Heidegger calls an “ambiguous 

ambiguousness” (zweideutigen Zweideutigheit) (LP 192; D 71). What remains of the rest of 

the departure, “what it leaves behind in departing” (translation modified) (was sie im 

Abschied verlaßt) is, according to Heidegger, “the language of poetry” (Die Sprache des 

Gedichtes) (LP 192; D 70). The language of poetry is spoken “from the journey of apartness” 

(aus dem Unterwegs der Abgeschiedenheit), and speaks “of that to which the departure 

submits” (wohin der Abschied sich bescheidet) (LP 191-92; D 70). The journey, then, which 

is part of apartness and departure, is the journey of the homeless trope of the departure. 

Departure as a trope thus exposes its status as trope, and stages its figural character on every 

journey on which it sets out. The departure as trope in this way describes itself as a departure, 

and as such its site, ground, or essence, as Heidegger says, “always remains unsayable” (stets 

unsäglich bleibt) (LP 192; D 71) in its ambiguousness. The departure thus provides the means 

for its interpretation, it comes to function as a theoretical concept that is both implied by and 

implies the text (poetry and philosophy) in which it figures. The unison (Einklang) (LP 192; 

D 71) from which, according to Heidegger, Trakl’s poetry originates is thus more of a discord 

than a harmony, since the departure does not recover the departed, the figural does not save 

the literal, but on the contrary exposes the figural as unavoidable for the literal, the poetry 

necessary for the theory and philosophy. 

My examination of Heidegger’s essay above tries to show how the word departure, in 

Heidegger’s “Language in the Poem,” is a concept that cannot escape figurality. The figurality 

of departure stages itself as the interruption of its literal meaning so that it turns away from 

itself in its departure, and departure can thus only come close to itself by already having 

departed. Similarly, for the line in Dream Song 1 “Then came a departure” to be possible the 

song must already have departed, it must be apart from itself and divided. At the same time, 

this de-parture, or division, is what The Dream Songs tries to say and thus implies, and 

involves, the departure as a theoretical concept; the poem returns toward the departure to 

suffer it again, to say it again, to figure it out. This impossible path, which in a way could be 

called a “path of sorrow,” to quote a phrase from Dream Song 132, is a path that is constantly 

interrupted by the impossibility to reach the origin of departure. In this way, a departure is not 

an event in the past which only occurred once, but a departure that implies the poem in that it 

suffers (carries, gestures, gestates) the poem’s taking place. And it is perhaps in the success of 
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a compulsive return toward departure as absolutely other, toward what can never be known, 

the notorious “they” of Dream Song 1 thought they could fool Henry into believing.  

However, what will come out of the return of the departure is not something knowable, 

but a figurative movement that can only say the other in another way, which is always 

different. The last two lines of Dream Song 1, then, are not only a figure of mortality, they 

also, by their present tense carry a “figuralized”  past into a “figuralized” present and so 

expose the poem, by its figurality, to the mortality the last two lines bear witness to. Dream 

Song 1 can in this way be said to temporalize the poem.13 

 The return out of the future into the past of the departure of Dream Song 1 can also be 

seen in Dream Song 140, where it is said that “Henry is vanishing… Terror on Henry feeds / 

beginning with his knees. I saw his point, / remains much, probably, but not enough.” This 

song, with the words “I saw his point,” returns to Dream Song 1 and thus also to the departure. 

The departure as and in Dream Song 1 has come back (out of the future) as an attempt at an 

interpretation of the beginning and the departure, but can also be said never to have left, 

because Dream Song 140 is part of the phrase “What [Henry] has now to say” of Dream Song 

1 and could consequently be said to be part of the departure. In this way departure repeats 

itself as the figure for Dream Song 140. The gesture of Dream Song 140 suffers a departure 

again in trying to say the impossible, but the “path of sorrow” does not reach far enough to be 

able to say the lost beginning of the departure. There “remains much,” always, to say about 

the departure, “probably, but not enough.” In other words, the language of poetry is “not 

enough” to express the otherness of the departure. At least there are not enough Dream Songs, 

since every attempt to say the departure ends up troping the departure, so to speak, and so 

becomes a suffering that strives toward death as an inevitable consequence of mortality: “and 

we are pitched toward the last love / the last dream, the last song,” as it says in Dream Song 

137.  

The departure and the beginning of the departure can thus be said to have the 

characteristics of a catachresis, a figure of speech by which an existing term is used to name a 

term or occurrence for which there is no name. Dream Song 140 in consequence becomes 

another name, interpretation, or figure for the inexpressible other, the apartness of the 

departure. “To recall,” Heidegger says in “Language in the Poem,” with the help of Trakl, 

“means to ‘ponder forgotten things’” (Gedenken heißt: “Vergessenes sinnen”) (LP 165; D 34). 
                                                 
13 The temporal movement in The Dream Songs is reminiscent of Heidegger’s thinking of temporality in Being 
and Time. In the chapter “Slipping Vaulting Crossing: Heidegger” of his book Topographies J. Hillis Miller 
describes temporality in Being and Time: “For Heidegger time always stands outside of itself. Dasein moves 
forward into the future in order to come back to what it was in the past.” Miller 219.   
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The return toward the departure, then, is a recalling, which means “to ‘ponder forgotten 

things’.” A Dream Song that can be said to recall Dream Song 1 and the departure is Dream 

Song 197.  This Dream Song stages its recalling by the words “Henry hid,” which recall the 

first line of Dream Song 1, “Huffy Henry hid    the day.” However, in Dream Song 197 the 

figure of Henry hiding is displaced from its context within Dream Song 1, since the phrase 

“Henry hid” in Dream Song 197 is an answer to the question “Then how did Henry make 

itself of use?” and consequently functions primarily as a figure within Dream Song 197. But, 

at the same time, the obvious echo of Dream Song 1 makes the latter song carry over the 

figure from Dream Song 1 in a recalling gesture that, in the carrying over, could be said to 

translate the phrase “Henry hid” of Dream Song 1. Also, this recalling not only becomes a 

recalling of “Henry hid” but also of that which is unspeakable, that which can only be 

described by the catachresis of the departure. In this way “Henry hid,” viewed as a translation, 

is a translation that carries over the whole catachresis of the departure into Dream Song 197. 

What is forgotten, then, if to recall is to “’ponder forgotten things’,” is not the words “Henry 

hid” but rather that which cannot be said. Here “forgotten” means something else than not 

being able to remember; that something is forgotten in this context means always already 

forgotten, in that what is forgotten has never been present in the mind to be said. The 

forgotten here is unknowable, it cannot be made present as an object or subject, but is always 

already apart in its forgottenness. To recall the departure, then, is to ponder the departure as 

forgotten, and the “as forgotten” is important because it shows the catachretic character of the 

figure of the departure, as it can only be expressed figuratively. 

Consequently, behind the recalling figure “Henry hid” hides the departure as forgotten. 

Departure is not the forgotten as being already past, but that which has never been present to 

become past, and as such, paradoxically, comes back out of the future as interpretation or 

translation in the act of departing. Departure has thus, I want to suggest, taken on the traits of 

a theoretical concept implied both in Heidegger’s essay and in The Dream Songs. In 

consequence, the concept, implied by Heidegger’s thinking about the word departure and the 

word’s function in the poem, are through my reading set into dialogue with Heidegger’s 

rhetorical strategy and Berryman’s poem, in which the catachretic character of the texts, both 

poetry and philosophy, and the concept itself are exposed. The dialogue thus reaches toward 

the otherness of both texts and the concept of departure to expose their necessary otherness 

and apartness form each other, but also from themselves. 
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The Call of Difference and the Metaphysics of Mourning 

The overall structure that my reading of The Dream Songs so far points to could be described 

with the words quoted from Dream Song 132 above, to “pursue the path of sorrow.” The 

reasons can be summed up with the three main words of the phrase, that is, “pursue,” “path,” 

and “sorrow.” They are all connected to departure in the poem and departure as a concept, in 

the sense analyzed above, and also to the temporality of departure. To begin with, the word 

“path” signifies a way, both in the sense a way can be traveled when one sets out on a journey 

and a way as a course of action, method, or procedure used for a certain undertaking. 

“Pursue” means to trace the path, to make one’s way toward the path, to carry on what bears 

on the path. “Sorrow” here signifies the suffering of loss, the loss that is suffered on the way 

toward the path. To “pursue the path of sorrow” thus means to depart on the way toward a 

departure; the act of departing, as with the words “Huffy Henry hid    the day,” is then carried 

over into interpretations of that action. In The Dream Songs, the event of a departure is, then, 

always already an interpretation of departure in that it can only name departure by way of 

catachresis. The emergence of the poetry is thus a constant (con)figuration of the crisis that 

arises when the event of a departure as trope and interpretation coincide, without the 

possibility of a reappropriation of  the departure. The event of the departure as origin is 

always already lost in its apartness, its otherness; what is left is, exactly, to “pursue the path of 

sorrow.” The temporal relation between departure and the poem as the search for the 

departure as homeless and always separated is, in other words, an experience of loss, a work 

of mourning. What makes the incipience in Heidegger’s exegeses of Trakl, and even more of 

Hölderlin”14 differ from the event of the departure in The Dream Songs is that the legein 

(saying, discoursing) of logos in Berryman’s poem cannot, even in a Heideggerian fashion, be 

said to say the Being of beings. The incipience is not something in which logos and the saying 

of Being coincide. Moreover, there seems to be in Heidegger, as hinted above, a disregard for 

the figurative quality of language, so that his reading of Trakl in “Language in the Poem,” for 

example, points to a literalization of his own language, which would mean that language in 

Heidegger’s reading of Trakl coincides with the saying of language, both as Trakl’s poetry 

and the language of his own essay. This would mean that Heidegger’s language is completely 

                                                 
14 Hölderlin is according to Heidegger the poet who most authentically says the being of beings. See Paul de 
Man, “Heidegger’s Exegeses of Hölderlin,” Blindness and Insight: Essays in the Rhetoric of Contemporary 
Criticism, 2nd ed., (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1983) 246-267. 
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transparent and resists all figurative use of language. Moreover, according to Heidegger, 

Trakl’s poetry does the same thing – it genuinely says the Being of beings.15  

 However, taking into account the mutual implications between the departure of the 

poem, and departure as a concept, the language of The Dream Songs does not resist figurality; 

departure as the site [Ort], or rather, nonsite, of Berryman’s poem is not an origin where the 

original and genuine departure is expressed. Instead, what Dream Song 1 implies through the 

dialogue between the poem and departure as a concept is the impossibility of recovering the 

otherness of departure; the poem, from its incipience, stages figurative language as 

unavoidable. The poem, in other words, by the way of a trope, returns to its necessarily 

figurative origin to “pursue the path of sorrow” within its own metaphysics of mourning.  

Berryman’s formula for a metaphysics of mourning, or rather, the consequence of it, 

would perhaps be “the epistemology of loss,” a phrase used in “The Ball Poem.”16 This poem 

has a similar structure as Dream Song 1 in that it begins with an anonymous narrator who then 

turns into a narrator in the first-person singular, and then into a complete ambiguousness of 

identity. The poem ends on a note on which it is difficult to distinguish who the poet is and 

who the boy is, or whether the poet and the boy are the same “I.” The poem begins with the 

question “What is the boy now, who has lost his ball, / What, what is he to do?” Then the “I” 

of the narrator is introduced, “I saw it go / Merrily bouncing, down the street…” At this point 

in the poem the difference between the boy and the narrator seems clear; they seem separate, 

with the narrator asking the initial rhetorical question and then explaining and interpreting the 

boy’s loss of the ball. But in the penultimate sentence the boy and the narrator seem to merge: 

 

     He is learning, well behind his desperate eyes, 
     The epistemology of loss, how to stand up 
     Knowing what every man must one day know 
     And most know many days, how to stand up 
     And gradually light returns to the street, 
     A whistle blows, the ball is out of sight, 
     Soon part of me will explore the deep and dark 
     Floor of the harbour .. 
 

                                                 
15 In the chapter “Slipping Vaulting Crossing: Heidegger” Miller explains Heidegger’s reluctance toward and 
forgetfulness of the figurative aspect of language. In his analysis of Heidegger’s essay “Building Dwelling 
Thinking,” Miller states: “Authentic language … must be for Heidegger literal. For profound reasons, he has a 
great distaste for metaphor, for the figurative dimension of language generally. His whole philosophical 
enterprise depends on assuming that language says what it says, just as a bridge is what it is.” Miller 221. 
16 Berryman, “The Ball Poem” 11. 
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The sentence begins with “He,” which signifies the boy as separate from the narrator, and 

continues with an exposition of what has to be learned from the experience of loss, in an 

“epistemology of loss.” But then in the penultimate line above there is the personal pronoun 

“me,” and one may not be sure whether it refers to the boy or the narrator. In a way it seems 

as if the epistemology of loss did not succeed in teaching the subject(s) of the poem “how to 

stand up,” since a part of the subject(s) “will explore the deep and dark / Floor of the 

harbour,” which can be seen as a figure of suicide by drowning. If one goes along with this 

assumption, there is, however, still the question of which part of the “me” it is that drowns. 

Could it be that the part that drowns is the one infested with loss and that the drowning of this 

part is a form of escape from the bonds of loss of the other subject(s)? The last sentence of the 

poem reads: 

 

                                        I am everywhere,      
     I suffer and move, my hands and my heart move 
     With all that move me, under the water 
     Or whistling, I am not a little boy.  
 

Here the subject(s) seems to have transcended every limitation of identity into being 

“everywhere,” and to be “everywhere” implies being in everything as one, which translates 

the Greek hen panta.17 To be everywhere, hen panta, bearing Heidegger’s thinking in mind, 

means to be where Being is, and the “I am” is no longer one, but only one insofar as to be one 

means to be in everything everywhere. In this sense the phrase “I am everywhere” is as close 

as Berryman gets to saying the Being of beings in the Heideggerian sense.  

However, the penultimate sentence is not a freeing from the bonds of loss, but a 

confirmation of loss and an acceptance to “stand up” as a being toward death (cf. Heidegger’s 

notion of Dasein), to let “part of me explore the deep dark / Floor of the harbour…” It is, in 

other words, an acceptance of the inevitability of the metaphysics of mourning. The last 

sentence, then, becomes the response to the initial question of the poem: “What is the boy 

now…?” And the answer is “I am everywhere,” that is, I am as a being on the way toward 

death. Death or loss is everywhere and I am in such a way that “part of me” is death. I am 

because I carry death with me; I am in that I “suffer and move” toward my own death which 

                                                 
17 This phrase from Heraclitus is important for Heidegger’s thinking of being before philosophy became 
philosophy, i.e. metaphysics. The phrase is found in Fragment 50: οὐκ ἐµοῦ ἀλλὰ τοῦ λόγου ἀκούσαντας ὁµολογεῖν 
σοφόν ἐστιν ἕν πάντα εἶναι, which in Håkan Rehnberg and Hans Ruin’s translation reads: “Då de inte lyssnat till 
mig, utan till logos, är det vist att instämma: allt är ett [Since they had not been listening to me, but to logos, it is 
wise to agree: all is one].” (my translation). Herakleitos, Fragment, trans. Håkan Rehnberg and Hans Ruin 
(Malmö: Tryckeriteknik AB, 1997) 114. 
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as part of me is everywhere. I bear death and loss within the metaphysics of mourning, which 

is “all,” that is, everything, “that move me.” I am, in consequence, in that I “pursue the path of 

sorrow.” 

 To put it differently, the question “What is the boy now…?” is ontological, it asks for 

the being of the boy. And, according to the poem, for the boy to know in what mood 

(Stimmung) of being he is in an epistemology of loss is necessary. The loss of the ball is 

already a fact before the poem takes place and the return of the original ball is not possible, 

and a substitute will not serve the desired purpose, “another ball, is worthless.” “The 

epistemology of loss” teaches that “Balls will be lost always,” that the question is “how to 

stand up” in a world of loss, and that “to stand up” means to “pursue the path of sorrow.” But 

then another question calls for an answer, namely, can the ball be recovered and is an end to 

the search possible? No, because the desire for the ball is still there, and as long as there is a 

desire for the ball, the ball will be called for through the gesture of recalling. This gesture, 

furthermore, is what constitutes and defines the metaphysics of mourning. As long as there is 

a desire for the departed ball, so to speak, the boy will have to learn “how to stand up” and 

bear the suffering of the search for the ball. The boy, once again, has to “pursue” the ball on 

“the path of sorrow,” and “pursue,” within the context of “The Ball Poem,” is to “suffer and 

move.” The end of the desire for the ball, that is, to find the ball, is equal to death. Desire, 

consequently, is the “toward” of being toward death, and without the “toward” there would no 

longer be anything forcing him to “suffer and move.” The loss of the ball in this way is a 

condition, or rather pre-condition, for the question of the boy’s being, that is, “What is the 

boy…?” The desire for the ball thus becomes a constant deferral of the end of the search, and 

as such desire here turns toward interpretation, toward “the epistemology of loss,” which 

means that poem and interpretation mutually imply each other. 

 The response to the poem’s question “what is he to do?” becomes, through the above 

reading, “to stand up” as a being toward death, in the metaphysics of mourning, and “pursue 

the path of sorrow” by involving the epistemology of loss as an interpretation of the ball as 

the absolutely other.18 

 “The Ball Poem” could be seen as a poem about loss, about suffering death, and about 

finding one’s way in the face of self-destruction, but it also speaks about language and the 

impossibility of language to recover what is lost and cannot be expressed except by the way 

of catachresis. The poem thus not only stages “the epistemology of loss” as something 

                                                 
18 For other interpretations of “The Ball Poem,” see, for example, Arpin 26-27; Linebarger 46; Matterson 36-40.  
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ontological, but also speaks of the impossibility of poetic language to say the absolutely other. 

In other words, the poem breaks the boundary between interpretation and poetry in that the 

desire for the ball at the same time implies an epistemology, that is, a mode of interpretation, 

which in the poem points to the impossibility of either theory or poetry to resist figurality in 

the naming of what has always already withdrawn. The ball of “The Ball Poem” could in this 

way be said to be a catachresis in the same way as departure in The Dream Songs and 

Heidegger’s “Language in the Poem” has to be described with a name for that which there is 

no name. In Heidegger, this gesture would be a recalling gesture to unveil the presence of 

Being through language. It would in Heidegger be a naming that calls into presence. But what 

exactly does it mean to call into presence, and what does a naming that calls imply? Can this 

naming call reach beyond “the epistemology of loss” and the tropology of poetic language, or 

does it have to be thought of as a trope itself, and so expose the relation between interpretative 

and poetical language? 

 In the essay “Language,” Heidegger says that “speaking names” (Sprechen nennt) and 

goes on to ask: “What is this naming?” (Was ist dieses Nennen?).19 His answer is that “[t]his 

naming does not hand out titles, it does not apply terms, but it calls into the word. The naming 

calls. Calling brings closer what it calls” (Das Nennen verteilt nicht Titel, verwendet nicht 

Wörter, sondern ruft ins Wort. Das nennen ruft. Das Rufen bringt sein Gerufenes näher) (L 

198, S 18). This call, then, is not of the same call as the call of conscience in Being and Time, 

at least not entirely, since as Heidegger says of the call, the call of conscience, the caller and 

the one summoned by the call, in Being and Time: 

 

Conscience reveals itself as the call of care: the caller is Da-sein,  anxious in 
throwness ( in its already-being-in…) about its potentiality-of-being. The one 
summoned is also Da-sein, called forth to its ownmost potentiality-of-being (its 
being-ahead-of-itself…). And what is called forth by the summons is Da-sein, out of 
falling prey to the they (already-being-together-with-the-world-taken-care-of…). The 
call of conscience, that is, conscience itself, has its ontological possibility in the fact 
that Da-sein is care in the ground of its being. (emphases in the original) 

 
(Das Gewissen offenbart sich als Ruf der Sorge: der Rufer ist das Dasein, sich 
angstigend in der Geworfenheit (Schon-sein-in…) um sein Seinkonnen. Der 
Angerufene ist eben dieses Dasein, aufgerufen zu seinem eigensten Seinkonnen (Sich-
vorweg…). Und aufgerufen ist das Dasein durch den Anruf aus dem Verfallen in das 
Man (Schon-sein-bei der besorgten welt). Der Ruf des Gewissens, das heiBt dieses 

                                                 
19 Martin Heidegger, “Language,” Poetry, Language, Thought, trans. Albert Hofstadter (New York: Harper & 
Row, 1971) 198; “Die Sprache,” Unterwegs zur Sprache Gesamtausgabe I Abteilung: Veroffentliche Schriften 
1910-1976, 12 (Frankfurt am Main: Vittorio Klostermann, 1985) 18. Further references will be to these texts, 
identified as “L” and “S.” 
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selbst, hat seine ontologische Moglichkeit darin, daB das Dasein im Grunde seine 
Seins Sorge ist.) 20 (emphases in the original) 

 

Here both the caller and the one called by the call is Dasein, but in the essay “Language” it is 

the naming that calls. The naming calls and the speaking names; so, what speaks? It has to be 

language. It is, in other words, language that calls; language calls “into the word.” Language 

calls into the word to bring what is called for closer. The call, Heidegger says in “Language,” 

“brings the presence of what was previously uncalled into nearness (bringt [der Ruf] das 

Anwesen des vordem Ungerufenen in eine nähe) (L 198, S 18). Does this mean that the call 

brings to presence, through its calling into the word, what the word signifies? What kind of 

presencing is implied here? The call brings “presence… into nearness,” “but,” Heidegger 

continues, “the call, in calling it here, has already called out to what it calls. Where to? Into 

the distance in which what is called remains, still absent” (Allein, indem der Ruf herruft, hat 

er dem Gerufenen schon zugerufen. Wohin? In die Ferne, in der Gerufenes weilt als noch 

Abwesendes) (L 198, S 18). The presence of what is called for is still in the distance, “still 

absent;” what is called for is the presence of absence, or in Heidegger’s words, a “presence 

that is turned toward something absent” (dem Abwesen zu-gehaltene Anwesen) (L 199, S 19). 

The way in which the naming call calls both into presence and into absence is that, since the 

call “has already called out to what it calls,” “[t]he calling calls into itself and therefore 

always here and there – here into presence, there into absence” (Das Rufen ruft in sich und 

darum stets hin und her; her: ins Anwesen; hin: ins Abwesen) ( L 199, S 18). 

 The difference between the call in Being and Time and “Language” is that in 

“Language” it is not Dasein that does the calling but language. In “Language” it is language 

that calls and in so doing calls itself. Language is summoned by listening to its own call into 

itself “here into presence, there into absence.” The similarity between the call in Being and 

Time and “Language” is that the caller and the one called is the same; in Being and Time it is 

Dasein, in “Language” it is language. 

 The questions that still remain unanswered are how and in what way language speaks, 

and how and in what way language can be called a naming call. To attempt to answer these 

questions will help in finding the way toward the question of how and in what way the poetic 

language in Dream Song 1 and “The Ball Poem” can be involved in a dialogue with theory 

and philosophy. 

                                                 
20 Martin Heidegger, Being and Time. A Translation of Sein und Zeit, trans. Joan Stambaugh (Albany: State 
University of New York Press, 1996) 256; Sein und Zeit (Tübingen: Niemeyer, 1979) 368-69 (277-78). 
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 In his reading of Trakl’s poem “A Winter Evening” (Ein Winterabend),21 Heidegger 

asks what the first stanza of the poem calls, and his answer is that “It calls things, bids them to 

come” (Sie ruft Dinge, heiβt sei kommen) (L 199, S 19). But since the call also calls itself and 

into the word, “here into presence, there into absence,” the call that bids things to come does 

not call things “to be present among things present” (als Anwesende unter das Anwesende) 

(L199, S 19). Instead the call calls things into “The place of arrival,” and “the place of 

arrival,” which is also called in the calling is “a presence sheltered in absence” (Der im Ruf 

mitgerufene Ort der Ankunft ist ein ins Abwesen geborgenes Anwesen) (L 199, S 19). This 

means that the call “invites things in, so that they may bear upon men and things” (ladt die 

Ding ein, daβ sie als Dinge die Menschen angelangen) (L 199, S 19). Then Heidegger 

continues his essay with an exposition of how what he calls the “fourfold (Geviert), sky, earth, 

mortals, and divinities, is gathered by things, so that the things let the fourfold stay with them. 

This is what Heidegger calls “the thinging of things” (das Dingen der Dinge)22, and in the 

thinging of things “they unfold world… By thinging, things carry out world” (Dingen ent-

falten sie Welt … Die Dinge tragen, indem sie dingen, welt aus) (L 199-200, S 19). And at the 

word carry (tragen) Heidegger pauses to refer to the etymology of the word, which is a 

passage of the essay already quoted. However, what is of interest here are the meanings of  

“carry,” which give the words “gestate” and “gesture.” The word “gesture” has already been 

involved to describe Heidegger’s use of the word “recall” as a “recalling gesture,” and the 

word will return once again in Jacques Derrida’s reading of Heidegger’s use of the word. But 

for now it suffices to notice how Heidegger uses the word in relation to thinging: “Thinging, 

things are things,” he says, and “[t]hinging, they gesture – gestate – world” (Dingen sind die 

Dinge Dinge. Dingend gebärden sie Welt) (L 200, S 19).23 The first stanza, then, according to 

Heidegger, “speaks by bidding the things to come” (spricht, indem sie die Dinge kommen 

heißt) (L 200, S 20). 

 To what end, one might want to ask, does Heidegger here speak of things and world, 

and of the call calling things to gestate/gesture world? In this case, it is to expose a certain 

                                                 
21 The poem reads as follows: “Window with falling snow is arrayed, / Long tolls the vesper bell, / The house is 
provided well, / The table is for many laid. // Wandering ones, more than a few, / Come to the door on darksome 
courses. / Golden blooms the tree of graces / Drawing up the earth’s cool dew. // Wanderer quietly steps within; / 
Pain has turned the threshold into stone. / There lie, in limpid brightness shown, / Upon the table bread and 
wine.” (“Wenn der schnee ans Fenster fällt, / Lang die Abendglocke läutet, / Vielen ist der Tisch bereit / Und das 
Haus ist wohlbestellt. // Mancher auf der Wanderschaft / Kommt ans Tor auf dunklen Pfaden. / Golden Blüht der 
Baum der Gnaden / Aus der Erde kühlen Saft. // Wanderer tritt still herein; / Schmerz versteinerte die Schwelle. / 
Da erglänzt in reiner Helle / Auf dem Tische Brot und Wein”). 
22 In the thinging of things, things constitute themselves as being-things, as being their thing-being. 
23 “Gestation,” from the Latin gestare, bear. Hence the relation to the German Gebärde. 
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difference, a difference in the middle of things and world. What speaks in the first two stanzas 

of Trakl’s poem “speaks by bidding things to come to world, and world to things” (Das 

Sprechen der beiden ersten Strophen spricht, indem es Dinge zür Welt und Welt zu den 

Dingen kommen heißt) (L 202, S 21). The way in which the first and second stanzas bid things 

and world to come is, according to Heidegger, “different but not separated” (gescheiden, aber 

nicht getrennt) (L 202, S 21). The way in which things and world are related, Heidegger says, 

is that  

 

[t]hey penetrate each other. Thus the two traverse a middle. In it they are one … The 
middle of the two is intimacy – in Latin inter. The corresponding German word is 
unter, the English inter- … Intimacy obtains only where the intimate – world and 
thing – divides itself cleanly and remains separated. In the midst of the two, in the 
between of world and thing, in their inter, division prevails: a dif-ference. 

The intimacy of world and thing is present in the separation of the between; it is 
present in the difference. (L 202) (emphases in the original) 

 
(Sie durchgehen einander. Hierbei durchmessen die Zwei eine Mitte. In dieser sind 
sie einig… Die Mitte der Zwei ist die Innigkeit. Die Mitte von Zweien nennt unsere 
Sprache das Zwischen. Die lateinische Sprache sagt: inter. Dem entspricht das 
deusche “unter”… Innigkeit waltet nur, wo das Innige, Welt und Ding, rein sich 
scheidet und gescheiden bleibt. In der Mitte der Zwei, im Zwischen von Welt und 
Ding, in ihrem inter, in diesem Unter- waltet der Schied. Die Innigkeit von Welt und 
Ding west im Schied des Zwischen, west im Unter-Schied). (S 22) 

 

The first thing to notice in this passage that pertains both to the reading of Heidegger’s essay 

and to the reading of Berryman in this thesis is the relation between the word Heidegger here 

uses for diffrence, Unter-Schied, and the word for departure, Abschied, which gives 

Abgeschieden and Scheiden, as well. 

 However, to come back for a moment to the question of things and world, in the passage 

above it is revealed what “to call into presence” might mean. It means that in the intimacy in 

which things and world bid each other to come each becomes present; but, they become 

present in their difference, in their Unter-Schied, which means that they are present in turning, 

as Heidegger says, “toward something absent” (L 199). Each becomes present in the 

difference and thus the absence of the other toward which each turns. “Being the middle,” 

Heidegger says, “[dif-ference] first determines world and things in their presence, i.e. in their 

being toward one another, whose unity it carries out” (Der Unter-Schied ermittelt als die 

Mitte erst Welt und Dinge zu ihrem Wesen, d.h. in ihr Zueinander, dessen Einheit er austragt) 

(L 202, S 22). To determine things and world “in their presence” is to turn each to the other in 

its absence, which pre-conditions its presence. The difference is called by the intimacy of 
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world and thing, Heidegger says, “by leaving it unspoken” (indem sie ihn unge sprochen laßt) 

(L 206, S 25). Difference, Unter-Schied, remains unspoken, but is called by the intimacy of 

world and thing for them to take place in their intimacy. Difference is what has to take place 

between world and things for the intimacy of world and things to take place. Difference has to 

depart for world and things to take place in their intimacy, and it is in departing, in the 

departure of the difference, that “the separation of the between, the gathering middle, in 

whose intimacy the bearing of things and the gathering of world pervade one another” (den 

Schied des Zwischen, die Versammelnde mitte, in deren Innigkeit die Gebärde der Dinge und 

die gunst der Welt einander durchmessen) (L 204, S 24). The departing difference, then, both 

separates and gathers things and world, but how is this related to language? “Language,” 

Heidegger says, “is, in as much as the dif-ference takes place. Language goes on as the taking 

place or occurring of the dif-ference for world and things” (Die Sprache… ist, indem sich der 

Unter-Schiedes. Die Sprache west als der sich ereignede Unter-Schied für Welt und Dinge) (L 

207, S 27). It is in language, consequently, that the separating-gathering difference takes place. 

Language is the medium (with all of the connotations of the word “medium” in mind) of the 

taking place of world and things; language is the difference which separates and gathers world 

and things.  

Now, to be able to respond to the call of language “[m]ortal speech,” Heidegger says, 

“must first of all have listened to the command, in the form of which the stillness of the dif-

ference calls world and things into the rift of its onefold simplicity” (Das sterbliche Sprechen 

muß allem zuvor auf das Geheiß gehört haben, als welches die Stille des Unter-Schiedes Welt 

und Dinge in dem Riß seiner Einfalt ruft) (L 209, S 29). The call of difference is a command 

to which mortals have to respond in order to hear the call of language. When mortals listen 

they speak by responding to the call of language; this is why Heidegger says that “Mortals 

speak insofar as they listen” (Die Sterbliche sprechen, insofern sie hören) (L 209, S 29). It is, 

in consequence, necessary to listen to the call of language and to respond to what is unspoken, 

to the call of difference, in order to hear the speaking of language. Language calls into the 

word. More precisely, one could perhaps say that language calls into the difference of the 

word, separating and gathering it by the medium of difference to be heard as that which is 

unspoken. To listen to the unspoken is to hear the presence of the absence of things and world; 

it means, in other words, to listen to the name. And the call that names is, in Heidegger’s 

essay, the speaking of language as Trakl’s poem “A Winter Evening.”  

One could at this point ask how Heidegger’s (involuntary) trope “language speaks” 

functions in his own text “Language;” that is, what is the call of difference in Heidegger’s 
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essay? For example, how is it possible to read the words “things” and “world” in the text? If 

“things” and “world” are words that are named by the call of language and the essay 

“Language,” they are words that in their presence are turned toward absence, in their turn 

(from the Greek tropos), that is, in their turn to figural language “things” and “world” face 

absence. Furthermore, these names can only turn through the separating-gathering medium of 

difference, by which they are carried out in that they are carried through, a movement which 

Heidegger calls “the unifying element of the diaphora” (das Einigende der ∆ιαϕορά) (L 202; 

S 22). The call of difference lets “things” and “world,” as tropes, turn and so become present 

in a presence sheltered in absence. Difference here, then, also becomes the difference of the 

trope and the literal. In Heidegger’s exposition of Trakl’s poem and in his invocation of 

“things” and “world,” what is staged is, precisely, the inevitability of a figurative element in 

his own essay. The tropes “things” and “world” not only tell the story of things and world, but 

also the silent story of their own status as tropes. Consequently, what Heidegger says about 

“things” and “world” also holds for a reading of the literal and the figural in his own essay. 

What he describes by his exposition of Unter-Schied, the separating-gathering, the intimacy 

of the division, the traversing of the between or middle, all this also describes the play 

between the literal and the figural, which points to the inexpressible otherness of Heidegger’s 

own language.  

“The difference,” Heidegger says, “is neither a distinction nor relation. The difference is, 

at most, dimension for world and thing” (Der Unter-Schied ist weder Distinktion noch 

Relation. Der Unter-Schied ist im höchsten Fall Dimension für Welt und Ding) (L 203; S 23); 

one might add, as a consequence of Heidegger’s own argumentative strategy, a dimension for 

the literal and figurative as well. The literal is separated from, but yet gathered by figurality, 

and vice versa. In consequence, the literal has to turn toward silence, its absence, that is, 

figurality, in order to mean, and the figural has to turn toward the literal. “Things” and 

“world,” in order to mean literally, have to be named, or called, by language in the text 

“Language,” and in so doing turn toward absence, and consequently signify their presence 

sheltered in absence. 

The precedence of literal language over figural language is thus subverted, since the 

figural aspects of language are shown to be unavoidable in Heidegger’s essay. Figural 

language is thus always already implied in literal language, so that literal language always 

already carries figurative language with it. Moreover, it is difference, that is, the difference of 

the literal and the figural, which enacts the dialogue as diaphora, as the carrying through of 

the literal and the figural. 
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 What Heidegger means by difference, Unter-Schied, is not only related to the departure, 

or Abschied, through Scheiden, but also through the movement of difference, the diaphora. 

Just like the departure is an end and a beginning; a going into and a going out of, the diaphora 

is characterized by being the medium of the egress and the ingress; the dimension where the 

figural and the literal become possible. What Heidegger names the call of language can thus 

be staged as a dialogue between the literal and the figural. To respond to this call, Heidegger 

says, one has to listen to the unspoken, but what remains unspoken, in Heidegger’s text, is the 

necessary figural aspects of language.  

One could perhaps say, then, that not only “language speaks,” but also that the essay 

“Language” speaks of its unspoken, since as Heidegger says, “[t]he calling calls into itself and 

therefore always here and there – here into presence, there into absence” (L 199), taken that 

the call of language is also the call of “Language” exposing the call of difference, Unter-

Schied, as a possible dialogue between the literal and the figural, in and of Heidegger’s essay. 

 Bearing this reading of Heidegger’s essay “Language” in mind, “The Ball Poem” and 

Dream Song 1 could be staged as dialogues of departure. This would imply that the ball of 

“The Ball Poem,” by necessity, is both literal and figural; it is literal in the sense that what the 

poem describes is nothing other than a ball, it is a ball that has been lost, but at the same time, 

by the very description of the ball, in the literalness of its turn toward its absence, its 

unspoken, it is its other. It departs in the Unter-Schied of description (that is, the difference of 

language) so that its absence becomes present in the separating unity of the intimacy between 

the literal and the figural. In other words, it exposes the mutual implications between the 

literal and the figural, and the poem and the theory of interpretation as the “epistemology of 

loss,” and thus makes a dialogue between them possible to be read. The poem thus carries, 

bears, or gestates/gestures, the possibility of a dialogue in the description of the ball. The 

poem carries this possibility, as Heidegger would say, with it (bei sich tragen). To read “The 

Ball Poem” as a dialogue between the literal and the figural, theory and poetry, means to 

recall what the poem leaves unspoken by exposing its necessary involvement with absence 

and the absolutely other, with apartness and departure, and in so doing it subverts the 

hierarchy that exists between theory and poetry, the literal and the figural.  

 The loss the poem stages by the fundamental absence of the ball, I argue, exposes a 

potential dialogue through interpretation with the beginning of the loss, and consequently with 

the origin of the poem. What this dialogue can come to show is the impossibility of 

recovering what is lost, since to bring back what is lost into full presence would demand an 

absolute literalness, an absolute unity of language and reality. To follow the movement of The 
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Dream Songs and “The Ball Poem,” which can be called “the path of sorrow,” leads instead to 

the exposition of the otherness of Berryman’s poetic metaphysics of mourning and his 

“epistemology of loss.” 

 

  

Nostalgia: Berryman, Heidegger, Derrida 

The structure of “The Ball Poem” as well as The Dream Songs, within the metaphysics of 

mourning, could be compared to a search for a lost origin, the desire to reinstate what has 

been lost and the search and desire for a lost home (nostos). A departure is implied here; a 

departure as the boundary separating two sides; a departure as the setting out on a journey into 

the future toward the past; and a departure as a medium that gestates, carries, bears, suffers, 

the intimacy and separation of the departure. What is hinted at here is a movement in 

Berryman’s two poems, a movement that they share with a certain reading of philosophy, and 

also, perhaps, with psychoanalysis, not to mention with numerous other works of poetry and 

literature, such as Dante’s Divina Comedia, Homer’s Odysseus, and Sophocles’s Oedipus Rex, 

to give three examples. 

 In the case of The Dream Songs, the searching desire for what is lost takes the form of 

setting out “to pursue the path of sorrow,” to depart on the way toward the departure as the 

lost home. How about philosophy? What would it entail to claim that philosophy is the 

searching desire for something lost? And what, in this case, has been lost? First of all, the 

reason to invoke philosophy is to examine how the structure of Berryman’s The Dream Songs 

and “The Ball Poem” relate to what might be viewed as an undercurrent in the two poems as 

well as in philosophy. And also, once again, to involve the modes of thought in a dialogue in 

which they can be seen to mutually imply each other. 

 In his book Politiques de l’amitié: suivi de l’oreille de Heidegger, Derrida analyzes, as 

the title suggests, the politics of friendship; and in the last part of the book, entitled “L’oreille 

de Heidegger: Philopolémologie (Geschlecht IV),” Derrida more specifically deals with the 

themes of the search, striving, and the desire for the lost origin, and, furthermore, Heidegger’s 

use of the word carry, tragen, in the essay “Language.”  

However, the main focus here will be on Derrida’s exegesis of Heidegger’s use of the 

word tragen, and more specifically on the translation of tragen as gesture and gestation. 

Consequently, when Heidegger says: “Unsere alte Sprache nennt das Austragen: bern, bären, 

daher die Wörter ‘gebären’ und Gebärde’. Dingend sind die Dinge Dinge. Dingend gebärden 
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sie Welt” (S 19), Derrida translates it as “Notre vieille langue nomme ce ‘porter à terme’ 

(Austragen: bern, bären), d’où viennent les mots ‘Gebären’ [donner naissance, porter à terme, 

accoucher, enfanter: toute la gestation] et ‘Gebärde’ [le geste, les gestes, le ‘se comporter’]. 

C’est en déployant leur être de chose que les choses sont choses. En déployant leur être de 

chose, risquons ce néologisme, elles ‘gestent’ le monde, elles le portent au cours d’une 

gestation, elles le portent à terme, lui donnent un comportement, une contenance, une figure, 

un geste.”24 With these two thinkers, translation is always difficult, not to say risky, but here 

is John P. Leavey, Jr.’s translation of Derrida’s translation of Heidegger: “’Our old tongue 

names this “carrying to term” (Austragen) bern, bären, from which come the words 

“Gebären” [give birth, carry to term, deliver, bear children: all gestation] and “Gebärde” 

[gesture, deeds, behavior, how one carries oneself, comportment]. In unfolding their thing-

being are things things. In unfolding their thing-being, they [here I risk a neologism] “gest” 

[gestent] world [they carry it during gestation, carry it to term, give it a comportment, a 

countenance, a figure, a face, a gesture]’.”25 According to Derrida, his reading of Heidegger’s 

tragen shows that tragen in Heidegger’s thinking “will have marked the Heideggerian thought 

of φιλεĩν” (auront marqué la pensée heideggerienne du phileîn) (H 171; P 352). In order to 

connect Derrida’s reading of Heidegger to what has been said above, however, Derrida’s 

reading of the Austragen of tragen as gest/gestation marks the play between carry, bear, suffer, 

etc., with the gestation of the face, the figure, the countenance and thus marks the gestation of 

the figural and the literal: the figural “geste” the literal, and the literal “geste” the figural into 

and from out of the diaphora of the departure. The Heideggerian gesture of recalling will, in 

consequence, always have to take its absence into consideration, whether figural or literal. 

This, however, would not be Heidegger’s view, because, as Derrida shows, for Heidegger 

metaphor as a concept only exists in metaphysics (H 188). In order to show this Heidegger 

goes back in time before metaphysics, he departs on a journey in search of the “before” of 

metaphysics, in search of what was lost when metaphysics figured itself as philosophy. He 

goes back, in other words, to before metaphysics to read, most notably, Parmenides and 

Heraclitus. Moreover, what is interesting is how Heidegger in the figure of the poet sees 

someone who can hear language before the figurality of language, a kind of authentic hearing 

of an authentic language, as his reading of Trakl in “Language” shows. 

                                                 
24 Jacques Derrida, Politiques de l’amitié: suivi de l’oreille de Heidegger (Paris: Éditions Galilée, 1994) 349. 
References to this text are identified by “P.” 
25 Jacques Derrida, “Heidegger’s Ear, Philopolemology(Geschlecht IV),” trans John P. Leavey, Jr., Reading 
Heidegger: Commemorations, ed. John Salis (Bloomington: Indiana UP, 1993) 168. References to this text are 
identified by “H.” 
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 Now, this centeredness on the word, when word and thing presumably are one, as was 

the case, according to Heidegger, before metaphysics, when the saying of the word said the 

Being of beings authentically, is the logocentrism that Derrida analyzes in his reading of 

Heidegger. “At bottom,” Derrida says, “logocentrism is perhaps not so much the gesture that 

consists in placing the λόγος at the center as the interpretation of λόγος as Versammlung, that 

is, the gathering that precisely concenters what it configures” (Au fond le logocentrisme, ce 

n’est peut-être pas tant le geste qui consiste à mettre le logos au centre que l’interprétation 

du logos comme Versammlung, c’est-à-dire le ressemblement qui précisément concentre ce 

qu’il configure) (H 187; P 378).26 Derrida here points to the (con)figurative character of 

Heidegger’s going back before metaphysics, but before determining Heidegger’s thinking 

here as a thinking that “concenters what it configures,” in Derrida’s words, the question 

remains what it entails to go back before philosophy has become philosophy. To be able to 

hear the call of Being we have to hear in the same way as poets hear, since (and this is 

Derrida’s reading of Heidegger) the poets “stand firm close by the origin of what ‘is’ (ist),” so 

that we are able to “hear it, transitively, as poets” (tiennent fermes près de l’origine de ce qui 

“est” (ist)… l’entendent, transitivement, en poètes) (H 189; P 381). This, of course, ties in to 

what Derrida says about the logos and Versammlung and logos as Versammlung in Heidegger, 

but the main point here is Heidegger’s recourse to the poets to say the Being of beings, since 

it indicates a movement not only of philosophy but of poetry as well. 

 In language before philosophy becomes philosophy, and, one could perhaps claim, 

before poetry becomes poetry, the thing and the name are one, there is no division, separation, 

departure, between signifier and signified. Furthermore, this is a state, as Derrida puts it, 

“before the distinction between love and friendship, before the friendships (the three 

friendships of Aristotle), before every subject, all anthropology, all psychology of the 

passions, and perhaps even … before Eros, erotic desire, or at least a certain inquisitive and 

jealous tension, a certain Streben of Eros” (avant la distinction entre l’amour et l’amitié, 

avant les amitiés (les trois amitiés d’Aristote), avant tout sujet, toute anthropologie, toute 

psychologie des passions, et peut-être même … avant l’Eros, le désir érotique ou du moins 

                                                 
26 Derrida is alluding to Heidegger’s statement in Was ist das – die Philosophie?, which in Derrida’s translation 
reads: “‘…being is beings [Das Sein ist das Seiende: Heidegger underscores or italicizes the “ist” and comment 
on his gesture]. Here “is” [ist] speaks transitively (Spricht “ist” transitiv) and signifies as well “gathered” 
(“Versammelt”). Being gathers beings in that it is beings (Das Sein versammelt das Seiende darin, daβ es 
Seiende ist). Being is gathering - Λόγος (Das Sein ist die Versammlung - Λόγος’”; [“…l’être est l’etant” ( Das 
Sien ist das Seiende [Heidegger souligne ou met en italique le “ist” et il commente son gest]. Ici “est” (ist) parle 
transitivement (Spricht “ist” transitiv) et signife aussi bien “rassamble” (“versammelt”). L’être rassamble 
l’étant en cela qu’il est l’étant (Das Sein versammelt das Seiende darin, daβ es Seiende ist). L’etre est le 
rassemblement – Logos (das Sein ist die Versammlung – Logos)”] (H 185; P 374). 
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une certaine tension inquisitive et jalouse, un certain Streben de l’Eros) (H 189; P 381). This 

is a state, then, without separation and without desire; there is as yet no longing desire to 

search for something lost; and, within the framework of The Dream Songs, there is no 

departure to interpret as the desire of the work of mourning, it is a state, in other words, before 

any departure. 

 But what occurs, then, at the breaking point, the crisis, when the word loses its full 

presence to itself, when the word departs into poetry? Derrida, after asking the same question 

of philosophy, responds: “What happens then, as one could say in a language that is not 

literally Heidegger’s, but that seems to me not to betray it, is the drama of a scission, a 

separation and a discord” (Ce qui se passe alors, on pourrait le dire dans un langage qui n’est 

pas littéralement celui de Heidegger mais qui paraît ne pas le trahir, c’est le drame d’une 

scission, d’une séparation et d’une discorde, d’une disjonction) (H 189-90; P 381). And, 

through this drama of the scission, the separation, and the discord, Derrida says, still in the 

language of Heidegger (although not literally), “The gathering, the harmony, the homology, 

and the φιλεĩν of λόγος were threatened in their unity, the wonder was lost” (Le 

rassemblement, l’harmonie, l’homologie et le phileîn du lógos furent menacés dans leur unité, 

l’émerveillement fut perdu) (H 190; P 381). What is left, then, after the drama of departure is, 

according to Derrida’s reading of Heidegger, the opposition between the few who try to 

regain the original experience, the sophon, of logos as Versammlung, and the Sophists, the 

“men of the marketplace and common sense” (les hommes du marché de la culture et du sens 

commun) (H 190; P 381), who forget “φιλεĩν, λόγος, Sein, Versammlung, the wonder before 

being’s splendor in which beings appear” (le phileîn, le lógos, le Sein, la Versammlung, 

l’emerveillement devant l’éclat de l’etre das lequel apparait l’étant) (H 190; P 381-82). The 

few are precisely those who after the departure strive (Streben) for what has been lost, toward 

sophon. This awakens in the few, Derrida continues his reading of Heidegger, a “nostalgia 

(Sehnsucht) for the lost σοφόν” (nostalgie (Sehnsucht) du sophon perdu) (H 190; P 382). 

Heidegger’s word for the search after the lost origin is Sehnsucht, Derrida uses the word 

nostalgie for this movement; nostalgia comes from the Greek nostos, which means “return 

home” and algos, which means pain. The word consequently implies a painful longing to 

return home. About this word and the movement it implies, Derrida says:  

 

This nostalgia is the origin of philosophy. It is a reaction to the loss of the originary 
φιλεĩν, of the όµολογεĩν, of the correspondence with λόγος. One could even say that 
every philosophical, for example Aristotelian, determination of the προτη φιλíα or of 
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the τελεια φιλíα inhabits the space of mourning, but also of reactive nostalgia, 
sometimes triumphant as mourning can be, the space of semideafness that still hears 
[entend] without hearing any longer the όµολογειν of the originary φιλεĩν. Because 
it grows hollow in this nostalgia and this inner division, in this loss of the originary 
Versammlung of λόγος, the φιλεĩν of φιλοσοφíα is no longer the φιλεĩν whose 
memory is nevertheless kept. Philosophy would stand in the tensing of this nostalgic 
tension that would make of itself a search, a quest, an investigation, a Suchen. This 
Suchen is an őρεξις, the tension of a desire. In everyday language, ορεξις is even a 
desire for food. From άµονíα or συµφονια, one has passed to the desire strained 
toward satisfaction, accomplishment, completude, the reconstitution of a totality, 
restoration. The őρεξις is strained. Όρεγεσθαι is to strain [tendre], to strive towards 
[se tendre vers], to await [attendre], to be strained [être tendu], Streben. It is the 
movement of return toward the lost place, the suffering of νόστος, a “nostalgia of/for 
being”…. (H 190-91) 

 
(Cette nostalgie est l’origine de la philosophie. C’est une réaction à la perte du 
phileîn originaire, de l’homologeîn, de la correspondance avec le lógos. On pourrait 
même dire que toute la détermination philosophique, par exemple aristotélicienne, de 
la prốtê philía ou de la teleía philía, habite l’espace du deuil mais aussi de la 
nostalgie réactionelle, parfois triomphante comme peut l’etre le deuil, l’espace de la 
semi-surdité qui entend encore sans plus entendre l’homologeîn du phileîn originaire. 
Parce qu’il se creuse dans nostalgie et cette division interne, dans cette perte de la 
Versammlung originaire du lógos, le phileîn de la philosophía n’est plus le phileîn 
don’t pourtant la mémorie est gardée. La philosophie se tiendrait dans la crispation 
de cette tension nostalgique qui ferait d’elle une recherche, une queste, une 
investigation, un Suchen. Ce Suchen est une orexis, la tension d’un désir. Dans le 
langage courant, I’órexis est meme un désir de nourriture. De l’harmônía ou de la 
sumphônía, on est passé au désir tendu vers l’assouvissement, l’accomplissement, la 
complétude, la reconstitution d’une totalité, la restauration. L’órexis est tendue. 
Orégesthai, c’est tendre, se tendre vers, attendre, etre tendu, streben. C’est le 
mouvement de retour vers le lieu perdu, la souffrance du nostos, une “nostaligie de 
l’etre” …. ) (P 382-83) 

 

The above quotation, then, forms Derrida’s reading of how Heidegger situates the beginning 

or the origin of philosophy as a Suchen and a Streben. This beginning is, in consequence, the 

beginning of metaphysics, of the forgetfulness of the Being of beings and the deafness to the 

logos, the word, as Versammlung.27 Those few who can still listen to Being in responding to it 

are the poets, that is, the poets to whom Heidegger listens, but these poets still listen and 

respond to Being after the drama of the scission, the separation, and the discord, which means 

that their response will still have to be situated within a metaphysics and as a work of 

mourning. Their poetry thus forms a nostalgia for a time when logos and poiesis, the word 

                                                 
27 Throughout Derrida’s reading of Heidegger’s thoughts on listening to the call of language and the strain of the 
Streben there is an allusion to Heidegger’s deafness to his own text. Derrida uses words like discord, deafness, 
and the homonymy between entendre, to hear, and tendre, to strain, a strife, etc., to deconstruct Heidegger’s 
logocentrism. 
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and the creation of the word, were one. Heidegger’s readings of Hölderlin show how he views 

poetry as both the saying of Being before the drama of the departure, and the work of 

mourning for the lost time before the beginning.28  

Nevertheless, the searching after is a search that also comes after in time, and it is a 

feature both of Heidegger’s reading of the beginning of philosophy and a movement of what 

Heidegger considers to be poetry. Of this searching after of philosophy, Derrida says in his 

reading of Heidegger: “Φιλοσοφíα seeks then after. Φιλοσοφíα comes after, is later than the 

symphony, mourns the harmony of the originary Einklang. This delay eroticizes the 

philosophical search, goads on the properly philosophical question, and determines φιλεĩν in 

tension with Eros” (La philosophia cherche donc aprés. Elle vient aprés, elle est en retard sur 

la symphonie, elle pleure l’harmonie de l’Einklang originaire. Ce retard érotise la recherche 

philosophique. Il aiguillonne la questionproprement philosophique. Il détermine le phileîn en 

tension de l’Eros) (H 191, P 383). The search becomes desire, an eroticized desire in the 

search for restoration, or one could perhaps say for an original understanding that would 

restore what is lost into presence. Eros is born at the same time and as the desire for what has 

been lost; to put it differently, it is in the “delay” (retard), to use Derrida’s word, in the “after” 

after the harmony and symphony of the Einklang, that Eros is born. And the passion, the 

desire of Eros is also connected to creation, and to creation as poetry, as much as this passion, 

desire, and tension determine friendship as philein. “With this erotization of the questioning 

Streben,” Derrida continues, “in the inquisitive tension toward σοφόν, toward the Έν Πάντα, 

the being that is gathered in being, the question upsurges: ‘What is the being in so far as it is?’ 

With this question is philosophy born, which did not exist so long as φιλεĩν was in harmony 

with σοφόν and in homology with λόγος” (Avec cette érotisation du Streben questionnant, 

dans la tension inquisitive vers le sophon, vers l’Hen panta, l’étant rassamblé dans l’être, la 

question surgit: ”qu’est-ce que l’étant en tant qu’il est?” Avec cette question naît la 

philosophie qui n’existait pas tant que le phileîn était en harmonie avec le sophón et en 

homologie avec le lógos) (H 191; P 383-84). 

Accordingly, after the loss that strikes philosophy and poetry alike, a loss of the 

correspondence with logos, that is, a loss that strikes apart the correspondence of poetry and 

logos as one, poetry, just like philosophy, becomes a desiring search, and poetry will 

consequently have to ask what is called the first question of philosophy: “‘What is the being 

insofar as it is?’” This loss and this question then place philosophy and poetry within a 
                                                 
28 See Paul de Man, “Heidegger’s Exegeses of Hölderlin,” Blindness and Insight: Essays in the Rhetoric of 
Contemporary Criticism, 2nd ed., (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1983) 246-267. 
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metaphysics of mourning. Correspondence with logos thus becomes the attempt to transcend 

the metaphysics of mourning and go back, or rather, recall the oneness of the correspondence 

with logos as Versammlung. Poetry becomes, like philosophy, the desire for a restoration of a 

previous state, a painful desire to return home. Poetry carries (suffers, “gestent”) this desire 

with it ( Heidegger would say “bei sich tragen”)29 on the path of poetry; and as stated above 

path here means a way traveled when one sets out on a journey, and also a course of action, 

method, or procedure used for a certain undertaking. After the departure from/of the 

correspondence of poetry and logos as Versammlung, poetry sets out on a journey after the 

original correspondence, and thus this journey implies a course of action, method, or 

procedure, carrying the desire for what is lost with it; it becomes, in other words, an 

“epistemology of loss.” It should be noted, moreover, that Derrida’s reading of Heidegger 

points to the figurality of Heidegger’s discourse, and also the figurality of his argument for a 

literal union of the saying (legein) and language (logos) as gathering (Versammlung) before 

the drama of the scission. Heidegger, Derrida argues, carries figurality with him, and his 

argument is caught up in the gesture of his own difference (Unter-Schied), implying the 

inevitability of a figural moment in the literal. 

When it comes to Berryman’s two poems, however, the “epistemology of loss” of “The 

Ball Poem,” and the departure of The Dream Songs, is an epistemology in the mode of poetry, 

and does not consequently pretend to tell the truth as that which has become the Logos after 

the harmony and symphony of the Einklang. On the contrary, although these poems express a 

nostalgia for the origin, they at the same time demonstrate the impossibility of a restoration of 

the origin. In other words, they show a concern both with a personal and very real loss, and a 

loss inherent in the poems’ poetic expression, that is, in the awareness of the inadequacy of 

poetic language to recover what has been lost. Furthermore, these poems not only demonstrate 

the necessity of figural language to express the literal and the real, but also point to the 

inevitability of figural language in literary theory and philosophy.  

In my analysis of Heidegger and Berryman’s poetry of loss in this chapter, the way in 

which theory and philosophy are involved in the poems and in the interpretation of the poems 

demonstrates their quest, or nostalgia, to understand, and come to terms with what is lost, that 

is, to understand the fundamental otherness of the ball and of departure. This means that 
                                                 
29 As he does in Being and Time: “Listening to … is the existential being-open of Da-sein as being-with for the 
other. Hearing even constitutes the primary and authentic openness of Da-sein for its ownmost possibility of 
being, as in hearing the voice of the friend whom every Da-sein carries with it [bei sich tragen]. Da-sein hears 
because it understands.” Being and Time 153; Sein und Zeit (Tübingen: Niemeyer, 1979) 163. The quote from 
Being and Time is also relevant for appreciating Derrida’s analysis in The Politics of Friendship of Heidegger’s 
thinking regarding listening and friendship. 
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neither departure, nor the ball, can with certainty be read literally, as if they referred to a real 

event in the world. Berryman’s two poems thus show how in order to reflect theoretically and 

philosophically on the literal and the real of the poems their otherness has to be involved in a 

dialogue with the literal, which exposes the inevitable and necessary, but silent, other side of 

the real.  

 



Chapter Two  
The Subversive in Theory and Practice 
 
I’m not, he cried, what I appears. 
(Dream Song 356) 
 
 

This chapter develops the notion of literary and theoretical subversion; more precisely, it 

develops the notion of the subversive seen as a theoretical concept and as a form, or genre of 

literature. I examine how subversion functions, both as a concept and as a form of literature. 

Furthermore, I investigate what the concept and the literature of the subversive imply for the 

reading of the specific texts I have chosen, and also how the concept and the literature of the 

subversive can be seen to mutually imply each other. My point of departure is David S. 

Reynolds’s book Beneath the American Renaissance: The Subversive Imagination in the Age 

of Emerson and Melville, and his definitions of the subversive and what he calls the American 

Subversive Style. In the course of the chapter, I analyze Berryman’s The Dream Songs in 

order to develop Reynolds’s notion of the American Subversive Style into a concept of the 

subversive which would involve a problematization and coming to terms with loss as 

otherness in both interpretative and poetic language. 

I will begin with a consideration of the theoretical suppositions of Reynolds’s study to 

provide a clearer view of his treatment of the texts he argues belong to, what he calls, 

American subversive humor, a subgenre of the American Subversive Style. I will then move 

on to analyze some of John Berryman’s Dream Songs to examine the relation between the 

subversive in the American Renaissance and Berryman’s poem, in order to provide a space in 

which theory and poetry can be seen to mutually imply each other in their necessary 

connectedness to otherness. 

 

 

David S. Reynolds’s Exposition of the Subversive 

Reynolds’s purpose with his study is to go beyond the conception of American literature 

during the American Renaissance1 as being essentially disinterested in social issues. “It has 

become common,” Reynolds writes, “to view high literature as an insolated act of rebellion or 

                                                 
1 The American Renaissance is the name, coined by F. O. Matthiessen, for the literature that evolved between the 
years ca. 1830-1860. See, F. O. Mattheissen, American Renaissance: Art and Expression in the Age of Emerson 
and Whitman (New York: Oxford University Press, 1941).  
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subversion against a dominant culture. Indeed, several schools of critics have argued that the 

most distinctive characteristic of American literature is its rejection or transcendence of social 

concerns.” 2   By examining both the major writers of the age, for example, Melville, 

Hawthorne, and Whitman, and what Reynolds calls “lesser-known works” (BA 3) by writers 

such as Washington Irving, J. J. Hooper, and George Washington Harris, Reynolds attempts 

to combine, as he states, “literary analysis with social history” (BA 3). He thus suggests a new 

perspective from which to read the major works of the American Renaissance that goes 

beyond mere close readings to include analyses that take into consideration social and 

political issues. I am interested here in the minor writers and how Reynolds develops from 

their work a notion of subversion which, I argue, is not only of a social or political nature, but 

also concerns language and the ontology of literary texts. Reynolds names these “lesser-

known works” the American Subversive Style, and his definition of the genre claims that it is 

known for its “highly irrational style characterized by intentional disruptions of linear patterns 

and wholesale assaults on conventional literary rules” (BA 198). As the word “subversive” 

implies, this form of writing includes a critique or questioning with the purpose of disrupting 

the governing order or power structure within the context the word is used. More specifically, 

Reynolds states that “[s]ubversive literature … was a literature of protest with an ardently 

democratic political dimension” (emphases in the original) (BA 198). Reynolds also notes 

that “it was… experimental both thematically and stylistically” (emphasis in the original) (BA 

198). Subversion within the American Subversive Style thus implies both textual and social or 

political disruptions, which means that the being of the literary text is problematized.   

In the American Subversive Style, one of the traits of subversion is humor, and what 

characterizes subversive humor linguistically is, precisely, its experimental nature. Here too, 

democracy and freedom play a part, as Reynolds makes evident: “[P]olitical and social 

freedom was reflected in a sudden linguistic freedom. Words were violently stripped from 

their normal associations and were left to float in everchanging linguistic space” (BA 444). 

Another characteristic of the subversive is the dream. Reynolds consequently describes 

subversive humor in terms of the dream and the process of dreaming, and the following 

constitutes his description of Washington Irving’s Salmagundi: 

 

The flexibility and detachment gained through humor undermine the whole notion 
of a mimetic language system referring directly to perceived reality. Because of 

                                                 
2 David S. Reynolds.  Beneath the American Renaissance: The Subversive Imagination in the Age of Emerson 
and Melville (Cambridge and London: Harvard University Press, 1989) 6. Further references to this text are 
identified by (BA). 
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the proliferation of comic voices, “style” loses uniformity and abrogates 
referentiality. (BA 446) 

 

And a little earlier Reynolds states that 
 

the American Subversive Style [was] an indigenous style characterized by weird 
juxtapositions of incongruous images and by rapid shifts in time, place, or 
perspective …. The best popular humor was preliterary in a way that other 
popular texts were not, because it frankly confronted dark forces in human nature 
and in American society but sought to control them by rechanneling them into the 
arena of linguistic play. (BA 442) 

 

The Crockett Almanacs3 are portrayed by Reynolds in the following manner: 
 

Nothing is impossible in this imaginary realm of hyperbolic democracy, for all 
aspects of perceived reality are dissolved and recombined at will by the 
imagination that reduces all things to the same level. (BA 452)  

 

Literary subversion is thus, according to Reynolds, “preliterary,” and, I suggest, relates to and 

expresses otherness as the strange and hidden in human nature. It is, in other words, not only 

social or political, but also ontological, in that it disrupts representation as a means to present 

the being of the literary work. Thus, within literary subversion, being always depends on and 

supplements nonbeing as absence or loss.  

An examination of a text that Reynolds mentions in his study may be in order. In 

Washington Irving’s “The Legend of Sleepy Hollow,” the narrator Mr. Knickerbocker, 

describes the village of Sleepy Hollow as “one of the quietest places in the world. A small 

brook glides through it, with just murmur enough to lull one into repose …. A drowsy, 

dreamy influence seems to hang over the land, and to pervade the very atmosphere.”4 The 

town itself, in other words, seems to sleep and dream, and the theme of inanimate objects and 

nature having the ability to dream or come to life is a recurrent one in Irving, which can also 

be found in, for example, his story “The Mutability of Literature.” 

What is then told, in “The Legend of Sleepy Hollow,” is a legend, or tale, about Ichabod 

Crane and Brom Bones, and their courting of a local farmer’s daughter. In the end the 

emphasis is, however, on the story as a legend, as events that may or may not have happened. 

It is the making of fiction that is emphasized, and not the story or the moral of the story. There 

                                                 
3 The Crockett Almanacs were popular pamphlets and were issued by several publishers in a number of cities 
between the years 1835 – 1856. 
4 Washington Irving, “The Legend of Sleepy Hollow,” The Legend of Sleepy Hollow and Other Selections from 
Washington Irving, ed. Austin McC. Fox (New York: Washington Square Press, 1964) 5-6. 
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are, in other words, no references to an objective reality. At least, there is no pressure, within 

the story itself, for an objective referential reality other than the reality of the story, as is made 

clear in the postscript to the legend. “The preceding Tale is given,” the postscript begins, 

“almost in the precise words in which I heard it related at a Corporation meeting of the 

ancient city of Manhattoes, at which were present many of its sagest and most illustrious 

burghers”5 The corporation meeting does not make an altogether serious impression on the 

reader, and one suspects that the participants are not completely sober. These suspicions 

together with the fact that the storyteller according to the editor, Mr. Knickerbocker, does not 

believe in his own story: “’Faith sir,’ replied the story-teller, ‘as to that matter, I don’t believe 

one half of it myself.”6 The trait of the story, with a postscript that undermines both the 

veracity of the tale and the editor of the story, could almost be called romantic irony.7 As 

Reynolds points out, “in the world of American dark humor, trust between the author and the 

reader is violently undermined” (BA 441). “The Legend of Sleepy Hollow”, then, is retold to 

the reader by what is presumably the editor of the late Mr. Knickerbocker’s papers, and Mr. 

Knickerbocker is in turn the editor of a story he presumably heard from a man at a 

“Corporation meeting.” At least, that is what the editor of Mr. Knickerbocker’s papers claims, 

since the postscript was “[f]ound in the handwriting of Mr. Knickerbocker.”8  

In sum, a distinctive characteristic of the American Subversive Style is the blurring of 

the border between dream and reality. Furthermore, these texts’ transgression of established 

norms and linguistic patterns is also a characteristic of dreams. Characteristics which 

Reynolds thus ascribes to the subversive are such traits as indeterminacy and the deferral of 

meaning. The subversive, taken as a theoretical concept,9 and used as a tool for analyzing 

literature, thus takes on the characteristics of the texts it is used to analyze. Since the concept 

of the subversive is in consequence grounded in indeterminacy, what it subverts is the will to 

order, structure, and determine an absolute origin, and the presentation of the origin. What the 

concept effects is thus a questioning of the self presence of literary origins, which means that 

it never allows itself to stagnate, but instead constantly fluctuates, and even questions and 

transgresses itself. The origin of the literary can in this way be described as a place of 

“preliterary” loss and a space of otherness that the literary work only can name with a name 
                                                 
5 Irving 37. 
6 Irving 38. 
7 Since romantic irony as a literary strategy had spread outside Germany by 1820 it would be interesting to know 
if Irving had read Friedrich Schlegel or any other German romantic writer at the time he wrote “The Legend of 
Sleepy Hollow” (1820). 
8 Irving 37. 
9 Reynolds’s act of naming a form of literature subversive charges it with theoretical presuppositions. The 
subversive could thus be called a theoretical concept that involves the same characteristics as the texts. 
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that denotes what it is not, that is, by figuralizing its origin, and by subverting the very act of 

naming. 

To come back to the word “subversive” and its connotations with a critique of politics 

and society, Reynolds notes the relation between the American Subversive Style, Menippean 

satire, and carnivalesque literature as follows: 
 

Popular humorous genres such as parodia sacra and Menippean satire create a 
liberation from all logical links and a carnivalization of speech that prepares the 
way for dense literature… As important as the carnival was in the European 
culture Bakhtin studies, it was perhaps even more so in democratic America, 
which was a kind of carnival culture, one that abolished social distance between 
people and yoked together the high and the low in an atmosphere of jolly 
relativity. (BA 444) 

 

Some of these characteristics, such as the carnivalization of speech and the relativity of 

democratic America, can be found in J. J. Hooper’s Some Adventures of Simon Suggs 

published in 1845. In these stories the reader is presented with a character that does not 

hesitate to cheat people out of their money, if he needs to. As Suggs says in the story “The 

Captain Attends a Camp-Meeting” when he realizes that he and Mrs. Suggs are out of food: 

“‘D—n it! somebody must suffer!’”10 But even if Suggs is a liar and a confidence man, the 

people he lies to and steals from are often hypocrites themselves. This trait of the story brings 

to the surface the subversiveness of the Suggs adventures as a critique of religion or, rather, 

the false piety of the people Suggs steals from in “The Captain Attends a Camp-Meeting.” 

 About Suggs, Reynolds states that 
 

Suggs is the first figure in American literature who fully manipulates 
Conventional values – piety, discretion, honesty, entrepreneurial shrewdness – for 
purely selfish ends. The Conventional becomes fully relativized in the world of 
subversive humor. (BA 454) 

 

As is the case with the linguistic characteristics of subversive humor, the key word 

characterizing the critique of society is transgression.11 It can be seen as a recognition that 

                                                 
10 Johnson Jones Hooper, “The Captain Attends a Camp Meeting,” Adventures of Captain Simon Suggs, Late of 
the Tallapoosa Volunteers, Together with “Taking Census” and Other Alabama Sketches, ed. Johanna Nicol 
Shields (Tuscaloosa and London: University of Alabama Press, 1993) 118. 
11 In her introduction to Adventures of Captain Simon Suggs, Johanna Nicol Shields points out several 
characteristics of the Suggs adventures that can be classified as subversive. What Reynolds calls subversive, 
however, Shields labels satire. Here follow a few examples: “Hooper satirized… the United States and 
Americans, and not just the past, but the present and the future” (viii). “In the anarchy of satire, however, 
nothing can be taken at face value, and most apparent facts have hidden meanings” (x). “In a stroke, Suggs deftly 
deflated Lafayette’s [Suggs home town, and the home of J. J. Hooper] pretensions, cutting through appearances 
to Alabama as it was, not anyone’s fantasy of what it might become” (xii). “[S]atire is inherently ambivalent. It 
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oppression and hypocrisy do not disappear because freedom and democracy are introduced 

into a society. New values, norms and ethics do not by themselves follow the proclamation of 

freedom and democracy. What is shown by the Suggs stories is how Suggs constantly 

questions the value systems of both religion and democracy, which leads to the transgression 

and, in consequence, subversion of determinism and monolithic structures. What Suggs 

subverts, through his subversive activities, is, as Reynolds notes, “piety, discretion, honesty, 

entrepreneurial shrewdness” (BA 454). The subversion of these values raises the doubt that, 

possibly, piety and honesty, for example, do not always refer to their usual meanings. Perhaps 

being honest does not always imply truthfulness and sincerity, and perhaps piety is not always 

marked by the reverence for God; perhaps there is another side to these values, one which is 

not visible or forgotten, or even repressed. What Reynolds’s notion of the subversive, in effect, 

puts into play, through the texts he has chosen, is a concept that can only be determined by 

indeterminacy, by transgressing its own limits. It consequently subverts itself and pulls the 

rug from under its own feet, so to speak. The concept can thus be said to introduce a 

questioning and transgressing uncertainty into the analysis. By using the subversive as a 

concept to analyze, what Reynolds calls, subversive literature, the concept takes its force from 

the texts it analyzes. However, since subversive literature is, precisely, subversive, it follows 

that there is a breach between the literature and the concept of the subversive. But the loss and 

separation between the two domains are at the same time exactly what they both take as their 

mutual origin, which means that there is always an intimacy in the separation between them. 

In other words, the theoretical concept and the literature of the subversive imply each other 

through indeterminacy, or what could be called the absence at the origin which they both 

share. They both express themselves by transgressing their own limits and questioning the 

being of the literary and the theoretical; it is the indeterminacy and absence at the origin 

which, in consequence, become their impossible definition.  

Consequently, to define the subversive would be to ignore the insistence with which the 

concept and the literature transgresses and work against fixity and stagnation, taken that to 

subvert here means to rigorously question and deconstruct every attempt to define, delimit, 

                                                                                                                                                         
suggests complex truths rather than proclaiming simple ones; it raises questions rather than answering them” 
(xiii).  “So while Hooper and his readers embraced modernity, he satirized its foundations” (xxxviii). “Through 
his outrageous fakery, Suggs becomes the ultimate truth-teller, unmasking convention and revealing human 
nature in its most essential form” (xxxviii). “By placing one sound against another, Hooper not only captured the 
rhythms of real speech, but helped his readers to hear each voice as part of a comic whole. He created an ironic 
reality, a complex one defined by the contradictions it contains” (xxxix). About the postmodern reception of 
Hooper’s work Shields states: “Now, too, popular humor is being reexamined as a form of subversive writing 
that challenged genteel conventions” (lxii). Johanna Nicol Shields, introduction, Adventures of Captain Simon 
Suggs by J. J. Hooper (Tuscaloosa and London: University of Alabama Press, 1993).  
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restrict, and determine the literature and the concept of the subversive. However, the 

subversive seems in Reynolds not to serve a function in itself, that is, the subversive does not 

question itself. Rather, its purpose, Reynolds says, is to be sublimated into the democratic and 

positive poems of Whitman, for example. Whitman, Reynolds states, “took certain ingredients 

of popular humor, most notably the character of the b’hoy and the American Subversive Style, 

and ushered them into a poetic realm where they gained new suggestiveness and control (BA 

507). And a few pages later Reynolds notes: “As odd as Whitman’s juxtaposed images are, 

they have far more order and meaning than those of Subversive American humor” (my 

emphases) (BA 517-18). Another example is Reynolds’s statement about Whitman’s poem 

“The Sleepers.” Whitman, Reynolds argues, “incorporated the dark images and the time-space 

shifts of the American Subversive Style only to make them sane, orderly, human” (BA 520). 

What Reynolds says, in other words, is that the subversive is toned down in Whitman’s 

poems. As Reynolds sees it the subversive is more present in what he calls “dark writers” 

such as Poe, Hawthorne and Melville, than in Whitman (BA 524).  

Nevertheless, I want to suggest that the subversive of the American Subversive Style, as 

described by Reynolds, has the character of being constantly moving, never static, and always 

trying in some way to transgress or exceed its own linguistic and social form. Taking the 19th 

century American philosopher Horace Bushnell as an example of the linguistic free play of 

American subversive humor, Reynolds states: 
 

Sounding at one point like a precursor of Jacques Derrida, Bushnell argued 
          that words are only hints rather than embodiments of thoughts and ideas… 
          Bushnell declared that the only worthwhile authors and philosophers were 
          those who refused to be tied to one symbol and who multiplied paradoxical 
          figurative expressions of a truth that remains forever indecipherable. (BA 445) 
 

Along with the already quoted statements from Reynolds, the above quotation makes it clear 

that his sense of subversive literature includes the blurring of the boundary between dream 

and reality, and that humor is an effect of the exaggeration, transgression, and exceeding of 

the linguistic patterns of the texts.     

With Reynolds’s exposition of the subversive in mind, the question arises if there could 

be a text that is inherently subversive. I argue that a text can take on the shape of being 

subversive, but never be subversive in itself. In other words, there has to be a dialogue 

between theory and literature beyond the binarism of simply applying the subversive as a 

concept to a text or to view a text as being inherently subversive. A text can, as with the cases 

of the American Subversive Style, be about something or someone subversive, but it is 
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another question whether a text is linguistically subversive or simply exemplifies the 

subversive. 

As an example, I would like, again, to call attention to J. J. Hooper’s Some Adventures 

of Simon Suggs. In “The Captain Attends a Camp-Meeting,” Suggs, to get money, pretends to 

be saved and converted from his evil ways by a congregation as hypocritical as he is. As I 

stated above, the subversiveness of Suggs lies in that he is using his own hypocrisy to steal 

money from other hypocrites, and thus transgressing the concept of hypocrisy – but is it still 

hypocritical to be hypocritical against hypocrites? Another subversive trait can be seen in how 

conventional values, such as piety and honesty, are put into question. Suggs is, thus, both a 

hypocrite and a subversive force – but how is one to decide where the hypocrisy ends and the 

subversive begins, or the other way around? Is this decision even possible to make? Or, is in 

fact hypocrisy a form of subversiveness? But then again the congregation is hypocritical but 

could not be called subversive. I argue that it is when acting against the laws and logic of 

hypocrisy as a concept that Suggs becomes an example of the subversive. Suggs thus comes 

to perform in a space where it is impossible to determine the essence and exact nature of 

hypocrisy: the concept is absolutely indeterminate, and at the same time puts into question its 

own status as a concept, such as, for example, in the question: what is the hypocrisy of 

hypocrisy? It is consequently not the text but Suggs who is subversive, in the example I have 

given; Suggs thus exemplifies the movement of the subversive. In itself, hypocrisy does not 

serve a subversive function, but it could if the concept is put into play within a subversive 

space. The subversiveness of indeterminacy is thus arguably not the most prominent feature 

of the Suggs adventures, even though one could perhaps argue that the traits such as the tone, 

the exaggerations, and the use of a fictional editor in Hooper’s stories are part of a text’s 

subversiveness.  

Nevertheless, the question remains: what would the language of a subversive text imply? 

A text is subversive when it transgresses, upsets, exposes, and puts into question its own rules 

and laws – grammar, word order, syntax, etc.; in other words, the governing law and order of 

language. A text is, furthermore, subversive when it puts into play its own fictionality, and in 

consequence questions and transgresses its status as literature. When it comes to “The Captain 

Attends a Camp-Meeting,” the text exemplifies what subversiveness can be, but does not to 

any larger extent enact the subversive linguistically.12 There are, nonetheless, more salient 

                                                 
12 The fact that texts such as Hooper’s Adventures of Captain Simon Suggs were not viewed as “serious” 
literature can, on the other hand, be seen as a subversive trait of the text, upsetting the notion of what serious 
literature might be. 
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examples of textual or linguistic subversiveness than the Suggs adventures, such as Irving’s 

Salmagundi and the Crockett Almanacs. In dialogue with the subversive as a concept, a 

subversive text can, in consequence, be subversive on two levels, on a descriptive level and a 

textual or linguistic level. The texts that Reynolds examines through his notion of the 

subversive can be subversive on both or one or the other level of subversiveness. 

On the one hand, the concept of the subversive can thus be described as having the same 

attributes as the texts the concept is used to analyze. On the other hand, the texts are analyzed 

as being subversive because of the concept. In other words, a mutual relationship exists 

between the two domains, that is, between the theoretical concept and the literary texts. The 

subject-object relationship that normally exists between the theoretical tool that is used to 

perform the analyzing and what is being analyzed is subverted by the notion that the 

subversive resists, puts into question, transgresses and exceeds the rigid hierarchical structure 

to which the subject-object relation belongs. It is the mutual implications, then, between 

literature and subversion that I will carry over to my examination of Berryman’s poetry of 

loss. 

 

 

 

Implications: The Subversive as a Concept and The Dream Songs 

The Dream Songs has many similarities with the American Subversive Style, and in dialogue 

with the subversive as a concept, Berryman’s poem not only exemplifies the subversive but 

also textually or linguistically enacts it. The poem thus work on two levels, on one level it is 

subversive in its descriptions of characters, subjects, and themes; and on a second level it is 

linguistically subversive in that it puts into question its own language and transgresses 

established grammatical laws, syntax, and word order. 

To make an immediate connection between the American Subversive Style and The 

Dream Songs, Paul Kameen, when defining the humor in The Dream Songs, quotes Bergson’s 

On Laughter: “Comic absurdity is of the same nature as that of dreams”13 (emphases in the 

original). As was the case with the subversive humor of the nineteenth century, absurdity and 

dreams are also part of The Dream Songs. The humor of The Dream Songs, then, is not 

something altogether new, as Kameen wants to argue: “[S]tructuring his situations according 

                                                 
13 Paul Kameen, “John Berryman’s ‘Dream Songs’: A Critical Introduction,” diss., State University of New York, 
Albany, 1976, 27. Kameen quotes from Henri Bergson, On Laughter, ed. Whylie Sypher (Garden City, New 
Jersey: Doubleday, 1956) 180.  
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to the absurd logic of insanity and the dream, Berryman has created a new hybrid humor.”14 

Instead, I suggest that these traits of The Dream Songs are not specific to Berryman’s poem, 

but are, in fact, to be found in many texts that are classified by Reynolds as subversive, 

carnivalesque, and Menippean.15  

A characteristic present both in the American Subversive Style and The Dream Songs is 

the use of humor and laughter to point to something serious or tragic. In Hooper’s Suggs 

sketches, for example, humor is used to lay bare corruption and hypocrisy, but also to point to 

the tragic, the frailty and weakness of human nature.16 When it comes to Berryman, Kameen 

describes the tragicomic humor in Dream Song 26 in the following way: 
 

The thought of death is rarely, in itself, humorous. But Henry’s wry, understated 
          delivery here serves exactly the end Bergson recommended for comedy - to 
          reduce our emotions, to detach us from the action, to prepare us to laugh 
          even if, finally, we can’t.17  
 

A few pages later, Kameen explains the rise of “serious laughter” in general:18 
 

In fact, if our recent art is any indication, we seem to live in a universe in which, 
on the one hand, tragedy is impossible, almost anachronistic, and comedy cannot 
exist without large infusions of the dark grandeur that was once the coveted 
property of its generic opposite.19  

 

Dream Song 67 exemplifies equally well what is at stake here, I think, as Kameen’s example 

does. Here is the Dream Song in its entirety: 

  

                                                 
14 Kameen, “John Berryman’s ‘Dream Songs’” 35. 
15 For example and as mentioned above, Irving’s “The Legend of Sleepy Hollow,” “The Mutability of 
Literature,” and Hooper’s Suggs sketches. To move outside Reynolds’s book, Rabelais is a good example, see 
his fantastic story Gargantua and Pantagruel, written in the 1530s. 
16 As Shields notes in her introduction to Adventures of Captain Simon Suggs: “As Americans chose their fates, 
it must have helped to laugh at the worst possibilities their future might hold. They laughed, however, at the best 
possibilities as well as the worst, and they laughed with Suggs as well as at him. Simon Suggs is a rascal, not a 
villain. Much of his spirit came from Hooper’s laughter at himself” (xxxviii). 
17 Kameen, “John Berryman’s ‘Dream Songs’” 32. 
18 Julia Kristeva has defined what could be called “serious laughter”: “The laughter of the carnival is not simply 
parodic; it is no more comic than it is tragic; it is both at once, one might say that it is serious. This is the only 
way that it can avoid becoming either the scene of law or the scene of its parody, in order to become the scene of 
its other” (80). And a few pages later: “Menippean discourse is both comic and tragic, or rather, it is serious in 
the same sense as the carnivalesque; through the status of its words, it is politically and socially disturbing.” Julia 
Kristeva, Desire in Language: A Semiotic Approach to Literature and Art, ed. Leon S Roudiez, trans. Thomas 
Gora, Alice Jardine and Leon S. Roudiez (Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1980) 80, 82. The laughter of the 
carnivalesque and Menippean discourses (which Reynolds also mentions) as described by Kristeva shares an 
affinity with the subversive discourse in the transgressing of limits and boundaries, and the refusal to be 
determined and turned into a monological discourse. 
19 Kameen, “John Berryman’s ‘Dream Songs’” 36. 
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     I don’t operate often. When I do, 
     persons take note. 
     Nurses look amazed. They pale. 
     The patient is brought back to life, or so. 
     The reason I don’t do this more (I quote) 
     is: I have a living to fail – 
   
     because of my wife & son – to keep from earning. 

– Mr Bones, I sees that. 
They for these operations thanks you, what? 
not pays you. – Right. 
You have seldom been so understanding. 
Now there is further a difficulty with the light: 

 
I am obliged to perform in complete darkness 
operations of great delicacy 
on my self. 
– Mr Bones, you terrifies me. 
No wonder they don’t pay you. Will you die? 
– My 

                       friend, I succeeded. Later. 
     (DS 67) 
 

 

The obvious gloss of this song is that Henry has to pay alimony to his wife and children, and 

the less he earns the less he has to pay. There are, however, several traits here which make the 

Dream Song possible to read in subversive terms. The humor of the poem, first of all, cannot 

be called anything but dark and thus signals its relation to an originary loss. Consider the 

question “Will you die?” which is answered by the statement “My friend, I succeeded. Later.” 

As Kameen notes, death in itself is not funny, but the bluntness with which the ultimate 

question is posed by Mr Bones’s unnamed interlocutor takes some of the drama out of the 

question, and the answer even more so. “My friend,” Mr Bones says, “I succeeded. Later,” an 

answer implying that one might not only have a hard time teaching and writing good poetry to 

earn a living, but that even dying demands hard work, and here the work of dying only 

succeeds later than expected or wished for. The frustrated situation Mr Bones finds himself in, 

in Dream Song 67, induces, if nothing else, the sort of serious laughter which is neither comic 

nor tragic, but rather both at the same time. It is a laughter that could be said to spring from a 

sense of loss that becomes subversive in its tragicomic ambivalence, which means that the 

laughter is aimed at the other as irrecoverable, and always already absent.  

Furthermore, with the theme of operating, the Dream Song turns out as a poetics, or 

anti-poetics; Mr Bones writes poetry because, as he says, he has “a living to fail.” To operate 
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becomes another name for writing poetry, and the act of operating points to the theme in 

Berryman’s poetry, and also his prose writing, of bringing the dead back to life: “The patient 

is brought back to life, or so.”20 In The Dream Songs, Henry dies in the “Op. posth.” sequence, 

but is then brought back to life, and in Homage to Mistress Bradstreet, the poet conjures Anne 

Bradstreet back from the dead through the operation of poetry. However, the price for 

bringing the patient back to life through the operation of poetry is that Mr Bones fails his own 

life, since the operation is closely connected to loss, death and the work of dying. The 

operation of poetry thus demands that life in the poetry follows the logic of death, which 

means an inevitable deferral, or subversion, of an impossible beginning and determined end. 

“Will you die?” the interlocutor asks, to which Mr Bones answers: “My / friend, I succeeded. 

Later.” The life that is achieved through the operation of poetry is thus constantly subverted 

through death; loss does not let life alone, but is rather its constant other, its unconscious 

implication, and points to the present absence of origin and end. The subversive implication is 

that the only answer that can be given to the question of poetic life and death (What is its 

origin and what is its end?) is later: it cannot be determined. There is here, in Dream Song 67, 

and elsewhere in The Dream Songs, an undercurrent of a nostalgic desire for release; a release 

from the burden and pain of life which can only be achieved, it seems, through the work of 

poetry, since death is always deferred and beyond determination and understanding. This 

leads to what could be called the homelessness of language in The Dream Songs, which is 

expressed by the subversion of the governing laws of language. The subversion of the laws of 

language is the expression of the inability to finally and once and for all express loss, that is, 

what is lost in death. The homelessness of language is a lack or absence which is the 

precondition for the use of language in The Dream Songs, and the nostalgia which the longing 

for death as home and the knowledge of the impossibility to resurrect the dead to life gives 

rise to, begins with loss: the present absence of death, the suicide of the father. 21 

Could this then be a reason to read “I succeeded. Later” as referring to an operation, a 

subversive poetry and conceptual analysis that, ironically, will always have to succeed later? 

My answer is “yes,” since the poetry and the concept imply each other in their undecidability, 

and the only success is the poetry’s and the concept’s reference to an always later success, an 

always later final operation or analysis, in other words, their absolute other. The success 

becomes an always later success that is precisely both a comic tragedy and a tragicomedy.  
                                                 
20 The recurrent theme of resurrecting the dead in Berryman can also be found in his prose and his lectures, for 
example, the Crane biography, and his relation to Shakespeare’s Hamlet, especially as described by Paul Mariani 
in his biography of Berryman, see chapter 3 of this thesis. 
21 The theme of death is extensively dealt with in chapter 4 of this thesis. 
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These notions are elaborated further in Dream Song 260, where the success is still to 

come later; it begins: “Tides of dreadful creation rocked lonely Henry,” and the last two 

stanzas read: 
 
             Lucid his project lay, beyond. Can he? 
            Loose to the world lay unimaginable Henry, 
            loose to the world, 
             taught with his vision as it has to be, 
             open & closed sings on his mystery 
             furled and unfurled. 
 
             Flags lift, strange chords lift to a climax. Henry 
             is past. Returning from his travail, he 
             can’t think of what to say. 
             The house’s all about him, so is his family. 
             Tame doors swing upon his mystery 
             until another day.  
     (DS 260) 
 
 

The Dream Song moves from past tense (“dreadful creation rocked,” “Lucid his project lay,” 

“Loose to the world lay”) until “open & closed sings,” “he/ can’t think,” and “Tame doors 

swing,” which brings it to the present tense. It is as if the “open & closed” of the song that 

“sings on his mystery” is singing about itself, while at the same time being the song – it is a 

song that is (continuously being) “furled & unfurled.” “Henry is past,” but is always 

“[r]eturning” for another unsuccessful success, after which he will become “past” once again 

in a state in which “he/ can’t think of what to say” with “[t]ame doors” that “swing upon his 

mystery/ until another day.” In this way, one could say that the Dream Song is both “open & 

closed,” “furled & unfurled,” at the same time, with its “mystery” unresolved, unsuccessful, 

until later, “until another day.”  

Even if song 260 is not a humorous song in the way that song 26 is, it brings to light 

what is at stake in The Dream Songs when it comes to the poem as a subversive tragicomedy 

or comic tragedy. The “[t]ides of dreadful creation” Henry experiences and the state of not 

being able to “think of what to say” can only be relieved by saying something, by covering 

loss with words. The unsayable otherness of loss has to be said, that which is open has to be 

closed, while this act of closing, at the same time, and paradoxically, opens what is closed. 

The song, in other words, has to be sung, and is thus caught up in the movement of subversion. 

This, then, is the tragedy and the comedy, the trauerspiel, of The Dream Songs. The “serious 

laughter” present in songs 26, 67, and 260 in consequence makes these Dream Songs take part 
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in the play of the subversive movement, implied by and implying the subversive as a concept. 

The subversive movement is the undoing of itself from the beginning, it opens what it closes 

at the same time that it closes what it opens, in a space of subversive indeterminateness which 

could also be called a poetic space of loss. Poetic subversion could thus be said to present the 

absence of the absolutely other, that is, what cannot be made present other than representing it 

as that which it is not. 

The subversive use of language, characteristic of the American Subversive Style, and 

thus the subversive as a concept, are also present as characteristics of The Dream Songs. As 

Kameen describes the language of The Dream Songs, “Henry’s language is an intentional 

formulation and … derived primarily from three identifiable sources: the dialect of Blackface 

minstrelsy, the logic of dreams, and the distortions common to psychosis.”22 These three 

characteristics of The Dream Songs are all, with some modifications, represented in 

Reynolds’s exposition of the American Subversive Style.23 In what follows, I will touch upon 

two of these characteristics: Blackface minstrelsy and its relation to identity and language, 

and the dream and its relation to referentiality and the symbol. 

Even if Reynolds does not consider the Blackface minstrel show, it takes part of the 

subversive movement of The Dream Songs.24 According to Kameen, the minstrelsy in The 

Dream Songs, “helps to sink Berryman’s roots deeply into the heart of a truly American 

tradition.”25 Kameen goes on to say, quoting Carl Wittke, that the minstrel show “provided 

Berryman with ‘a music which voices the aspirations and sufferings’ of an entire race.”26 This 

race, moreover, is a marginalized race, and it is this function that the minstrel show plays in 

The Dream Songs, that is, Henry through the dialect of Blackface minstrelsy reflects a 

marginalized self “at odds wif de world & its God,” as it says in Dream Song 5, subverting 

                                                 
22 Kameen, “John Berryman’s ‘Dream Songs’” 120. 
23 Reynolds does not mention Blackface minstrelsy and the language of psychosis per se, but the language used 
in some of the texts of the American Subversive Style could be compared to the distortions of psychosis. A good 
example is Reynolds’s already quoted description of Irving’s Salmagundi. Furthermore, in the Suggs adventures, 
Hooper uses dialect in a way comparable to Blackface minstrelsy. 
24 Berryman’s use of the minstrel show and its stylized dialect has received criticism. As Bruce Bawer writes: “It 
is no surprise that Berryman has been accused by some critics of racial insensitivity, and one wouldn’t want to 
have to defend him from the charge.” Bruce Bawer, “Dispossession, Dreams, Delusions: The Poetry of John 
Berryman” The New Criterion 8.4 (1989): 25. However, even if insensitive, Berryman’s stylized use of Black 
English, I argue, serves a purpose. I agree with Katherine Davis when she writes: “Now, Berryman’s use of [the 
minstrel show] may seem questionable if that literary and stage tradition is seen to represent a history of white 
expropriation. Berryman made it clear that he meant the dialect to express himself as ‘imaginary Negro’ in the 
same sense that he is ‘The Imaginary Jew’ in his short story of that title, going beyond mere sympathy to an 
imaginative identification with oppressed peoples.” Katherine Davis, “’Honey Dusk Do Sprawl’: Does Black 
Minstrel Dialect Obscure The Dream Songs?” Language and Style 18.1 (1985): 33-34. 
25 Kameen, “John Berryman’s ‘Dream Songs’” 121. 
26 Kameen, “John Berryman’s ’Dream Songs’” 121. Kameen quotes from Carl Wittke, Tambo and Bones (New 
York: Greenwood Publishers, 1968) 3. 
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the language one usually associates with a white American male in his forties. Furthermore, 

by positing himself as a marginalized self, Henry could also be said to subvert his own 

identity. By taking on the mask of Blackface minstrelsy, Henry’s identity and his use of the 

language of Blackface minstrelsy is subverted into a non-identity and a subverted language 

that both is and is not serious, both comic and tragic; it evokes a laughter that is, precisely, 

“serious” in Kristeva’s sense.  

Already in Dream Song 2, entitled “Big Buttons, Cornets: the advance,” the tone is set 

for the subversive language of The Dream Songs: 

 

   The jane is zoned! No nightspot here, no bar 
   there, no sweet freeway, and no premises 
   for business purposes, 
   no loiterers or needers. Henry are 
   baffled. Have ev’ybody head for Maine, 
   utility-man take a train? 
 
   Arrive a time when all coons lose dere grip, 
   but is he come? Le’s do a hoedown, gal, 
   one blue, one shuffle, 
   if them is all you seem to require. Strip 
   ol banger, skip us we, sugar; so hang on 
   one chaste evening. 
 

– Sir Bones, or Galahad: astonishin 
yo legal & yo good. Is you feel well? 
Honey dusk do sprawl. 
– Hit’s hard. Kinged or thinged, though, fling & wing. 
Poll-cats are coming, hurrah, hurrah. 
I votes in my hole. 
(DS 2) 

 
 
 

By the use of minstrel show talk, mixed with the reference to the Grail legend, Henry creates 

and stages a poetic identity through language, he becomes a fiction, a self without origin and a 

language that is subverted into being always more and other than itself. He takes on an 

identity and a language that always exceeds itself, in a subversive turning away from loss, in 

which the self and the language can reflect on itself only as fiction, as a figure that always 

transgresses itself, a figure that is always an other of the other. 

The question of identity and language makes the transition into the question of the 

dreams of The Dream Songs an easy one, since they can be seen to tie into one another. The 

dream is the second characteristic of the language of The Dream Songs according to Kameen, 
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and part of the subversive, carnivalesque, and Menippean according to Reynolds. The 

instance of dreams can be seen as one of the most important incentives for the language of 

The Dream Songs.  As Kameen figures the dreams of The Dream Songs: “Henry’s dreams are 

not facades hiding clear and coherent meanings. They are what they are, representing his 

subjective world, through symbols, as it really is.” 27 To recapitulate what Kameen says here, 

he says that the dreams are “representing his subjective world, through symbols, as it really 

is” (my emphases). Consequently, Henry’s dreams are not interpretations of dreams; they are 

not what one remembers as a dream when one wakes up. They are, instead, the process of 

dreaming. That is why the dreams are “representing” Henry’s “subjective world” in the 

process of dreaming, “as it really is.” Furthermore, this is also how Henry can be said to exist 

as a subverted self without origin that constantly turns away from itself within the dreams, 

which is one explanation to the shift in grammatical person within the same song.28 A Dream 

Song is thus the process of subversion figuring itself as a dream, which means that the 

representation of the poetic world is the subversion of the representation of reality. Even 

though reality is necessary for the dream to take place, what is represented is more surreal 

than real, or rather, the limit between reality and dream has, in The Dream Songs, become 

suspended and is thus indeterminate. The limitless space of The Dream Songs can be 

described as (instead of being a clearly defined reality) the surreal reality of the dream that is 

present in American Subversive Humor, and which also characterizes the subversive as a 

concept. Moreover, the symbols of The Dream Songs are not symbols of anything, they are 

not interpreted (as being) symbols, but are pre-symbolic, that is, symbols before becoming 

symbols, since a symbol requires a defined reality for its representation and interpretation. 

 The dream character of The Dream Songs is thus closely tied to language and the use of 

language in the poem. For example, seemingly unrelated subjects and themes sometimes 

merge without an apparent logical link or explanation; fragment is connected to fragment; and 

whole Dream Songs, as well as sentences and words, are fragmented and broken up. 

Comprehension is, in consequence, restricted and representation understood as mimesis 

suspended.29 In Dream Song 70 many of the above characteristics can be found: 

 

 
                                                 
27 Kameen, “John Berryman’s ‘Dream Songs’” 131. 
28 I am referring to Berryman’s notion of the ambiguous pronoun. See John Berryman, “One Answer to a 
Question: Changes” The Freedom of the Poet (New York: Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 1976) 327. Berryman’s 
ambigious pronoun is examined in more detail in chapter four of this thesis. 
29 With some reservations the dream in Berryman’s poem could be compared with Freud’s classical notion of the 
dream, that is, in terms of manifest versus latent content, distortion, condensation, and displacement. 
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     Disengaged, bloody, Henry rose from the shell 
     where in their racing start his seat got wedged 
     under his knifing knees, 
     he did it in the runners, feathering, 
     being bow, catching no crab. The ridges got sore 
     & tore chamois. It was not done with ease. 
 
     So Henry was a hero, malgré lui, 
     that day, for blundering; until & after the coach 
     said this & which to him. 
     That happy day, whenas the pregnant back 
     of Number Two returned, and he’d no choice 
     but to make for it room. 
 
     Therefore he rowed rowed rowed. They did not win. 
     Forever in the winning & losing since 
     of his own crew, or rather 
     in the weird regattas of this afterworld, 
     cheer for the foe. He set himself to time 
     the blue father. 
     (DS70) 
 
 
 
The Dream Song begins as a recount of a rowing competition, but with the line “That happy 

day …” picks up the theme of marriage and having a second child, only to end with thoughts 

of his father’s suicide. The theme of the rowing competition, however, is not completely 

erased by the other themes, but is a constant in the Dream Song and gives the other themes a 

metaphor-producing context. But the situation can also be viewed from the opposite, one 

might say Freudian, angle: to be able to speak about the marriage, the birth of a second child, 

and his father’s suicide, the context of the rowing competition is necessary. It gives the more 

sensitive themes the distortion needed to be possible to be expressed. In fact, the whole of the 

Dream Song can be said to be about Henry’s feelings toward his wife, second child, and dead 

father, but only explicitly expressed within the safe context of the rowing competition. In 

other words, the Dream Song works toward expressing the pains and doubts about the more 

sensitive subjects, which is also achieved when the distortion makes it safe enough. The 

distortion can be seen in the dense, broken up diction of the poem and how the analogy of the 

rowing competition30 is present throughout the Dream Song. 

The dream element of The Dream Songs can thus, through its fragmenting, distorting, 

and non-logical character, be placed within the subversive space that suspends representation 
                                                 
30 Consider, for example, how Henry is described both as a hero and as having made a blunder within the theme 
of the rowing competition, which is a description that could equally well describe his family situation and his 
ambivalent feelings toward his father. 
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as mimesis and the relation between symbol and reality in interpretation. The Dream Songs, in 

using many characteristics of the dream, subverts the boundary between dream and reality and 

exposes the limit of interpretation, what Freud, in The Interpretation of Dreams, called “the 

navel of the dream.”31  

Viewing The Dream Songs as a subversive process of pre-symbolic dream singing can 

be developed further by examining an essay Kameen published a few years after his 

dissertation. In the essay, Kameen argues that “[t]he pressure of the inner dream is, as it were, 

so compelling that Henry’s attention is riveted utterly inward, recording images, giving it 

form.”32 Kameen goes on to say that “[t]his bizarre psychic landscape is the world Henry 

inhabits, having absorbed and replaced through unrestrained symbol-making any other reality 

that might be or have been”.33  My point with the first quotation, and I assume against 

Kameen’s opinion, is that an “inner dream” is all there is, and that Henry, being part of the 

process of dream singing himself, is also part of what is read, recorded, and furthermore part 

of the form of the dreams in the process of dream singing. This dream singing process is, as 

the second quotation makes clear, “the world Henry inhabits.” Moreover, as Kameen points 

out, “through unrestrained symbol-making” there is no other reality, present or past, than the 

process of dreaming, there is no other reality than dream singing. However, instead of reading 

the process of dream singing as “unrestrained symbol-making,” or the representation of 

Henry’s subjective world through symbols, it is possible to see what Kameen argues for as the 

subversion of determined symbols. The symbols of The Dream Songs do not refer to anything 

outside themselves as symbols, but point instead to the end of interpretation, the navel of The 

Dream Songs, to paraphrase Freud. A subverted symbol thus implies within the frame of The 

Dream Songs that it does not necessarily refer to the expected referent, whatever it might be, 

but instead puts into question referentiality as such. In line with how Reynolds describes the 

subversive in the American Subversive Style, a subversive symbol in The Dream Songs 

would question the commonsensical understanding of symbols, and instead make the symbol 

in question refer to something unexpected. Dream Song 70, for example, shows how the 

                                                 
31 Freud writes: “There is often a passage in even the most thoroughly interpreted dream which has to be left 
obscure; this is because we become aware during the work of interpretation that at that point there is a tangle of 
dream-thoughts which cannot be unraveled and which moreover adds nothing to our knowledge of the content of 
the dream. This is the dream’s navel, the spot where it reaches down into the unknown. The dream-thoughts to 
which we are led by interpretation cannot, from the nature of things, have any definite endings; they are bound to 
branch out in every direction into the intricate network of our world of thought. It is at some point where this 
meshwork is particularly close that the dream-wish grows up, like a mushroom out of its mycelium.” Sigmund 
Freud, The Interpretation of Dreams, ed. and trans. James Strachey (New York: Science Editions, 1961) 525. 
32 Paul Kameen, “Madness and Magic: Postmodernist Poetics and the Dream” Criticism 24 (Winter 1982): 43. 
33 Paul Kameen, “Madness and Magic” 43. 
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rowing competition as a symbol, through what could be called subversive distortion, does not 

refer to anything outside of the poem, but the unexpected themes of family relations and the 

father’s suicide. 

Dream Song 62 can serve as another example: 

  

   That dark brown rabbit, lightness in his ears 
   & underneath, gladdened our afternoon 
   munching a crab-’. 
   That rabbit was a fraud, like a black bull 
   prudent I admired in Zaragoza, who 
   certainly was brave as a demon 
 
   but would not charge, being willing not to die. 
   The rabbit’s case, a little different, 
   consisted in alert 
   & wily looks down the lawn, where nobody was, 
   with prickt ears, while rapt but chatting on the porch 
   we sat in view nearby. 
 
   Then went he mildly by, and around behind 
   my cabin, and when I followed, there he just sat. 
   Only at last 
   he turned down around, passing my wife at four feet 

and hopped the whole lawn and made thro’ the hedge for the big                         
    house 
– Mr Bones, we all brutes & fools.  
(DS 62) 

 
    

The last line of the Dream Song comes as somewhat of a surprise, since up until then the story 

of the rabbit has seemed quite straightforward, but the last line puts the story into another 

context, if not out of context. The claim, by analogy, of the last line that “we,” that is, as it 

sounds, the whole of humanity consists of nothing but “brutes & fools” does not rhyme with 

the story of the rabbit. Mr Bones’s interlocutor consequently takes the story metaphorically as 

a symbol or fable about the state of humanity. But at the same time, and outside the context of 

the story as a fable, the interlocutor declares Mr Bones and his wife to be brutes and fools for 

seriously considering the rabbit important enough to watch with such attention and then write 

a poem about it. In any of these cases the situation becomes comical. Perhaps the interlocutor 

has misunderstood the story and perhaps he has not, the effect is nevertheless subversive 

because it questions what, in fact, can be called symbolic and what should be taken literally. 

In other words, what is subverted, and thus questioned, in Dream Song 62, is the monological 
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reading of the story as either literal or figural. The Dream Song thus, through the exaggeration 

of the last line, highlights the subversive problematization of the literal and the figural, and 

points to the impossibility of determining the being of the poem in other terms than loss or 

absence. In other words, the poem’s meaning, its literal and figural meaning, only signify by 

its relation to the loss of meaning, its absolutely other.   

The subversive as a concept taken from Reynolds’s examination of the literature he 

calls the American Subversive Style is not only implied in some of the literature of the 

American Renaissance, but also implied in texts such as Berryman’s The Dream Songs. The 

concept, in consequence, becomes informed by the poetry, and by implication uses the 

characteristics of the subversive text in order to speak of, and name, itself. Literature, when it 

comes to the subversive as a concept, gives rise to the concept, and thus forces the theory to 

read itself through the point of view of literature. Subversive literature, as Reynolds shows, 

has the characteristics of being irrational, experimental, disruptive of the rules of language, 

and also has the characteristic of, as Reynolds says, undermining “the whole notion of a 

mimetic language system referring directly to perceived reality” (BA 446). These traits, as I 

have shown, to a great extent also make up the foundation of Berryman’s The Dream Songs. 

This means, then, that the subversive as a concept can be described by the same choice of 

words. The relation between theory and literature has thus changed from a subject-object 

relation, where the theoretical concept usually provides the knowledge and the power to 

interpret the object, the literary text, into a subversive (dis)order, in which the subject-object 

relation is deconstructed. The truth of the knowledge of the theoretical concept is questioned, 

and the binary opposites of truth and fiction, reality and dream, etc. are no longer structured 

according to a determined hierarchical order. Instead, what is initiated is a dialogue between 

the theoretical concept and literature, between two different forms of language, and two 

different forms of knowledge.  

For example, the reading of Dream Song 62 involving the subversive as a concept 

brings to light theoretical questions, such as the relation between loss and otherness, and the 

literal and the figural readings of a text. The poem is consequently not only analyzed as being 

subversive, but the poem in its turn puts into motion an analysis of the theoretical concept, 

since concept and poem share the same subversive characteristics. The concept and the poem 

thus mutually imply each other and provide a subversive space of otherness, which can only 

be expressed as a loss, and in which they are both subverted. This means that they are both 

displaced and put into question, but also, and equally important, informed and elucidated. 



Chapter Three  
Anasemia: Berryman’s Poetry of Loss and Biography 
 

In the distortions of that ultimate loss 
(John Berryman “Farewell to Miles”) 

 

 

This chapter investigates Nicolas Abraham’s psychoanalytical concept anasemia, John 

Haffenden’s biography of John Berryman, John Berryman’s biography of Stephen Crane, and 

Berryman’s poetry of loss. The chapter is divided into three sections. The first introduces 

Abraham’s notion of anasemia; the second consists of a reading of the biographies The Life of 

John Berryman and Stephen Crane in relation to anasemia; the third examines Berryman’s 

poetry of loss in relation to anasemia and biography. The chapter’s focuses on how anasemia 

and Berryman’s poetry mutually imply each other, and as a consequence problematize the 

notion of identity and biography in relation to Berryman’s life and poetry.  

 

 

 

Nicolas Abraham’s Concept of Anasemia 

Anasemia is the name Nicolas Abraham uses to designate a psychoanalytical concept, which 

he develops in his seminal essay “The Shell and the Kernel.” In the “Editor’s Note” to 

Abraham’s essay, Nicholas T. Rand explains Abraham’s notion of anasemia: 

 

Abraham introduces the concept of anasemia to define the paradoxical status of 
psychoanalytical thinking and interpretation. In its descriptive sense, anasemia 
designates the status of concepts which, though deliberately disruptive of a 
unifying, conscious self, outline the ultimate unconscious sense or source of the 
disruption. At the same time, the concept of anasemia is central to Abraham’s 
view of the specificity of psychoanalysis as an interpretive discipline. In this 
context, anasemia serves as an active analytical tool, enabling us to search for the 
meaning of phenomena in something that is by nature inaccessible to direct 
apprehension. Thus, anasemia explains the apparent with the nonapparent, 
observation with nonobservation, speech with silence, presence with absence, 
inclusion with exclusion. Abraham calls this sort of interpretation an inquiry into 
the sources of signification (les sources de la signifiance).1 
 
 

                                                 
1 Nicholas T. Rand,“Editor’s Note,” The Shell and the Kernel I by Nicolas Abraham and Maria Torok, ed. and 
trans. Nicholas T. Rand (Chicago: Chicago UP, 1994) 77. 
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Thus, on the one hand, the anasemic structure would not be possible without psychoanalysis 

and its specific discourse, since it is closely related to and dependent upon the language of 

psychoanalysis. As Abraham contends:  

 

In his preface to The Language of Psychoanalysis, Lagache is right in saying: 
“Ordinary language has no words for the structures and psychic movements which, 
in the eyes of common sense, do not exist.” In fact, the anasemic structure, proper 
to psychoanalytic theorizing, does not exist in any known mode of language. It 
proceeds entirely from Freud’s discovery. Before it, one could not say Pleasure or 
Anxiety without designating the experience which founded its meaning. 
Symmetrically, with Freud we can speak of a pleasure experienced as such that 
would nevertheless not be designated as Pleasure with a capital, of a pain that 
would be Pleasure, and even a Pleasure that would be suffering. Most of the 
misconceptions about psychoanalytic concepts come from the constantly tempting 
confusion between the subjective (introspective) or objective (for example, 
neurological) plane, on the one hand, and the anasemic plane, on the other.2 

 

On the other hand, it follows that anasemia does not exclusively belong to, and should 

remain within, the discourse of psychoanalysis. As Abraham makes clear, anasemia poses the 

question: “how to include in a discourse – in anyone whatever – the very thing which, being 

the precondition of discourse, fundamentally escapes it? If nonpresence, the kernel and 

ultimate ground of all discourse, is made to speak, can it – must it – make itself heard in and 

through presence to self?” (SK 84). According to Abraham, a psychoanalytic analysis of 

anasemantic structures makes signification possible out of a designified language (for 

example, the language of neurosis), and thus includes what seems to escape it. Anasemia does 

not, however, demand presence to self, instead the analysis would be an acceptance of the 

necessary absence and apartness of the designified language. Anasemia could consequently be 

described as a deconstructive process, a process in which silence and what is left out is made 

to speak, but only in other, different words, translated words, separated and suspended by the 

absence, apartness, or nonpresence, from which they are translated.  

Within psychoanalysis anasemia can be distinguished when Freudian terms are related 

to the (or, rather, their) unconscious, or as Abraham puts it: 

 

[O]ne is struck, as soon as Freudian terms are related to the unconscious Kernel, 
by the vigour with which they literally rip themselves away from the dictionary 
and ordinary language. The allusion to the nonreflexive and unnamed in fact 

                                                 
2 Nicolas Abraham, “The Shell and the Kernel,” The Shell and the Kernel I by Nicolas Abraham and Maria 
Torok, ed. and trans. Nicholas T. Rand (Chicago: Chicago UP, 1994) 85-86. Further references to this essay are 
identified as (SK). 
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induces this unprecedented and strange semantic phenomenon. The language of 
psychoanalysis no longer follows the twists and turns (tropoi) of customary 
speech and writing. Pleasure, Id, Ego, Economic, Dynamic, are not metaphors, 
metonymies, synecdoches, catachreses; they are, by dint of discourse, products 
of designification and constitute new figures, absent from rhetorical treatises. 
These figures of antisemantics, inasmuch as they signify no more than the action 
of moving up toward the source of their customary meaning, require a 
denomination properly indicative of their status and which – for want of 
something better – I shall propose to designate by the neologism anasemia. (SK 
85) 

 

   

What Abraham means by nonpresence can be explained by taking a look at his relation 

to phenomenology, and more precisely to Husserlian phenomenology. The implication of 

Husserl’s phenomenology that consciousness is transparent and present to itself is questioned 

by Abraham through a re-reading of Freudian psychoanalysis. In his exegesis of the discourse 

of psychoanalysis, Abraham describes the problematic relation between phenomenology and 

psychoanalysis as a problematic of reflexivity, or of the “I” and the “me,” in other words, the 

subject and object of reflexivity. According to Abraham, psychoanalysis signals its anasemic 

character by writing its concepts with capital letters, for example, Ego, Unconscious, Id, etc., 

and by their anasemic character they refuse to be phenomenologically reduced. Commenting 

on the initial capital letter of psychoanalytical concepts Abraham says: 

 

What then is the principle of coherence of a discourse where Pleasure no longer 
means what one feels, where Discharge refers to something other than what one 
sees? In this tangle, some would appeal to a phenomenological description of 
the meanings at issue. In order to do this, one would bracket the term Pleasure 
with reductive quotation marks; it would then be ready to undergo – according 
to the Husserlian method – the examination of its noetico-noematic3 structure. 
Yet, strangely enough, metapsychological capitals steadfastly reject the 
quotation marks of the phenomenologist. (SK 83) 
 

 

And a little later, Abraham explains “the role of the capitals:”  

 

[I]nstead of resignifying them, they strip words of their signification, they 
designify them, so to speak. This does not occur by some contingent telescoping 
of meanings … Psychoanalytic designification precedes the very possibility of the 

                                                 
3 “Noetico-noematic” derives from the Greek noesis and noema. Noesis is the cogito that experiences, and 
noema is the cogitatum, or what is experienced: the subjective act of thinking and the object of thought, 
respectively. Husserl’s exposition of “noetico-noematic” structures is an attempt to show how the ego reaches 
and secures both the unity of the known object, and the unity of the knowing subject. 
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collision of meanings. The capitals carry out designification in a particular and 
precise mode, capable of defeating signification and of laying bare, at the same 
time, the very foundation of the signifying process [signifiance]. (emphases in the 
original) (SK84-85) 
 
 

 Thus, because of the rejection of phenomenological reduction, Abraham can argue for the 

insufficiency of the Husserlian method to explain the capital letters of metapsychological 

concepts. But what exactly makes psychoanalysis reject phenomenological reduction? And 

what are the consequences of capitalization? Abraham’s answer is that “The effect of 

capitalization invokes a mystery,” 

  

the very mystery of the unthought that burdens reflexive philosophy with a 
congenial naiveté. It reveals the opaque gratuity of the distance that separates 
the reflecting subject from himself, a distance endangering even patent notions 
founded on an illusory proximity to self. The condition sine qua non of the 
relation to self, the hiatus that separates the “I” from the “me”, thus necessarily 
escapes reflexive thematization. It is in this hiatus, in this non-presence of the 
self to itself, the very condition of reflexivity, that the phenomenologist 
unknowingly takes position in order to scrutinize, from this terra incognita, the 
sole horizon visible to him, that of the inhabited continents. Whereas 
psychoanalysis stakes out its domain precisely on this unthought ground of 
phenomenology. To state this is already to designate, if not to resolve, the 
problem which faces us: how to include in a discourse – in anyone whatever – 
that very thing which in essence, by dint of being the precondition of discourse, 
escapes it? (emphases in the original) (SK 83-84) 

 

It is, in consequence, the question of the hiatus, the nonpresence, the “founding silence of any 

act of signification” (SK 84), as the ground of discourse, a ground which cannot be reached 

through phenomenology and reflexive philosophy.  

Through the concept of anasemia it is, then, possible to involve interpretation and the 

subject of interpretation in a dialogue which takes heed of the strange and other in designified 

language, such as the language of neurosis or the language of a person whose process of 

mourning of a lost object has failed. By involving anasemia as an analyzing tool it is thus 

possible to come to recognize the silence and apartness in and of designified language, and at 

the same time recognize the anasemic, disruptive, and subversive character of anasemia as a 

concept. It is, in other words, not a question of a complete recovery of what has been lost and 

designified, but of outlining the source or site of what cannot be known or recovered. In this 

way the concept of anasemia and the designified language analyzed can be said to imply each 
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other, since both the concept of anasemia and the designified language are, to use Abraham’s 

words, preconditioned by the founding silence of nonpresence.  

 

 

Biographic Anasemia 

How can one describe and define a life that constantly figures itself as something other, that 

turns toward literature and death to define itself? This would be one of the questions one 

could ask if one wanted to write the life of John Berryman.4 To write the life of John 

Berryman would thus be to write about the otherness of literature, and more specifically the 

relation between life, literature, and death.  

 Within the theoretical framework Shoshana Felman suggests in her introduction to 

“Literature and Psychoanalysis. The Question of Reading: Otherwise,” one of the implied 

features of literature is that literature escapes any attempt at a definite, determining definition. 

Literature, moreover, does not always tell the truth, and sometimes it says more than the truth, 

since it gives language to experiences and events that cannot be expressed as being simply 

true or false. There exists, in other words, an unbridgeable gap between literature and reality. 

This does not mean, however, that literature does not say anything about reality, but only that 

it does so by being apart and departed from reality. The language of literature could thus be 

said to be designified, in the way Nicolas Abraham describes the word; that is, the signs of 

literature can sometimes not be understood as a language used to represent reality, but an 

attempt to express what is beyond expression, such as, for example, a failed work of 

mourning. Accordingly, literature can be said, sometimes but not always, not to refer directly 

to reality but the unthought, the absence of reality. 

 Correspondingly, it can be argued that death always remains beyond representation as a 

mimetic structure; it can only be described and defined by the use of figural language. Death 

is an unrecoverable and absolute absence which can only show its other side, so to speak; 

furthermore, it is nonreflexive; that is, it only shows itself by being something else, distorted, 

and thus designified. 

With these features of literature and death in mind, what would come out of a reading of 

a biography of John Berryman, and more precisely, John Haffenden’s biography The Life of 
                                                 
4 My intention here is primarily to examine John Haffenden’s biography of John Berryman, which in 
consequence implies his notion of a theory of biography writing. For studies that specifically deal with the 
problems of biography writing, see, for example, John Batchelor, ed., The Art of Literary Biography (Oxford: 
Clarendon Press, 1995), and Peter France and William St Clair, eds., Mapping Lives: The Uses of Biography 
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2002). 
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John Berryman? A horrifying, but nevertheless interesting event for the present purposes, 

which can begin to answer this question, both when it comes to Berryman’s life and how to 

represent it in a biography, is the “swimming incident” that supposedly took place during 

Berryman’s childhood in Florida. John Haffenden relates the circumstances surrounding the 

incident as follows: 

 

If Martha’s [Berryman’s mother’s] tales are to be trusted, a swimming incident 
took place in which Smith [Berryman’s father] may have tried to kill himself 
and Robert Jefferson [Berryman’s brother]. In a letter of October 1954 she gave 
an absolute and uncircumstantial account of the incident: ‘it was Bob that he 
took out in the Gulf at Clearwater, meaning to drown Bob and himself... Allyn 
told me what he had meant to do but couldn’t.’ On the other hand, in letters 
from 1970 (which she never actually sent to Berryman), she wrote two accounts 
which qualify the incident to an extent that redresses the blame attached to 
Smith.5 

 

Haffenden cites two of Martha’s letters in which there is no mention of Smith having the 

intention to take either of his two sons out with him into the Gulf to drown, and he stresses the 

uncertainty and unreliability of Martha’s contradictory accounts of the incident. “In any 

event,” Haffenden says, “if the incident took place at all, it was a terribly irresponsible 

adventure or the act of a deranged mind, but the contradictions in Martha’s accounts must cast 

doubt on the forensic value of her evidence” (LB 25). There are, in other words, according to 

Haffenden, reasons to doubt the reality of the event.   

Berryman seems equally ambivalent concerning the swimming incident. In an 

unpublished essay from 1962, quoted by Haffenden, Berryman writes: “He had threatened to 

swim out into the Gulf – he was a strong swimmer – taking either my brother or me with him. 

This not to us but to my mother, whom I imagine he scared blue” (LB 32). The swimming 

incident thus constitutes an uncertain but traumatic event which has affected Berryman’s life, 

according to Haffenden. However, it is not only the swimming incident that is surrounded by 

ambiguity and contradiction, his father’s suicide is also veiled by uncertainty, as Haffenden 

notes: 

 

Burdened by [Martha’s] influence and dominance, he continually worried in his 
breast and brain the neurotic conflict he believed his father’s suicide had triggered. 
He had to plot what amounted to a therapeutic strategy, but his strivings foundered 

                                                 
5 John Haffenden, The Life of John Berryman (London: Ark Paperbacks, 1982) 24. Further references to this text 
are identified by (LB).  
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on the ration of prejudice, half-truth, self-contradiction, and misinformation that his 
mother supplied over the years. (LB 32)  

 

According to Haffenden, not even the father’s suicide is clear of uncertainty and ambiguity, 

and all the different accounts of the two events, true and untrue, provide the basis of 

Haffenden’s biography. In the light of the conflicting accounts that Haffenden’s biography 

presents, the question can be asked: whatever the circumstances surrounding the events, is 

what actually happened and the reality of the events what is of most importance to understand 

Berryman, or is it instead the impression of uncertainty and ambiguity that should be seen as a 

clue to understanding Berryman’s life? One can assume that the time before and the time at 

which Berryman’s father actually committed suicide were traumatic not only for Berryman 

but for the whole family. At such times, to rely on memory and written accounts, such as 

letters, to get access to the truth about the traumatic event can be problematic. Accordingly, 

the contradictory stories about Berryman’s life do not present a unified self, but a self divided, 

a fragmented and distorted self. As related in Haffenden’s biography, this self, furthermore, is 

presented in the designified language of Berryman and his mother, a language that is 

ultimately not so much concerned with historical truth as with the inexpressible traumatic 

event as such. Whether these events are related accurately or not is of less importance than 

how they are related. This means that the ambiguity, contradictions, and uncertainty signify in 

Berryman’s life and work as much as the truth and reality of the traumatic events. 

 In Shoshana Felman and Dori Laub’s book Testimony: Crises of Witnessing in 

Literature, Psychoanalysis, and History, Laub examines how the testimonies of survivors of 

traumatic events can turn away from historical truth toward the singularity of the personal 

experience. This creates what could be called an anasemic testimony related in a designified 

language suspended between truth and fiction, the literal and the figural. Laub describes how 

a woman survivor of the Holocaust testified to the revolt at Auschwitz and that she, in her 

testimony, held that four chimneys exploded during the revolt. However, when the woman’s 

testimony was examined by historians they refuted her testimony because in reality, they 

claimed, only one chimney had exploded during the uprising. The woman’s testimony was 

thus, according to the historians, unreliable and useless for the purposes of recording 

historical truth. For Laub, however, the woman “was testifying not simply to historical facts,” 

 

but to the very secret of survival and of resistance to extermination. The historians 
could not hear, I thought, the way in which her silence was itself part of her 
testimony, an essential part of the historical truth she was precisely bearing 
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witness to. She saw four chimneys blowing up in Auschwitz: she saw, in other 
words, the unimaginable taking place right in front of her eyes. And she came to 
testify to the unbelievability, precisely, of what she had eyewitnessed – this 
bursting open of the very frame of Auschwitz. The historians’ testifying to the fact 
that only one chimney was blown up in Auschwitz … does not break the frame. 
The woman’s testimony, on the other hand, is breaking the frame of the 
concentration camp by and through her very testimony: she is breaking out of 
Auschwitz even by her very talking. She had come, indeed, to testify, not to the 
empirical number of chimneys, but to resistance, to the affirmation of survival, to 
the breakage of the frame of death ….6 
 
 

 What is significant in the testimonies of people who have experienced a traumatic event, 

then, is not empirical facts and historical truth, but instead the silences, contradictions, and 

distortions in their language. As with the testimony of the woman Laub interviewed, 

Berryman’s and his mother’s testimonies are mediated by a designified language in which 

ambiguity and contradiction installs a distance between historical truth and the relating of the 

events, but nonetheless points to the significance of the events. The figural character of the 

events thus provides their possibility, and points, I would like to argue, to the impossibility of 

unmediated “facts.”  

After Berryman’s father’s death, his mother soon remarried a man named John Angus 

Berryman, and John Berryman changed his name from John Allyn Smith, a name he had from 

his father, to Berryman, his stepfather’s name. From being born John Smith, a name which in 

itself can be used to refer to someone unknown, he took the name Berryman, in order, perhaps, 

to disassociate himself from his father and create a new identity, a new self, founded on his 

stepfather.  

From the name change it follows that the name of his biological father, which was also 

his own name (he bore the name of the father, so to speak), is done away with, erased. One 

could, without putting too much work into the analysis, see a will to repress the father, or 

even a will to repeat the death of the father in this gesture.7 Be this as it may, the foundation 

or ground of Berryman’s identity is shaken, first by the suicide of his father, and second by 

his mother remarrying, which led to the name change. But not only did Berryman himself 

change his name, his mother also took another name, and she did not limit herself to the 

obvious name, which would be Berryman, but she also changed her first name from Martha to 

                                                 
6 Dori Laub, “Bearing Witness or the Vicissitudes of Listening,” Testimony: Crises of Witnessing in Literature, 
Psychoanalysis, and History by Shoshana Felman and Dori Laub (New York: Routledge, 1992) 62. 
7 Cf. Dream Song 384, where the father is figuratively killed again, by Henry, or, as he is also called by the 
poem’s unnamed interlocutor, Mr. Bones. A name suggestive of, if nothing else, Henry’s own death. 
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Jill Angel, “presumably,” Haffenden notes, “to chime with her husband’s – John Angus” (LB 

49).  

In sum, Berryman’s biography, as it is worked out and written by Haffenden, is to a great 

extent the story of shifting names, unstable identities, false and contradictory statements, and 

disseminating and disseminated selves founded on nonpresence. How, then, can one define, 

determine, and identify such a person, or such people? Can one with certainty say who John 

Berryman is, or rather are? What is the difference between John Smith and John Berryman? 

Do these two names signify the same person? Anasemically, the answer to these questions lies 

in the aporia Abraham recognizes in the founding silence of nonpresence, namely: “how to 

include in a discourse – in anyone whatever – that very thing which in essence, by dint of 

being the precondition of discourse, escapes it?” (SK 83-84). John Smith would thus imply 

John Berryman and John Berryman would imply John Smith, while at the same time 

presupposing each other. There would not be an origin to refer back to in order to establish an 

identity according to the succession of the father, since the father is absent. Identity here thus 

seems to take loss or nonpresence as its ground, that is, as what makes it possible.  

When it comes to Haffenden’s biography of Berryman, the nonpresence and founding 

silence at the core of Berryman’s identity could be seen to be the consequence of the 

contradictions, inconsistencies, and untruths on which Haffenden builds Berryman’s 

biographic identity. Haffenden thus describes his own predicament when writing his 

biography, since Haffenden too, by using the specific language of biography, is forced to turn 

toward the fundamental ambiguity and nonpresence on which this language depends. When 

describing Berryman’s years at school, Haffenden states that Berryman was “thrust … into 

self-conflict,” and that he was a “moral chameleon” (LB 51). Still discussing Berryman’s 

school years, Haffenden quotes from Berryman’s novel Recovery: “he had been ‘a completely 

uncharacteristic person’ at school precisely because he could not cope with the disparity 

between his real bookish self and the boy of straw who pretended otherwise” (LB 51). 

Throughout his childhood and adolescence, then, Berryman was not able to be himself, as it 

were, but was constantly forced to be another and other from himself. In other words, as he is 

conceptualized in Haffenden’s The Life of John Berryman, Berryman can be said to have been 

under the influence of someone or something other, causing him to be in a state of not being 

himself. The father’s suicide is one of these influences, his feeling of alienation during his 

school years another; a third influence also deserves to be mentioned, namely the influence 

his mother had on his life. About Berryman’s mother’s influence Haffenden, at the end of his 

biography, writes: 
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He had for many years suffered the conviction that his father’s suicide had 
tragically violated his own life. Of late he had to recognise that the theory was 
simplistic and could not wholly account for the insistence of his self-conflicts and 
sense of guilt. For one important consideration, his mother had (as he conceded 
only intermittently over the years) as much influence upon his conduct as any 
other person, but he had put off admitting the full implications of that fact because 
to do so avoided further complications: his relationship with her called for exigent 
handling, and not just the ratiocination that he exercised with regard to his father. 
She had exploited his feelings for her own private causes, one of which must have 
been an unconscious wish to take revenge upon her husband. Berryman, the agent 
of her compensation, became its victim. (LB 413) 

 

This description, or explanation, of Berryman’s relation to his mother and dead father portrays 

a shattered personality, with key words such as “self-conflict,” “guilt,” “influence,” 

“complications,” “unconscious,” and “revenge.” Haffenden is doing everything here but 

mentioning the Oedipus complex. According to Haffenden’s Oedipal reading of Berryman, 

then, Berryman’s mother provided him with contradictions and distortions concerning, among 

other things, his father, which became the foundation on which Berryman was to build his 

identity, in accordance with the structure of the Oedipus complex.  

Developing the notion of Berryman and the Oedipus complex, Abraham, in his essay 

“Mourning or Melancholia,” describes the importance of the mother’s influence on the child’s 

identity and language: 

 

Not unlike Descartes’s God, the mother’s constancy is the guarantor of the 
meaning of words. Once this guarantee has been acquired, and only then, can 
words replace the mother’s presence and also give rise to fresh introjections …. 
Introjecting a desire, a pain, a situation means channeling them through language 
into a communion of empty mouths. This is how the literal ingestion of foods 
becomes introjection when viewed figuratively …. Since language acts and makes 
up for absence by representing, by giving figurative shape to presence, it can only 
be comprehended or shared in a “community of empty mouths.”8 (emphases in 
the original) 
 
 

With his mother feeding Berryman contradictions and distortions, her constancy can be 

questioned. And since, as Abraham contends, the mother’s constancy is important for the 

child’s understanding of language, the result in Berryman’s case is a designified language and 

                                                 
8 Nicolas Abraham and Maria Torok, “Mourning or Melancholia,” The Shell and the Kernel I, ed. and trans. 
Nicholas T. Rand (Chicago: Chicago UP, 1994) 128. 
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an identity which is difficult to come to terms with even for Berryman himself. Consequently, 

others do not share and cannot identify with his sense of language and identity.  

What is interesting, moreover, is how Haffenden repeatedly depicts Berryman as an 

agent, both in the sense of acting or representing another and as an instrument used by another. 

Concerning Berryman’s mother’s influence on him during his school years, Haffenden writes 

that “she behaved as if her wishes were his” (LB 49), which in consequence makes Berryman 

the agent of his mother’s wishes and a representative of what she herself wanted to be. 

Another characteristic of their relationship, according to Haffenden, was that “her love was 

cloying and often less that of a parent than of a girlfriend” (LB 49). Haffenden then quotes a 

letter from Berryman to his mother (which he calls “unexceptional” in tone) from January 

1929, which makes Berryman about fifteen years old at the time. In the letter, Berryman tells 

his mother how he had a dream of how she died, and that he “cried for hours” after he woke 

up. The letter ends like this: “If Jill Angel ever dies, I think I’d kill myself. But De Bebe Dirl 

isn’t going to, is she?” (quoted in LB 49). Why does Haffenden not explicitly mention the 

Oedipus complex in his exposition of Berryman’s relationship to his parents? Why is this 

Freudian concept never named, but only silently hinted at? What could be the complications 

that make Haffenden not give the metapsychological name to what he describes? One 

complication is that the father is already dead at the stage Haffenden intervenes. The father is 

not only dead but also killed again by the erasure of the sign of the father, the patronym. Then, 

in taking his stepfather’s name, he is figuratively born again, or raised from the dead, taking 

on a new identity becoming, another son, the son of an other, so to speak, but this time 

without being implicated in the Oedipus complex. Similarly, in the “Opus Posthumous” 

sequence of The Dream Songs, Henry dies, is buried, and then resurrected. In Homage to 

Mistress Bradstreet, Berryman’s first long poem and first success as a poet, there is also a 

concern with raising the dead. The poetical I of the poem conjures up Anne Bradstreet from 

the dead, then he becomes one with her, after which they separate into two distinct voices, and 

finally at the end of the poem Anne Bradstreet dies again. It is as if Berryman tries to conquer 

absence and death through poetry, as if language and the singing of names could resurrect the 

dead and close the gap between language and reality. Paul Mariani, a later biographer of 

Berryman than Haffenden, deals, in his biography, with the subject of Berryman’s raising of 

the dead and mentions Anne Bradstreet and also how Berryman tried to bring Shakespeare 

back to life: 
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Now he was trying to breathe life back into not one but two ghosts, Anne 
Bradstreet and Shakespeare. For years he’d believed he might actually discover 
in Shakespeare’s plays the lineaments of a real man, and the Bradstreet was, 
really, another facet of the desire to breathe life into the dead. 
 So evident was this to his friends that one of them, Betty Bettman, began 
teasing him about his “necrophilia.” At times he spoke as if he were actually 
inside the two poets, living their inmost lives. He thought he even understood 
how Shakespeare’s own life had given rise to Hamlet and Lear and his other 
tragedies. When he spoke like this, as if from inside his characters, he seemed to 
Bettman to be almost on fire. Berryman was more determined than ever to 
follow Keats and erase his own miserable, fallen self to let the sublime voices of 
the dead speak through him.9 

  

Berryman wanted, it seems, to conjure up life out of literature, to resurrect the dead in and 

through literature, and to overcome the distance between life and literature, language and 

reality. Furthermore, in the introduction to the book Berryman’s Shakespeare, Haffenden 

notes that “for many years, [Berryman] had been fascinated by the application of 

psychoanalysis to the creative imagination, and as early as July 1958 he determined that at the 

heart of his biographical study of Shakespeare would be the concept of disturbed identity.”10 

Being one of John Berryman’s biographers himself, Haffenden a little later comments on the 

genre: 
  

Biography, it is said, is a mode of self-exploration; the biographer’s picture of the 
subject always turns out to be, in some sort, a self-portrait. What is revealed by 
Berryman’s final writings on Shakespeare, I would argue, is that in searching for 
Shakespeare’s “spiritual status” (Berryman’s own phrase) he was in reality 
questing for an ultimate meaning to his own life experience – battered as he had 
been by loss, grief, illness, and despair. The question of a disturbed or concealed 
identity, as he admitted, spoke much to his own experience as to Shakespeare’s. It 
was, he said, “an important theme” in his work, especially in Bradstreet and The 
Dream Songs. Just so, in his last months, the biographical project was threatening 
to go beyond criticism and scholarship as such: it was seeking out a philosophy. 
(lxiii-lxiv) 

 

 

What the concern with names, naming, and the raising of the dead point to is the 

designification not only of Berryman’s life and work, but also, in the final analysis, of his life 

and work as rendered in Haffenden’s biography. The problem facing Haffenden in writing his 

biography of Berryman is the difficulty of literally determining Berryman’s life and identity, 

                                                 
9 Paul Mariani, Dream Song: The Life of John Berryman, 2nd ed. (Amherst: University of Massachusetts Press, 
1996) 245-46. 
10 John Haffenden, introduction, Berryman’s Shakespeare, by John Berryman, ed. John Haffenden (New York: 
Farrar, Strauss, Giroux, 1999) lxi. 
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and of referring to reality as a foundational source of truth – a theme problematized in 

Berryman’s work in the repeated return toward that which is impossible to express literally 

and cannot be restored to presence.  This makes way for questions concerning the way in 

which this theme in Berryman’s work can be seen to translate and deconstruct what can no 

longer be described as a coherent life, with a determined subject and a determined identity. 

Berryman’s life could be said to have become part of and inseparable from the texts that carry 

his name beyond any clear and simple biography or auto-biography. The anasemia of 

Berryman’s designified language lets the life and the work speak from their founding silence 

instead of a presumed presence of the autos and the bios, that is, the self and the life. In other 

words, agency would be reversed and the work would be made to speak from the hiatus, 

absence, or trauma in Berryman’s identity, and his designified language would speak of what 

cannot be expressed in another language, a language which would not rely on reality and the 

literal to tell the truth of the trauma, but would turn to otherness as anasemia to express the 

trauma of absence. 

If, as Haffenden says, “biography is a mode of self-exploration,” 11  how much did 

Berryman explore himself in writing his biography of Stephen Crane? In his biography of 

Stephen Crane, and more specifically the last chapter of the book, “The Color of His Soul,” 

Berryman tries to psychoanalyze Crane, and the chapter can consequently be of interest when 

exploring Berryman, bearing in mind what Haffenden writes in his biography. The first 

circumstance of interest here, of which Berryman says that it “occupies the general inquiry,”12 

is the many corresponding themes between Berryman’s exposition of Crane and Haffenden’s 

exposition of Berryman. To name four, there is the dominant mother, the father who died 

prematurely, and a concern with, or “a need for” (SC 291), death. The fourth theme is that of 

names,13 and in keeping with his overall analysis of Stephen Crane, Berryman tries to uncover 

Crane’s unconscious motives for naming his characters in certain ways. Berryman often 

connects these unconscious motives with the Oedipus complex: 

 

                                                 
11 Haffenden, Berryman’s Shakespeare lxiii. 
12 John Berryman, Stephen Crane (New York: William Sloane Associates, 1950) xiv. Further references to this 
text are identified by (SC). 
13 I agree with Haffenden when he argues that one of Berryman’s major themes in his poetry is “crises of loss of 
self-recognition,” which he sees as related to a problematization of identity and the name. Haffenden compares 
the theme in Berryman to three canonical writers: “Oedipus’ ordeal of self-discovery: Dante’s ‘mi ritrovai per 
una selva oscura’ (by which he means not that he ‘found himself in a dark wood’ but that he came to in there to 
find himself lost, and remained lost until he was taught to undertake the 15,000-line ordeal of self-discovery); 
Don Quixote’s loss of identity at the outset (symbolized in his adoption, having become mad, of a new 
name ….” (emphases in the original) Haffenden, Berryman’s Shakespeare lxiv. 
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Some inhibition affecting the name “Crane” and then names in general must be 
at work, and we may suppose it a consequence of the oedipal guilt-sense toward 
the father, whose place he wishes to take with the mother. But there is probably 
some self-consolation present also (“If I am not a Crane, my desire is not 
forbidden”), and some defiance (obliteration of the father’s sign in him, the 
patronym). (emphasis in the original) (SC 310) 

 

It is worth repeating here that Berryman was born John Smith, and that, after his father’s 

suicide and his mother’s subsequent remarriage, he took the name Berryman after his 

stepfather. Consequently, both Berryman and Crane could be said to obliterate their father’s 

names or patronyms. Would it be possible then to trace “[s]ome inhibition affecting the name” 

Berryman as well? Haffenden notes (quoting Berryman) that “Berryman felt consoled to learn 

that ‘Crane wd write his name, all over, again & again for hours, waiting for fame. I only say 

mine to myself’” (LB 209). For one thing, what could be called a double drive can be detected 

in Berryman’s attitude toward his name, first as mentioned above its “neutral” character, that 

is, its anonymous character (John Smith) and the avoidance of complications resulting, for 

example, from an Oedipus complex; and second, Berryman’s will to raise the status of his 

name, make it famous, and thus conquer death and immortalize it.  

When it comes to Berryman’s analysis of Crane’s use of names, he continually takes 

recourse to Freudian psychoanalysis, and it is possible in Berryman’s analysis to distinguish 

something of Crane’s specific way of using names. For instance, Crane tends, according to 

Berryman, toward “a compulsive namelessness” (SC 310). “He refuses,” Berryman says of 

Crane, “to give the characters any names, and he will not give his name as the author” (SC 

310). When Crane does reveal the names of the characters “[h]e loved to confuse” them (SC 

310); and, finally, Berryman points out that Crane liked to give his characters common names. 

This, then, is what Berryman means by the “inhibition” that is “affecting the name ‘Crane’ 

and … names in general” (SC 310); and the underlying unconscious motive for Crane’s use of 

names is, Berryman suggests, an unresolved Oedipus complex. 

 Now with Berryman’s unstable identity in mind, considering Berryman’s life as 

rendered by Haffenden in relation to Crane’s life as rendered by Berryman, what is implied by 

Berryman’s use of Crane? According to Haffenden, Berryman “felt a strong degree of 

identification with Crane” (LB 209). The identification with Crane is thus another “other,” 

another ghost, with which Berryman tries to identify, but it is also an “other” that cannot 

become one with Berryman. In other words, complete self-presence in the identification with 

Crane is not possible; there will always be, to speak in the language of Abraham, a hiatus or 

absence, a nonpresence, haunting Berryman’s attempt to identify with Crane. One could 
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consequently say that Berryman is once again trying to identify himself with a name, and this 

time with a name that is reluctant and cautious toward the use of names. Crane, Berryman 

notes, used as a pseudonym for the author of Maggie the more common name of Johnson 

Smith,14  a name with an uncanny similarity to Berryman’s original name. 

Another instance of Berryman’s attempt to identify with Crane is the role the name Henry 

plays in Berryman’s The Dream Songs and how Berryman interprets Crane’s use of the name. 

About the name Henry in Crane, Berryman notes: 

 

The first hero of this antiheroic author was the African explorer Henry Stanley. 
Henry is the name of the hero of The Red Badge of Courage, the name of The 
Monster, and the name displaced at the catastrophe of “The Blue Hotel, “ and 
we shall come shortly to a Prince Henry. It is time to mention that Stephen 
Crane seems to have had a middle name beginning with “H” which he dropped 
after 1893, and perhaps it was “Henry” – a name very common in the family. 
(SC 311) 

 

What Berryman is suggesting here is that Crane picked the name Henry for a reason, even if 

an unconscious one, and this reason, Berryman argued, has its origin in the unresolved 

Oedipus Complex which he identified as the cause of much of Crane’s art. “He thought, no 

doubt,” Berryman says, “that he was picking names at random, but I am speaking of what his 

imagination learned and did” (SC 311). Henry is also the name of the antihero of The Dream 

Songs, a name about which Mariani tells the following anecdote: “With the sharp-edged 

banter that characterized Berryman’s relationship with Ann Livine, she and Berryman had 

taken to calling each other by the worst names they could imagine. Thus Ann became Mabel; 

Berryman, Henry.”15 

The biographical situation one has to deal with here, then, is that Berryman feels “a 

strong degree of identification with Crane” (LB 209) and analyzes Crane through the Freudian 

concept of the Oedipus complex. Moreover, Berryman himself, according to Haffenden, 

suffers from the same symptoms as Crane, namely an Oedipus complex, and has, just like 

Crane, a dominating mother, and a father who died when the son was still a child.16  What 

follows is part of a sentence, which could (content-wise) equally well have been written by 

Haffenden about Berryman, and not, as is the case, by Berryman about Crane: 
 

                                                 
14 “[W]hich an error,” Berryman notes, “altered to ‘Johnston Smith’” (SC 311). 
15 Mariani, Dream Song 297-98. 
16 Crane’s father died when Crane was nine, Berryman’s father died when Berryman was eleven. 
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[A] treatise elaborate indeed would be required to distinguish from the Oedipal 
elements in this aggression against the father, first, the sense of desertion and 
impoverishment (with the consequent resentments) arising from his death when 
Crane was a boy, and second, the intellectual rebellion consciously waged by 
Crane against him. (SC 314) 

 

Berryman’s identification with Crane’s names can thus be viewed as the identification with 

the names for the designified, anasemically deconstructed, Father. And, with an identity in 

constant crisis, Berryman takes his recourse to a name, already fictionalized by Crane, and 

now, in The Dream Songs, further poetized by Berryman, that is, the name Henry. The 

recourse to the name Henry is thus to be seen as a turning away from the bios and the autos, 

the life and the self. Consequently, “Henry” becomes, because of this turning away, a figure 

that precedes and preconditions any bios and autos and thus opens a path to speak, through 

anasemic translation, of what cannot be spoken. Henry as a figure thus symbolizes what 

cannot be symbolized. In other words, another language becomes readable in which The 

Dream Songs speaks about its unspoken and unspeakable absolutely other, its founding 

silence and nonpresence, which is also part of Berryman’s biography. In this way, Henry and 

the Father, as anasemic themes or concepts within the poem, come to speak not of the bios 

and autos, but the complications of the presentation of the identities in the poem, the 

traumatic void of loss or absence created by the father’s suicide, and the impossibility to 

recover, through language, what has been lost. 

Anasemically, then, Berryman’s identity and the themes and concepts of The Dream 

Songs do not mean in the sense that they can be understood and explained. Rather, as far as 

they mean anything, they mean by being deconstructively translated and thus misunderstood 

in the same way as the psychoanalytical concept Pleasure can mean pain. These themes and 

concepts speak from and of the hiatus between the “I” and the “me,” out of the difference 

between the autos and the bios, between life and text, language and reality, and are “through 

the action of the discourse,” to invoke Abraham, “products of de-signification and constitute 

new figures, absent from rhetorical treatises” (SK 85). They are anasemically translated into 

another, designified, language, that is to say, the language of The Dream Songs. The 

identification of the language of The Dream Songs as designified does not imply, however, 

that new meanings of the poem are discovered, since what anasemia exposes is the silence of, 

and the following striving for meaning, in order to produce identity and understanding. This 

situation is also what Haffenden’s biography of Berryman faces. By continually running into 

contradictions, ambiguity, and uncertainties, the facts of Berryman’s life turn away from 
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historical truth and toward poetry. Abraham describes this movement in the essay 

“Psychoanalysis Lithographica.” After citing a passage from Serge Viderman’s book La 

construction de l’espace analytique, in which Viderman suggests an alternative truth to a truth 

always true to itself, Abraham comments: 

   

This bracketing of the “truth” transforms the psychoanalytic process into poetry 
and an account of it into “poetic truth,” not unlike the phenomenological reduction 
that transforms the verb “to be” into the verb “to signify.” This “constructivist” 
orientation has the merit of freeing the psychoanalytic methodology from a major 
and paradoxical restraint: the impossible “reconstruction” with all the legalism, 
predicationism, and veridism this ideal implies.17 
    

 Thus, Berryman’s life story, because of its inconsistencies and ambiguity, can be said to turn 

into poetry and relate a truth that can only be described as a poetic truth. By reading 

Haffenden’s biography as what Abraham calls poetry, the untruths, uncertainties, and 

contradictions surrounding the narrating of Berryman’s life can be viewed as signs of 

designification referring to the impossibility of a monolithic reconstruction of historical truth. 

This would mean, furthermore, that the inconsistencies, ambiguities, and contradictions are 

necessary figures of Berryman’s life story, or rather, poem, and that Berryman’s identity and 

language are poetically founded on nonpresence and silence induced by the trauma of loss. 

When it comes to the Crane biography, Berryman could be said to dwell on another self, 

to paraphrase Haffenden (LB 31). Crane’s self becomes a self which adds itself to the identity 

of Berryman’s identities to fill the void of the absence of a self, and is then translated into the 

anasemic name “Henry” which has literally ripped itself away, to paraphrase Abraham (SK 

85), from the discourse of the autos and the bios. There can no longer be a determined self, 

present to itself, capable of unmediated reflection, either as author (Berryman) or protagonist 

(Henry). And Haffenden’s statement that The Dream Songs is “the product of [Berryman’s] 

dwelling on himself: a self, he felt, intruded on by the outside world” (LB 31) (my emphasis) 

is accordingly in need of modification. Furthermore, the conception of Berryman’s self and 

identity and his life story read as what Abraham calls a poem also goes against another 

statement of Haffenden’s, which is found in the introduction of the posthumous collection of 

Berryman poems entitled Henry’s Fate and Other Poems, 1967-1972: 

 

                                                 
17 Nicolas Abraham, “Psychoanalysis Lithographica,” The Shell and the Kerne l by Nicolas Abraham and Maria 
Torok, ed. and trans. Nicholas T. Rand, (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1994) 219-20n1. 
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W. H. Auden suggested, about ten years ago, that Hölderlin and Smart expressed 
themselves crazily because they themselves were dotty, not from any deliberate, if 
bizarre, use of language. This argument implies a discretion between language and 
thought, and has to be contested. An arrangement of words – a sentence or a line 
of verse – is an applied structure of knowledge and personality. The “real thing” 
may be difficult to define, but can always be perceived. The truth of poetry is as 
susceptible of positive identification by qualities of “voice” as man by fingerprints 
or a horse by its chestnuts.”18  
 

But what if knowledge and personality are exactly what is anasemically designified? This 

would mean that “an arrangement of words” could no longer be called “an applied structure of 

knowledge and personality,” since such a structure is broken up by the designified 

“arrangement of words” and thus does not represent a unified structure of knowledge and a 

determined personality. Instead, the “arrangement of words” Haffenden speaks of signifies 

through what Abraham calls poetry, and thus constitutes a turning away from literalness and 

historical truth toward poetic truth. This means that Haffenden’s The Life of John Berryman 

and Berryman’s Stephen Crane both signify through Abraham’s notion of poetry. The life 

stories become poems of designified language, and as such avoid being reduced to “an applied 

structure of knowledge and personality,” to use Haffenden’s words. 

 In Berryman, language and life, truth and fiction can be said to turn toward its absent 

other and thus come to precondition and imply each other. Moreover, to read Berryman, his 

life and his work, from this perspective, means involving language and reality in a dialogue, 

and using anasemia as a tool to analyze Berryman’s designified language and identity.  

 

 

 

Anasemia and Berryman’s Poetry 

 It goes without saying that Haffenden analyzes The Dream Songs from the perspective of 

Berryman’s biography. However, this means that the foundation of Berryman’s The Dream 

Songs is grounded, according to Haffenden, on what he calls a “moment of fixation” (LB 31) 

and a “psychological dislocation” (LB 32), caused by “prejudice, half- truth, self-

contradiction, and misinformation,” concerning the traumatic events which finally lead to his 

father’s suicide. Berryman’s father fixation is, Haffenden holds, the cause of “his 

preoccupation with suicide, fatherhood, and godhead, concepts which became major themes 

                                                 
18 John Haffenden, ed., introduction, Henry’s Fate and Other Poems, 1967-1972, by John Berryman (London: 
Faber and Faber, 1978) xvi.  
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of the Dream Songs” (LB 31), and this in turn leads Haffenden to conclude that “[Berryman’s] 

creative output may be accounted for (to some extent) as the product of dwelling on himself: a 

self, he felt, intruded on by the outside world” (LB 31).  

 Now, with the uncertainty and unreliability of the stories which make up Berryman’s 

life in Haffenden’s biography in mind, in what way is it possible to interpret what Haffenden 

terms the “major themes” of The Dream Songs and his other poetry? Moreover, what reading 

effects can the anasemic character of the poem produce, as a consequence of the designified 

character of the language of the poem, and how does this affect the themes? In the following I 

will focus on two of Haffenden’s suggested themes, namely father and suicide, which will 

lead me to also consider identity as a concept in Berryman’s poetry of loss. 

 To come back to the swimming incident, there are at least two Dream Songs which 

explicitly deal with it. These two songs, songs 143 and 145, expose the unstable, ambiguous 

foundation of The Dream Songs, and also help on the way to a clearer understanding of the 

character of the themes Haffenden mentions. Whether the incident took place or not, Dream 

Song 143 gives it this version: 

 

       When he began 
     taking the pistol out & along, 
 
     you was just a little; but gross fears 
     accompanied us along the beaches, pal. 
     My mother was scared almost to death. 
     He was going to swim out, with me, forevers, 
     and a swimmer strong he was in the phosphorescent Gulf, 
     but he decided on lead. 
     (DS 143)  

 

Here Henry's father is described as having threatened to swim out into the Gulf with Henry 

and not his brother. This goes against the accounts of Martha, who had it that the one the 

father threatened to drown himself with was Henry’s brother. The poem’s version of the 

incident also goes against Berryman's unpublished essay of 1962 (quoted above) where it is 

asserted that the father threatened each of the two brothers. What happens in the poem then is 

a poetizing of the uncertain and ambiguous statements that serve as its unstable foundation, 

making the poem singular and other in relation to notions of historic truth. The drowning 

incident becomes, in song 143, an event that turns toward figurality and exposes the 

foundational absence of the event, including the father, and becomes, instead, poetically 

appropriated. Dream Song 145 gives the incident yet another version: 
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     but he did not swim out with me or my brother 
     as he threatened –   
 
     a powerful swimmer, to    take one of us along 
     as company in the defeat sublime, 
     freezing my helpless mother: 
     he only, very early in the morning, 
     rose with his gun and went outdoors by my window 
     and did what was needed. 
     (DS 145) 
 

This Dream Song extends the threat to include both Henry and his brother, but the song, just 

as in the case of song 143, cannot be said to coincide with Martha's accounts according to 

Haffenden. The song can, instead, be read as another, supplemental version of what might 

have happened; the song can thus be read as an anasemic translation without an original, 

pointing instead to the absence of the original event.  

Moreover, the father’s suicide is extensively dealt with in Dream Songs 143 and 145, 

and it could be argued that the absence the suicide gives rise to marks the “founding silence,” 

in Abraham’s words, of Berryman’s poems dealing with loss, since it bears both on the 

formation of Berryman’s identity and the formation of identity in the poetry. The Dream 

Songs about the father’s suicide, furthermore, point in the direction not of reconciliation but 

toward the unavailability and founding silence of the father. The suicide left the son without 

the means to understand the experience; it left him forever out of reach of the reasons why the 

father acted as he did. Both song 143 and 145 try to come to terms with the inexplicable death 

of the father and to negotiate some sort of love and forgiveness. The last stanza of song 143 

reads: 

 

    That mad drive wiped out my childhood. I put him down 
    while all the same on forty years I love him 
    stashed in Oklahoma 
    besides his brother Will. Bite the nerve of the town 
    for anyone so desperate. I repeat: I love him 
    until I fall into coma. 
    (DS 143) 
 

The stanza is then contrasted with the first line of song 145: “Also I love him: me he’s 

done no wrong,” which by the word “Also” implies, in the context of the poem, the opposite 

of love, and then the phrase “me he’s done no wrong,” suggesting the father killed himself 
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and no one else, but there is, however, still pain in the irony of the phrase. The son’s feelings 

for his father, then, are haunted by explicit ambiguity. This ambiguity is caused by the 

impossibility to understand the father’s act and the loss at the origin of their one-way 

communication. The impossibility to understand gets further attention in the last stanza of 

song 145: 

 

    I cannot read that wretched mind, so strong 
    & so undone, I’ve always tried. I – I’m 
    trying to forgive 
    whose frantic passage, when he could not live 
    an instant longer, in the summer dawn 
    left Henry to live on.  
    (DS 145) 
  

For the poet, it seems, forgiveness is a continuous, never-ending process. To be able to 

forgive the father, who by his suicide has renounced responsibility for his actions, to forgive, 

then, the unforgivable, means to constantly return to the scene of loss, to the figure of the 

grave, which is all that is left. The poet and Henry are left, with a shattered identity, “to live 

on,” to try to understand and to forgive, but with the knowledge that he will never succeed, 

that there will always be misunderstandings and always more to forgive. 

 The penultimate Dream Song, Dream Song 384, is one of the strongest instances of 

Henry’s battle to understand the suicide of his father: 

 

    The marker slants, flowerless, day’s almost done, 
    I stand above my father’s grave with rage, 
    often, often before 
    I’ve made this awful pilgrimage to one 
    who cannot visit me, who tore his page 
    out: I come back for more, 
 
    I spit upon this dreadful banker’s grave 
    who shot his heart out in a Florida dawn 
    O ho alas alas 
    When will indifference come, I moan & rave 
    I’d like to scrabble till I got right down 
    away down under the grass 
 
    and ax the casket open ha to see 
    just how he’s taking it, which he sought so hard 
    we’ll tear apart 
    the mouldering grave clothes ha & then Henry 
    will heft the ax once more, his final card, 
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    and fell it on the start. 
    (DS 384) 
 
    

The song starts out with a figure for the end, not only of the day, but of life and also, perhaps, 

the poem. It signs, then, the time for a final return toward the father’s incomprehensible 

absence. The poetical “I” is found standing over the father’s grave, a grave which functions as 

an incomplete symbol for the father, since it contains only death and absolute absence. The 

grave is a place to which the poet has returned many times, he has made a “pilgrimage,” he 

says, “to one / who cannot visit me,” which gives the notion of the sacredness as well as the 

futility of the place. The distance between the father and the poet is further emphasized by the 

use of the word pilgrimage, since the poet by implication is a pilgrim, a foreigner visiting a 

sacred place.19  

The second and third stanzas introduce the poet’s wish to move beyond the figure of the 

grave to the body of the father; the poet wants to “scrabble till I got right down,” he says, 

“away down under the grass // and ax the casket open ha to see / just how he’s taking it.” The 

poet thus turns to the work of poetry to dig his way down to the father. The ambiguity of the 

word “scrabble” (as the word signifies both to dig and to write) underlines the anasemic 

character of the poet’s enterprise. Anasemic because the reality of the father is from the 

beginning a fiction, the father is a figure shaped by the poet’s words founded on absence, the 

poem is a translation through which the poet aims to scrabble his way down to the father, the 

origin, and consequently the beginning. However, what he expresses in Dream Song 384 is 

only the wish, the desire, and the strife to confront the dead father, the actual confrontation 

does not and cannot take place. Furthermore, the song (as do songs 143 and 145) enacts the 

doubleness of anasemia, which means that it gives the theoretical concept a perspective form 

which it can be read, which in turn leads to a possible reading of the song in terms of 

anasemia. The song, in other words, displays the estrangement between father and son, they 

are strangers departed from each other and the broken relation between them manifests itself 

in the anasemic character of the poetry.  The poetical “I” of Berryman’s poetry of loss thus 

always seems to be searching to find his way out of the strange to a place where identity is 

possible, but is lost in what could be called the “geography of grief,” to quote a phrase from 

Dream Song 172.  

                                                 
19 The word pilgrim comes from the Latin peregrinus, which means foreigner. 
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Furthermore, the foundational strangeness of the poetical “I” leaves him with a wrecked 

identity unable to complete itself. This situation involves the poet in a search for identity in 

the identity of another in a similar way in which theory and poetry or literature search to 

identify each other. Already in the first Dream Song, there is a split between the poetical “I” 

of the poem and Henry. This split, however, is not clear-cut, since the “I” and Henry in the 

last stanza become one, but not, necessarily, the same. The last stanza of Dream Song 1 reads: 

 

     What he has now to say is a long 
     wonder the world can bear & be. 
     Once in a sycamore I was glad 
     all at the top, and I sang. 
     Hard on the land wears the strong sea 
     and empty grows every bed. 
     (DS 1) 
 
 

The two first lines of the stanza prepare the reader for what Henry has to say of the 

“departure,” the trauma of Henry’s childhood, and thus create a space for Henry’s witnessing, 

his testimony of the traumatic event his father’s suicide constitutes, which begins with the 

introduction of the ambiguous “I” in the third line. To return to Dori Laub’s examination of 

trauma testimonies, Dream Song 1 can be viewed as a poetic testimony of a traumatic event, 

which, through the poetry, breaks the frame of death, the suicide – the departure – of Henry’s 

father. As Laub writes: “The victim’s narrative – the very process of bearing witness to 

trauma – does indeed begin with someone who testifies to an absence, to an event that has not 

yet come into existence, in spite of the overwhelming and compelling nature of the reality of 

its occurrence.”20 What Laub describes is precisely what occurs in the beginning of The 

Dream Songs. Dream Song 1 can be said to testify to an absence as the designified suicide of 

the father, and by invoking the father’s death as a departure, with the line “Then came a 

departure,” the death is anasemically distorted and charged with ambiguity.  

Departure as an anasemic figure thus turns toward absence as the unknown and 

unknowable expression of the traumatic event. And this is also what takes place throughout 

the poem as a merging and separating of identities; identities constantly shift and 

interpenetrate, and the poet is always striving to find another with whom he can identify. This 

means that the poet’s identity is always figural, since the other’s identity is not his own but 

only an approximation of what his own identity might be by the use of analogy. As was the 

                                                 
20 Laub 57. 
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case with Berryman’s attempt to identify with Shakespeare and Crane, the poet tries in the 

poem “Drugs Alcohol Little Sister” to identify with the Austrian poet Georg Trakl, whose 

dates of birth and death, “(1887-1914),” are found below the title of the poem. The year Trakl 

died is also the year Berryman was born, a fact with which the poem begins: 

 

     When I peered out, he had nine nights to spare 
     after his gun was man-handled from him 
     while the dying in his care 
     mountained and the weakened mind gave way. 
 
     So far off to my flatland flew no moan 
     who’d fail to focus yet for silly weeks. 
     I shoot him though a fellow agony 
     then I could hardly coo now I must speak 
 
     (back from this schwartze Verwesung whose white arms 
     lean subtle over ivories & blacks 
     and I am sweating, her blind scent subdues 
     ordure & the hiss of souls escaping) 
 
     for let us not all together in such pain 
     dumb apart pale into oblivion – no! 
     Trakl, con the male nurse. 
     Surmounted by carrion, cry out    and overdose & go.21  
 
 
The poem recalls an episode in Trakl’s life which led to his suicide by a drug overdose on 

November 3, 1914. In August 1914, Trakl joined the army as a “male nurse,” to relate to 

Berryman’s poem, and during the battle of Gródek in the beginning of October Trakl, for a 

couple of days and nights, had by himself to take care of more than a hundred wounded men. 

At one time, a wounded officer shot himself in the head because he could not stand the pain 

any longer, and his brains splattered all over Trakl. When the army retreated, Trakl left the 

ranks with the aim of shooting himself, but “his gun was man-handled from him,” to cite 

Berryman’s poem, and he consequently did not succeed in killing himself. He was then 

hospitalized, but a few days later nevertheless managed to commit suicide by overdosing on 

cocaine. 

This story from Trakl’s life serves, then, as the analogy by which the poet in “Drugs 

Alcohol Little Sister” relates to the traumas of his own life.22 Trakl’s story is not identical to 

                                                 
21 John Berryman, “Drugs Alcohol Little Sister,” Collected Poems 1937-1971, ed. and intro. Charles Thornbury 
(New York: Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 1989) 243.  
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the stories told by The Dream Songs and other poems by Berryman, but it shows enough 

likeness in despair, horror, and drug abuse for the poet to be able to identify with it. Trakl’s 

tragic life story becomes one of the poet’s anasemic identities. And the poet thus feels his own 

pain in Trakl’s, and the poem by the logic of anasemia reverses pain and turns toward 

aesthetic pleasure, which also becomes the pleasure and identity of the poet, however unstable 

this pleasure and identity might be.  

Other markers of the unstable identities in The Dream Songs which can be found in 

many Dream Songs are the use of plural and the confusion of grammatical person to qualify 

Henry. One instance is Dream Song 2, with the line “Henry are baffled.” Henry is, in other 

words, legio; he cannot be said to be “a self” “dwelling on himself” as Haffenden describes 

him. Also, the name “Henry” can, by the logic of names, be said to exceed any singular 

person, self, or identity. Henry is one only because of the possibility of being other, which in 

consequence problematizes the indivisibility of a determinable self or identity. Henry in the 

poem can be seen always to be the designified name “Henry,” which read anasemically is in 

excess of itself because of its fundamental ambiguity of identity. The anasemic, translated or 

deconstructed, character of the name Henry is also expressed in Dream Song 22, entitled “Of 

1826:” 
 

     I am the little man who smokes & smokes. 
     I am the girl who does know better but. 
     I am the king of the pool. 
     I am so wise I had my mouth sewn shut. 
     I am a government official & a goddamned fool. 
     I am a lady who takes jokes. 
 
     I am the enemy of the mind. 
     I am the auto salesman and lóve you. 
     I am a teenage cancer, with a plan. 
     I am the blackt-out man. 
     I am the woman powerful as a zoo. 
     I am two eyes screwed to my set, whose blind -   
 
     It is the Fourth of July. 
     Collect: while the dying man, 
     forgone by you creator, who forgives, 
     is gasping ‘Thomas Jefferson still lives’ 
     in vain, in vain, in vain. 

                                                                                                                                                         
22 Another traumatic circumstance in Trakl’s life was his incestuous relationship with his younger sister, hence 
the “Little Sister” part of the poem’s title. Trakl’s tragic relationship with his sister could perhaps serve as an 
analogy to Berryman’s relationship with his mother, even though incest was not, to my knowledge, an issue in 
Berryman’s family. 
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     I am Henry Pussy-cat! My whiskers fly. 
     (DS 22) 
 
 

The title refers to the year of Thomas Jefferson’s death, and the Fourth of July together with 

Jefferson imply the Declaration of Independence. When reading the anaphoric “I am…” 

statements of the song the Declaration of Independence, besides the obvious allusion to 

Whitman,23 echoes in each proposition as an obvious intertext.24 The key word in the poem is 

“collect,” which, figuratively, could be seen to collect the song’s “I am” statements into the 

last line with its deceptively unifying, and also contrasting statement “I am Henry Pussy-cat! 

My whiskers fly.” However, the identity into which the “I am” statements are collected is no 

longer only a human identity but a de-humanized, reified, and even animalized identity. This 

then should be compared with the spirit of rationality in the Declaration of Independence: 

“that all men are created equal; that they are endowed by their Creator with certain Rights; 

that among these are Life, Liberty, and the pursuit of Happiness” (my emphasis). Noticeable 

is also the friction between “Life, Liberty, and the pursuit of Happiness” and what the poetical 

“I,” or “I”s, profess to be. There seems to be something of a void between, for example, “the 

little girl who does know better but,” “the enemy of the mind,” “a teenage cancer, with a 

plan,” and the Declaration of Independence. The marginalized voices collected in Henry’s 

anasemic identity are, in contrast to the Declaration of Independence, not limited to men of a 

certain race and a certain class, epitomized by the signatures at the end of the Declaration, but 

include instead a variety of different identities. Even a teenage cancer, two eyes, and a cat, are 

included in Henry’s designified identity, an absent identity which, at the same time, takes on, 

or wears, one and many identities. Henry’s anasemic identity, furthermore, is both literal and 

figural; it is a thing, an animal, human, and even a disease, all at the same time. In other 

                                                 
23 For an examination of Whitman’s influence on Berryman, see Jane Coil Cole, “‘To Terrify & Comfort’: 
Berryman’s ‘Dream Songs’ and the Quest of the Poetic Imagination,” diss., Drew University, 1982. About 
Dream Song 22 Cole notes: [W]e clearly see Whitman’s influence on the form of Berryman’s poem; Berryman 
uses the catalogue, as Whitman did, to prove his hero’s accumulating nature” (100). Paul Kameen also notes 
Whitman’s influence on The Dream Songs: “Berryman claims that ‘Song of Myself’ had a large influence in his 
conception of The Dream Songs – largely it seems in providing Henry with a Whitmanic spirit of cosmic 
identification: the ability to transcend the self by incorporating external realities into the self. Henry of course 
has little of Whitman’s positivism, but he does have his egoism and his unique talent for universal empathy. In 
song 22, for example, Henry strings out a Whitman-like catalogue, identifying himself with a weird assortment 
of characters, appropriating their identities to his own.” (emphasis in the original) Kameen, “John Berryman’s 
‘Dream Songs’” 78. 
24 I am thinking of the well-known statements: “We hold these truths to be self-evident: that all men are created 
equal; that they are endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable Rights; that among these are Life, Liberty, 
and the pursuit of Happiness.” Another parallel is the anaphora of the Declaration, with its repeating of  “He 
has,” referring to the king of Great Britain. 
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words, his identity is designified and anasemic, deconstructing the traditional view of autos, 

bios, and identity.  

 The anasemia of Henry’s identity implies that his identity is an identity that is always in 

process, under construction, and always in translation: it is never present to itself, but always 

affected by the founding silence and nonpresence of the distance and loss between the “I” and 

the “me,” or anasemic selves of the poem. The assertion of the last line of Dream Song 356 

“I’m not, he cried, what I appears” could be said in this way to accentuate the anasemic 

character of identity in the poem by its confusion of grammatical person. Not only does the 

line quite straightforwardly state that the “I” is something other, but the “I” also has a third 

person verb added to it, “I appears,” as if there were someone or something other haunting the 

identity of the “I.” The question is if one can at all say who he or I is here, since the meaning 

of the line seems to overflow itself and to become so full of meaning that it risks meaning 

nothing, and thus points back to the foundational absence of Henry’s identity. Identity, in this 

way, is no longer one single identity, but identities in the plural, and also includes what is 

different and consequently not identical.  

The concept of identity can, I would like to suggest, be seen as an anasemic concept in 

much of Berryman’s poetry dealing with loss or traumatic absence, and could so be written 

capitalized as Identity, according to what Abraham calls “the ploy of capitalization” (SK 82). 

Furthermore, the “geography of grief” of Berryman’s poetry sentences the poet not to be what 

one appears to be, but a stranger, departed from the formula A=A of identity, forced to form 

an identity as other, that is, as the figure of oneself and, at the same time, of the other. 

The otherness of traumatic absence and loss characterizes both the foundation of 

Abraham’s concept of anasemia and Berryman’s poet’s desire for understanding (which can 

also be understood as a foundation or ground to stand on), a father, and an identity. Both the 

theory and the poetry, in this respect, are involved with the search for the origin of the 

shattered self, a search which in both cases leads to an aporia. The foundational absence at the 

heart of anasemia cannot be explained other than by translating this absence, which means 

that the original can never completely correspond with the translation, but only express an 

other side of absence, and thus point to the impossibility of anasemic translation. 

The loss at the core of the poet’s search for a foundation in Berryman’s poetry, as with 

the foundational nonpresence of anasemia, means a persistent return toward absence as the 

site of the trauma. These returns, however, result in figures of otherness which can only 

articulate the trauma through difference and thus give it another shape, since to express the 

trauma means expressing absence. 
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To read Berryman’s biography and those poems of his which deal with loss, then, can 

be seen as a way to experience anasemia, just as to read Abraham’s analysis of anasemia can 

provide a new perspective on Berryman and his work. By reading the concept of anasemia 

together with the biography and the poems they seem mutually to imply each other, the one 

involves the other in a dialogue about their similarities and their differences. And since they 

share an involvement with trauma and the broken and ruined self, with absence and the 

necessity and impossibility of translation, they also seem to highlight the problematic nature 

of the truth of analysis and understanding, and thus of literature and interpretation, theory and 

poetry. 



Chapter Four 
Death and the Work of Poetry 

 
In his complex investigations of death 
he called for a locksmith, to burst the topic open 
(Dream Song 335) 

 
 
 
As I have tried to make evident, death is never far away in the poetry of Berryman and it was 

never far away in his life. But in spite of the constant proximity to death it never ceases to be 

a mystery that, in his poetry, is almost compulsively encountered and re-encountered. What 

shaped Berryman’s close relationship to death was first and foremost the suicide of his father, 

but also the many deaths of friends throughout his life. Death in his poetry, however, can also 

be seen as a theoretical concept around which, and through which, Berryman creates his work. 

Death as an unknown and unknowable negativity becomes the mystery which is a starting 

point and instigator in his poetry. Consequently, even in the earliest of Berryman’s attempts at 

writing poetry, death is often the motivator and also the subject. 

This, the last chapter, then, deals with death as a theme and as a theoretical concept in 

Berryman’s poetry of loss. To explain how I understand death in Berryman’s poetry of loss 

and also the theoretical implications of death, I take into consideration Maurice Blanchot’s 

theory of literature and death as it appears in his book The Space of Literature. I will thus 

follow the path from the previous chapters in problematizing the relation between poetry and 

theory by investigating how they, by examining Berryman’s and Blanchot’s conceptions of 

death together, can be seen to mutually imply each other, and provide a useful dialogue of 

mutual exchange. The aim, then, is to present a constructive perspective from which both 

Berryman’s poetry and Blanchot’s notion of death can be read. The poems and concepts will, 

in consequence, seem familiar to the reader of the previous chapters. 

 The chapter is divided into three parts: the first is a preliminary analysis of how 

Berryman’s poetry dealing with loss can be seen to be a poetry which has as its governing 

principle the work of making what is absent present; it is, in other words, a poetry which 

exposes the presence of absence. The second part of the chapter is a presentation of 

Blanchot’s theory of literature, poetry, death, and figurality (the image and the imaginary). 

The third and last part, finally, continues the analysis of Berryman’s poems. The analysis at 

this point in the chapter is an attempt at reading Berryman and Blanchot together, so that the 

poetry is analyzed through the theory, but also so that the theory is read through the poetry.  
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Preliminary Analysis of Death and Berryman’s Poetry of Loss 

Returning once again to the beginning of The Dream Songs, to Dream Song 1, this is a 

beginning that speaks of the end, of death. Death has already occurred, the reader is made 

aware, even before the beginning of the poem. The first hint of this is given in the two 

different epithets the poet gives Henry in the first and second lines: “Huffy Henry” and 

“unappeasable Henry,” respectively. The first stanza tells of death as an event which has 

already happened, and as readers we are situated, in time, after death has occurred, and we 

meet Henry, for the first time, in a state of mourning and suffering, carrying the death of his 

father with him. It is, furthermore, a specific type of death that is implied, since by invoking 

“they” the reference goes beyond the father to include everyone who has committed suicide: 

“It was the thought that they thought / they could do it made Henry wicked & away,” as the 

fourth and fifth lines of Dream Song 1 have it. It is not just a question of suffering death, but 

that the suicides, including Henry’s father’s, believe themselves capable of doing, that is, of 

committing, not just the act, but even thinking the thought of the act of suicide. That is what 

makes Henry huffy, unappeasable, and “wicked & away.”  

Death as the subject of Dream Song 1 is a subject which is ruled by the same logic as 

the concept of departure. It could even be said that death and departure, figuratively, express 

the same theoretical thought. Stanza two of Dream Song 1 is where the word departure is first 

encountered; the sentence “Then came a departure” is situated almost at the center of the song, 

there are eight lines preceding it and nine lines following it. The first two lines of stanza two 

express, to use a Christian vocabulary, a time before death in almost paradisiacal terms, which 

could be described as a time before the Fall, in other words, a time of innocence, a time of 

childhood devoid of sin and the baseness of the adult world. Stanza two could, in fact, be said 

to relate the traditional story of western culture in six lines. The song could, for example, be 

compared to the story of Adam and Eve, to Milton’s story of the Fall of Man, or Dante lost in 

a dark forest, and perhaps even to Ulysses’ travels.1 The history of literature is full of similar 

stories and what they all share is the urge to say something about the state of humanity, and 

The Dream Songs is no exception. Berryman’s poem could be described as an investigation 

into humanity’s relation to life and death, how to live in the world and how to face death. The 

                                                 
1 Departure could be said to mark a similar event as the Fall of Man in Christian theology, but also as a fall into 
being as described by Heidegger as thrownness. The Fall leads to a longing for the original state, a desire to 
return home, in other words, a nostalgia in the original Greek sense of the word. Freud’s Primal Scene could also 
be compared to the myth of the Fall; whereas The Odyssey represents nostalgia as the desire to return home. 
Dante’s Divine Comedy stages the return to the original state of divine love in a Catholic linear fashion.  
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Fall in The Dream Songs can also be seen as the trauma of the poet’s father’s suicide, which 

brings with it the knowledge that death exists, but not how and why.2  

With the departure in the middle of Dream Song 1 comes the Fall of Henry. The 

departure becomes the medium through which Henry loses his innocence and falls into the 

reality of death: “Thereafter nothing fell out as it might or ought.” And “pried / open for all 

the world to see,” the poet is amazed that Henry survived the Fall; but, at the same time, it is 

the beginning of the songs, and the poem would not have been possible without the Fall, 

without death at the origin of the work. 

The third and last stanza of Dream Song 1 constitutes the actual beginning of the 

singing of the songs after the Fall, and the stanza also functions as an instance of Berryman’s 

specific ambiguity of pronouns: 

 

   What he has now to say is a long 
     wonder the world can bear & be. 
     Once in a sycamore I was glad 
     all at the top, and I sang. 
     Hard on the land wears the strong sea 
     and empty grows every bed. 
     (DS 1) 
 
 
The first two lines are the poet’s, but in the third line Henry takes over. In many of 

Berryman’s poems there is an ambiguity pertaining to the poetic character and the poet. In 

these poems, the reader has a difficult time figuring out who is the poet and who is the poetic 

character; they seem to be intertwined and shift places with each other, without any strict 

logic. In his essay “One Answer to a Question: Changes,” Berryman explains his discovery of 

the ambiguous pronoun: 

 

The discovery here was that a commitment of identity can be “reversed,” so to 
speak, with an ambiguous pronoun. The poet himself is both left out and put in; 
the boy [in “The Ball Poem”] does and does not become him and we are 
confronted with a process which is at once a process of life and a process of art. 
A pronoun may seem a small matter, but she matters, he matters, it matters, they 

                                                 
2 Kathe Davis Finney argues that “[t]he single most significant word, for [DS 385] and, probably, for 
Berryman’s whole conceptual framework, is fall” (emphasis in the original). Kathe Davis Finney, “‘A Dying 
Fall Beneath the Music’,” John Berryman Studies 3.1 and 2 (1977): 61. Richard Kelley suggests that Henry’s 
irreversible loss is “a fall from a sense of innocence, security, and grace ….” Richard Kelley, “Pulling Together 
Henry,” John Berryman Studies 1.4 (1975): 6. Gary Arpin contends that the theme of the second stanza of 
Dream Song 1 “is the Fall, the archetypal fall of modern literature, the fall into self-consciousness, the state that 
forces one to regard himself as both subject and object.” Gary Q. Arpin, “Forward to the End: Berryman’s First 
Dream Song,” John Berryman Studies 1.4 (1975): 8. 
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matter. Without this invention (if it is one – Rimbaud’s “Je est un autre” may 
have pointed the way, I have no idea now) I could not have written either of the 
two long poems that constitute the bulk of my work so far.3 

 
 
According to Berryman, then, the poet of Dream Song 1, the “I” of the song, both is and is not 

Henry. Or, inversely, Henry is and is not the poet. The Berryman critic and editor Charles 

Thornbury gives this view of poet and character, or character and self the name 

“discontinuous personality.” In his essay on Berryman’s early poetry, “A Reckoning with 

Ghostly Voices (1935-36),” Thornbury writes that Berryman “viewed character as 

discontinuous. Far from being consistent and unified, his characters are none other than who 

he or she is perceived to be, ‘is’, at a particular moment.”4 Thornbury continues to say about 

Berryman and the discontinuous personality that 

  

his view of character in poetry and drama – and I believe his understanding on 
this point more accurately explains the man himself – was not consistently 
binary as though one Janus face warred against another. He perceived character 
as being neither logically nor psychologically accounted for in the sense that the 
individuality is neither linear nor cast; one simply is at a point in time. One has a 
history to be sure, but one’s history may or may not account for who one (or a 
character) or he or she acts at any given moment.5 

 
 

To paraphrase what Thornbury describes above in Heideggerian terms, one could say that 

character and self/poet are thrown into being. They find themselves as beings at each 

particular moment in time, because they are thrown from Being, which means that they are 

always already thrown into being. Being, just like death, is what cannot be reached; it always 

already precedes Henry, the poet and the poem. The ambiguous pronoun is Berryman’s way 

of conjuring up and making present what is dead and vanished from life and the world. The 

other he turns to in the poems (the boy in “The Ball Poem,” Anne Bradstreet in Homage to 

Mistress Bradstreet,” and the use of Henry, the poet, and the unnamed interlocutor in The 

Dream Songs) is the image of what is already lost; even Henry is, I want to argue, in a sense 

already dead from the beginning: Henry as the image of the poet (a dead ringer), the 

reification of Henry, that is, Henry as “it,” a thing, an inanimate object, and death as 

suggested by one of Henry’s identities, Mr Bones. John Haffenden, Berryman’s first 
                                                 
3 John Berryman, “One Answer to a Question: Changes,” The Freedom of the Poet (New York: Farrar, Straus 
and Giroux, 1976) 327. 
4 Charles Thornbury, “A Reckoning with Ghostly Voices (1935-1936),” Recovering Berryman: Essays on a Poet, 
Richard J. Kelly and Alan K. Lathrop, eds. (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 1996) 77. 
5 Thornbury, “A Reckoning with Ghostly Voices” 78. 
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biographer, notes in his introduction to the posthumous collection of Berryman poems, 

Henry’s Fate & Other Poems, 1967-1972:  

 

It may be important to know … that on 6 April 1960 Berryman noted that “‘Mr 
Bones’ is Death, Henry’s friend – who at the end takes him offstage.” The 
syntax here suggests that Mr Bones, Death, and Henry’s friend are all one and 
the same person, a tantalizing concept.6 

 

Death can thus be seen not only as a subject and a theme, but also as a character, a figure, an 

image that is staged in the poem. Similarly, in Homage to Mistress Bradstreet, the poet first 

conjures up Anne Bradstreet from the dead and then merges with her: “Out of maize & air / 

your body’s made, and moves. I summon, see, / from the centuries it” (the poet conjures up 

the dead Anne Bradstreet), and then in the fourth stanza the poet merges with the dead: “it 

seems I find you, young. I come to check, / I come to stay with you, / and the Governor, & 

Father, & Simon, & the huddled men.”7 The fifth stanza then begins with a “we” that can be 

read as both referring to “the Governor, & Father, & Simon, & the huddled men” and to the 

poet and Anne Bradstreet: “By the week we landed we were, most, used up.”8 The poem 

could thus be said to go from the “I” of the poet in the exordium, to a “we” that can include 

both the poet and Anne Bradstreet, and then on to the “I” of Anne Bradstreet, who the poet at 

times interrupts and starts up a dialogue with. Finally, with Anne Bradstreet’s death in stanza 

53, the poet is alone in narrating the coda, which starts with stanza 54. As Paul Mariani says 

in his biography of Berryman, “the Bradstreet was, really, another facet of that desire to 

breathe life into the dead.”9 Charles Thornbury also comments on Berryman’s compulsion to 

wake the dead and make them speak: 

 

The habit of mind and the situation that fascinated [Berryman] most takes the 
form of an unresolved ritual, similar to Berryman’s description of the dramatic 
construction of Homage to Mistress Bradstreet: the exordium by the poet – the 
invocation of a lost figure, usually a ghost; then the poet’s voice merges with the 
figure and “allows” him or her to speak; the “new” character, now a living 
presence and merged with the speaker, undertakes or undergoes several trials or 
conflicts with the hope of overcoming them – he or she rebels against society, its 

                                                 
6 John Berryman, Henry’s Fate & Other Poems, 1967-1972 (London: Faber and Faber, 1978) xv. 
7 John Berryman, Homage to Mistress Bradstreet in Collected Poems 1937-1971, ed. and intro. Charles 
Thornbury (New York: The Noonday Press. Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 1991) 133. 
8 Berryman, Homage 134. In the note to stanzas 1-4, Berryman writes: “The poem is about the woman but this 
exordium is spoken by the poet, his voice modulating in stanza 4, line 8 [4.8] into hers” 147. 
9 Paul Mariani, Dream Song: The Life of John Berryman, 2nd ed. (Amherst: University of Massachusetts Press, 
1996) 246. 
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values, the environment, the body, God; the drama ends with a coda in which 
the recovered figure is laid to rest but may still be omnipresent.10   

 

The “unresolved ritual,” or the “dramatic construction” Thornbury recognizes as pivotal for 

Berryman’s poetry is not only found in Homage to Mistress Bradstreet, but can also be 

identified in The Dream Songs. Berryman’s poetry of loss, seen as a dramatic construction, 

following the logic of departure, could, I would like to suggest, be described, precisely, as an 

unresolved ritual. However, to stay with Homage to Mistress Bradstreet, the poem, in fact, 

with stanza 57, ends with the word “departure” situated at the same place as in the second 

stanza of Dream Song 1, and also illustrates what Thornbury says above: 

 

     O all your ages at the mercy of my loves 
     together lie at once, forever or 
     so long as I happen. 
     In the rain of pain & departure, still 
     Love has no body and presides the sun, 
     and elfs from silence melody. I run. 
     Hover, utter, still, 
     a sourcing   whom my lost candle like the firefly loves.11  
 

Departure here is a departure from the poem, from Anne Bradstreet, and life departing from 

Anne Bradstreet herself. But there is an ambiguity about death and living on; the line “so long 

as I happen” can suggest both an absolute end through death, but also a living on, a survival; 

even after death Anne “happens,” she is, to use Thornbury’s word, “omnipresent,” her 

“ages … lie at once, forever or / so long as I happen,” she is summoned from the dead by the 

poet’s work, that is, “the rain and pain of departure,” in which “Love has no body and 

presides the sun.” The poet’s work could, in Homage to Mistress Bradstreet and The Dream 

Songs, thus be said to begin and end with departure, a departure that is the source of a love 

that stretches beyond the burden of a body and rules over light and time. Consequently, death 

does not destroy life altogether, since through the work of poetry the poet can still, even 

though death has occurred, raise the dead through a love that has the power to let “elfs from 

silence melody;” in other words, to let the poet sing the dead to life in and through poetry. 

Then there is the somewhat vague, but suggestive, last line of the poem, “a sourcing   whom 

my lost candle like the firefly loves.” To put the line in context it is necessary to read stanza 

54: 

                                                 
10 Thornbury, “A Reckoning with Ghostly Voices” 80-81. 
11 Berryman, Homage 147. 
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– You are not ready? You áre ready. Pass, 
As shadow gathers shadow in the welling night. 
Fireflies of childhood torch 
You down. We commit our sister down. 
One candle to mourn by, which a lover gave, 
The use’s edge and order of her grave. 
Quiet? Moisture shoots. 
Hungry throngs collect. They sword into the carcass.12 

 

The stanza tells of the burial of Anne Bradstreet. “[F]ireflies of childhood” light her way 

down into the grave and “One candle mourn by” it; the candle, furthermore, is provided by a 

lover (“which a lover gave”), who, by implication, is the poet. The candle in this way, in the 

last line of stanza 57, becomes a symbol for Anne Bradstreet, and the “sourcing” corresponds 

to the work of poetry as the recalling of history and the raising of the dead. The firefly then 

takes on the meaning of the light of love as the means of poetry to bring back what is lost, 

which for Anne Bradstreet is childhood (the fireflies of childhood in stanza 54), innocence 

(the loss of her virginity and giving birth, as described in the poem), and life. The connection 

between dark and light, and life and death is also present in stanza 30, within the dialogue 

episode of the poem, where the phrases “sparkling dark” (suggesting the light of the stars at 

night) and “the darkness of that light,” are used to describe how the poet and Anne Bradstreet 

are forced to “flee / the darkness of that light,” that is, the death and corruption of time 

inevitably inherent in their lives and their love. The intimacy of the light/dark metaphor is 

found, again, in stanza 41 of the poem in which Anne Bradstreet’s daughter asks her mother 

about death: 

 

     Moonrise, and frightening hoots. ‘Mother, 
     how long will I be dead?’ Our friend the owl 
     vanishes, darling, but your homing soul 
     retires on Heaven, Mercy: 
     not we one instant die, only our dark does lighten.13 
 

A moonrise would here have to imply both darkness and light, since the moonrise of the first 

line rimes (content-wise) with the last line: “not we one instant die, only our dark does 

lighten.” The religious faith expressed in the last three lines of stanza 41 corresponds well 

with the poet’s idea of a sourcing that raises the dead through a transcending love. The moon 

would thus represent the light in the dark and the intimacy between them, just like Anne 

                                                 
12 Berryman, Homage 146. 
13 Berryman, Homage 143. 
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Bradstreet bears with her the love between Anne and the poet which transcends the distance 

of time. Consequently, the pattern of events of Homage to Mistress Bradstreet, or rather, what 

Thornbury calls, the poem’s “dramatic construction” gets its momentum from “the rain of 

pain & departure.” It is the departure as the marker of the Fall and, in consequence, of loss, 

and departure as the instigator of beginning and end, life and death that, in Homage to 

Mistress Bradstreet and The Dream Songs, becomes the poet’s motivation in the work of 

poetry.  

 As is shown by the poems, within the concept of departure opposites gather: life – death, 

dark – light, silence – song, dream – consciousness, near – far, image – reality, etc. In the 

poems, these opposites merge and supplement each other. They are separate and singular but 

also intimate and dependent on each other, and thus resist being labeled within any 

hierarchical order. Furthermore, in the poems that are governed by its logic, the departure 

describes its own possibility; the concept of departure is, in fact, only possible as the staging 

of this possibility. The “rain of pain & departure” can thus be seen as another name, or image, 

of death; but, the phrase “the rain of pain & departure” is itself also an image. This is the case 

because death and departure are only possible as tropes, and the imaginary is necessary for the 

poet to make present what is absent and lost in time, and so raise the dead. The strategy 

Berryman uses is, in the poems dealt with above, I want to argue, a strategy to make what is 

absent present, an approach which leads to a poetry of loss which aims to (re)present absence. 

In Homage to Mistress Bradstreet, the presence of Anne Bradstreet is felt throughout the 

poem, but always with the knowledge of the poet and the reader that she is, precisely, a 

presencing of absence, and the “dramatic construction” of the poem ends up as what 

Thornbury calls an “unresolved ritual.”14  

 The same approach as in Homage to Mistress Bradstreet, and The Dream Songs, is 

found in Berryman’s lyric, “The Ball Poem.” I will quote the entire poem to make Berryman’s 

strategy clearer: 

 

     What is the boy now, who has lost his ball, 
     What, what is he to do? I saw it go 
     Merrily bouncing, down the street, and then 
     Merrily over – there it is in the water! 
     No use to say ‘O there are other balls’: 
     An ultimate shaking grief fixes the boy 
     As he stands rigid, trembling, staring down 
     All his young days into the harbour where 
                                                 
14 Thornbury, “A Reckoning with Ghostly Voices” 80. 
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     His ball went. I would not intrude on him, 
     A dime, another ball, is worthless. Now 
     He senses first responsibility  
     In a world of possessions. People will take balls, 
     Balls will be lost always, little boy, 
     And no one buys a ball back. Money is external. 
     He is learning, well behind his desperate eyes, 
     The epistemology of loss, how to stand up 
     Knowing what every man must one day know  
     And most know many days, how to stand up 
     And gradually light returns to the street, 
     A whistle blows, the ball is out of sight, 
     Soon part of me will explore the deep and dark 
     Floor of the harbour . . I am everywhere, 
     I suffer and move, my mind and my heart move 
     With all that move me, under the water 
     Or whistling, I am not a little boy.15 
 
 
 
Even if departure and death are not explicitly mentioned in the poem, the conceptual content 

which these notions come to carry in the later poems, Homage to Mistress Bradstreet and The 

Dream Songs, makes a reading of “The Ball Poem” through these concepts possible by the 

obvious similarity between Berryman’s poetic approach in “The Ball Poem” and the two later 

ones. 

 In chapter one I analyzed “The Ball Poem” together with my reading of Heidegger, but 

the analysis also related to the ambiguity of the narrator, the merging of the poetic character 

with the poet. The analysis of the poem in chapter one suggests that the poem ends in 

complete ambiguity concerning the question of deciding who the narrator is, and finds that the 

concern of the poem is of an ontological nature. The poem asks, I argue, for the being of the 

boy, and from this question it follows that the desire to get the ball back, the original ball, not 

its substitute, is constantly deferred, since the end of the search for the ball would equal death.  

Now, from the beginning of the poem loss, as is the case in Homage to Mistress 

Bradstreet and The Dream Songs, is already a fact – the boy has lost his ball: “What is the 

boy now, who has lost his ball, / What, what is he to do?” What is more, the ambiguous 

pronoun (the boy and the “I” of the poet), and the merging of opposites (the light of the street 

and the dark water in the harbor), are part of “The Ball Poem” as well. The explicit presencing 

of the dead, however, is not part of the poem, as it is in the later two. The poem deals more 

with overcoming grief, the “epistemology of loss,” than with the nostalgic longing present in 

                                                 
15 John Berryman, “The Ball Poem” 11. 
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the raising of the dead in the two later poems, even though the desire to search and find the 

original ball in the poem can be seen as a form of nostalgia, as I argue in chapter one.  

Nevertheless, the movement of the poem suggests an affinity with the “unresolved 

ritual” of Homage to Mistress Bradstreet and The Dream Songs, and the sentence: “I am 

everywhere, / I suffer and move, my mind and my heart move / With all that move me, under 

the water / Or whistling,” implies, I argue, the concepts death and departure in the later poems. 

The sentence, furthermore, illustrates how death, which will soon visit the boy/poet, 

complicates subjectivity and confuses all opposites (“I am everywhere … my mind and my 

heart move / With all that move me …”). Death as the loss of the ball becomes part of the 

boy/poet as he “suffer[s] and move[s].” Death can thus be said to form the driving force of the 

poem, and what this driving force aims at is to present the ball, but to present the ball means, I 

would like to suggest, presenting absence, since the ball is lost from the beginning of the 

poem. What is presented is the image of the ball, and the image of the ball is the image of loss, 

of absolute absence – death – raised and called forth to presence itself. Representation, 

according to the strategy of the poem, would not serve any purpose in this situation. Since, as 

I argue in chapter one, the comforting reassurance: “There will be other balls” is in reality no 

comfort, because what is asked for by the poem is the original ball, and the original ball is 

only possible as the representation of an absent presence – the presence of absence.  

“The Ball Poem,” then, shares its poetic strategy with Homage to Mistress Bradstreet 

and The Dream Songs, a strategy which, to use Charles Thornbury’s words, one could call the 

“unresolved ritual[s]” of each poem’s “dramatic construction.”16 The “unresolved ritual[s]” of 

the poems’ “dramatic construction,” I argue, are processes that work toward presencing 

absence, to make what is absent seem somewhat closer and more present. The loss that 

constitutes the foundation of the movement to refigure absence in different forms can be 

found in what I call Berryman’s poetry of loss, that is, poems such as “The Ball Poem,” 

Homage to Mistress Bradstreet, and The Dream Songs. The image of the ball, just like the 

image of Anne Bradstreet and the dead father in The Dream Songs, is the image of death; 

death, furthermore, stages itself as its own image in that it is the grounding concept and 

strategy (“dramatic construction”) of the poem. Thus, death, one could argue, does the work 

of the poem, or, in other words, makes the poem. 

 To be able to expand the range of some of the terminology used in this preliminary 

analysis of the poems, I will introduce, in the next section of the chapter, Maurice Blanchot’s 

                                                 
16 Thornbury, “A Reckoning with Ghostly Voices” 80. 
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reflections on notions such as image, imaginary, and death, and their relation to an 

understanding of poetry. 

 

 

 

Image, Poetry, and Death in Maurice Blanchot’s17 The Space of Literature 

Some of Blanchot’s main considerations in his reflections on literature, poetry, and the 

creative act are formulations, such as the questions: What is literature? What is poetry? And 

what is the difference between them? How is something like literature possible? These 

questions govern Blanchot’s meditations in his readings of the works of writers like Kafka, 

Hölderlin, Mallarmé, and Rilke.18 

 Blanchot is not only a literary critic and theorist he is also a writer of literature, and is 

most known for his “récits,” short stories, in which the border between literature and theory is 

extremely unstable and constantly fluctuating. As in his fiction, what could be said to be one 

of the grounding concepts in Blanchot’s work as a literary theorist is the thought that writing 

is indeterminate. In The Space of Literature, Blanchot speaks about the ambiguity which 

governs writing and reading, meaning and understanding. Blanchot often uses the rhetorical 

figure the oxymoron to express what he means by ambiguity and other important concepts in 

his theory of literature.  I will come back to the question of indeterminacy and ambiguity later 

in the chapter. 

 Being what one could perhaps call a pre-deconstructive thinker, Blanchot has  

influenced a number of French critics, philosophers, and literary theorists, such as Jean-Paul 

Sartre, George Poulet, Emmanuel Levinas, Michel Foucault, Jacques Derrida, Jean-Luc 

Nancy, and Philippe Lacoue-Labarthe. It should also be mentioned that the philosopher who 

has had a major influence on Blanchot, as well as on the thinkers catalogued above, is Martin 

                                                 
17 Very little is known about the life of Blanchot. He was born in Quain en Saône et Loire in 1907, but has kept 
his private life to himself throughout his career as a publishing writer. Consequently, instead of speculating on 
Blanchot’s biography, I will turn to his concerns as a writer and literary theorist. For those interested, there is a 
biography written on Blanchot. See, Christoph Bident, Partenaire invisible (Paris: Editions Champ Vallon, 
1998). 
18 In her “Translator’s Introduction,” Anne Smock characterizes Blanchot’s work as a writer as follows: “Why is 
it that, notwithstanding all the other means of investigating and ordering the world which mankind has developed, 
and in spite of all the reservations great poets have expressed about their own endeavor, we are still interested in 
literature? What is literature, and what is implied about our learning in general and about history, if it must be 
said at this late date that something we call literature has never stopped fascinating us? Maurice Blanchot asks 
this question with such infinite patience – with so much care and precision – that it has come to preoccupy a 
whole generation of French critics and social commentators.” Anne Smock, introduction, The Space of 
Literature by Maurice Blanchot (Lincon: University of Nebraska Press, 1989) 1. 
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Heidegger; especially Heidegger’s readings of Hölderlin and analyses of the essence of poetry 

have had a decisive impact on Blanchot. Other philosophers traceable in Blanchot’s thinking 

are Hegel and Nietzsche. It is, in other words, safe to say that German existential philosophy 

has informed Blanchot a great deal in his thinking and writing about theory and fiction.  

 What ties Blanchot’s thinking to Heidegger’s is, to give a few examples, the notion of 

human beings as the only beings whose Being depends on their possibility not to be. What 

Blanchot, with Heidegger, urges is to affirm the negativity of death as, precisely, a possibility 

for humans, that is, being’s possibility of impossibility. Death as the possibility of 

impossibility is hidden by that which is possible: if there is to be a world and a history of the 

world, death as possibility has to be suppressed by life as possibility. However, the 

suppression of death as the possibility of impossibility has to be recognized, it has to be taken 

into account, Heidegger and Blanchot urge, for there to be authenticity. Authenticity is that 

which is unveiled as Being through and in the work of art. The demand to recognize the 

possibility of death as the origin of the work of art is thus a demand for authenticity; and the 

demand for authenticity is, furthermore, what Heidegger, and Blanchot with him, calls care.  

But what is the difference, then, between Blanchot in The Space of Literature and 

Heidegger’s philosophy of Being, beings, and death? One point at which Heidegger and 

Blanchot part ways is in Blanchot’s emphasis on the effacement of death, and how the 

foreignness and otherness of death is at the same time the prerequisite for its possibility, 

which means that death as origin only comes forth as the presence of its disappearance, the 

presence of absence. As Smock writes, Blanchot’s concern “is not to fail death through very 

resoluteness, forgetting that only forgetfulness keeps faith with it and that estrangement is its 

unique intimacy.”19 

Since I am using a translation of Blanchot’s book, a brief discussion on the translation 

of a few key words is necessary, which will also serve to introduce the concepts. In her 

“Translator’s Introduction,” Anne Smock recognizes three key concepts in The Space of 

Literature20 that she believes are in need of some explanation in their translation from French 

into English. The first of these words is espace, a word which Smock, with reservations, 

translates as space. With reservations, because in Blanchot the word transcends the meaning 

of space as a site (in Smock’s words “literature’s ‘domain’”) for the practice, that is, reading 

and writing, of literature. Smock continues by explaining that the word espace in Blanchot’s 

The Space of Literature “implies the withdrawal of what is ordinarily meant by ‘place’; it 

                                                 
19 Smock 8.  
20 The original French title of the book is L’Espace littéraire. 
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suggests the site of this withdrawal …. No one enters it, though no one who is at all aware of 

it can leave: it is all departure, moving off, éloignement.”21 This implies that there is always a 

distance, not only between the work and the world, there is also a distance within the work 

itself, which means that for Blanchot the work of literature is a stranger, it is foreign to the 

world and to itself; the work of literature is, in other words, its own other and other to the 

world. And as Smock explains, “since the work appears, then, as pure deferral, a void or 

vacuum, it lends itself to being filled up with everything it isn’t: with useful meanings, for 

example, which multiply and change as history progresses.” 22  Thus, in The Space of 

Literature, the word espace is an attempt by Blanchot to unify his book and capture within the 

word the notion of the space of literature (l’espace littéraire), the space of the work (l’espace 

de l’oeuvre), and the space of death (l’espace de la mort). 

The second word that, according to Smock, is in need of clarification is “oeuvre” which 

should be distinguished from the word “travail.” “The difference,” Smock says, “between 

l’oeuvre and le travail is that while le travail is diametrically opposed to inaction and 

passivity, l’oeuvre requires them. Indeed, Blanchot frequently describes l’oeuvre, not as the 

union of contraries, but as their restless alliance, their torn intimacy.”23 For Blanchot, then, the 

work as l’oeuvre is associated with a necessary absence of work, of what he calls le 

désoeuvrement. The work, in other words, cancels itself out, it is a work which is out of work, 

it is désoeuvré, it rests in passivity to do its work, to be able to work. 

The third and last word Smock discusses in her introduction is exigence. As is often the 

case with Blanchot’s concepts, the word exigence exceeds the usual translation as “demand,” 

since what Blanchot implies is that his notion of the word is different from other demands in 

the world because what is meant is the demand of the work. Blanchot’s intention with the 

word in The Space of Literature is that exigence demands, as Smock says: “that all his [the 

creator’s, i.e. the writer’s, the artist’s] powers be plunged in weakness, that he come into an 

immense wealth of silence and inertia.”24 

I will now turn directly to Blanchot’s text to give a more in-depth presentation of the 

concerns in The Space of Literature that are important for the continued analysis of 

Berryman’s poems. I will mainly examine Blanchot’s understanding of figurality and death, 

                                                 
21 Smock 10. 
22 Smock 11. 
23 Smock 13. 
24 Smock 14. 
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and have limited myself to study Blanchot’s theory of literature as it appears in The Space of 

Literature, and not in any of his earlier or later work.25  

 One of the most important ideas in Blanchot’s The Space of Literature for the analysis 

of poetry is, of course, his understanding of poetry and figurality. According to Blanchot, not 

only does literature belong to the image, it also belongs to the writer. The writer gives 

him/herself up to let being speak, and being speaks in the image as poem.26 When being 

speaks, Blanchot says, “language doesn’t speak any more but is. It devotes itself to the pure 

passivity of being.” 27  Here, it is hard to avoid hearing the influence of Heidegger in 

Blanchot’s exposition of language and being; the difference between them, however, is in the 

way Blanchot conceives of the image. For Heidegger, as I argue in chapter one, figurality has 

nothing to do with the language of being, which is most real, literal, and belongs to the world. 

The poetry that Heidegger identifies as the language of being in, for example, Hölderlin, Rilke, 

and Trakl, is not a language representing something absent, but a language that presents being 

as presence. Blanchot agrees with Heidegger that the language of being cannot be reduced to 

the simple representation of presence. However, the language of being as the presentation of 

being as presence, as Heidegger wants to have it, is not consistent with how Blanchot 

understands being as image. The writer, for Blanchot, is where being speaks:  “he belong [sic] 

to the shadow of events, not their reality, to the image, not the object, to what allows words 

themselves to become images, appearances – not signs, values, the power of truth” (SL 24). 

The language of being in which the writer dwells presents being as absence, that which has 

withdrawn; what is presented in poetry as image, as Blanchot understands it, is the ghost of 

being.  

 What consequences, then, does Blanchot’s understanding of the language of being have 

for his notions of poetry and the image? How is one, as a reader of poetry, to understand 

poetry, the image, and their relation to each other? In an important note, Blanchot explains 

how he understands poetry within the framework of The Space of Literature: 

 

One likes to think that poetry is a language which, more than others, favors 
images. This is probably an allusion to a much more essential transformation – 

                                                 
25 Even if death and figurality are major themes in almost all of Blanchot’s work, a complete study of their 
development and their interrelation between different works is impossible here. I am, however, aware that to 
confine oneself to only one of Blanchot’s books constitutes a reduction of these themes in Blanchot. 
Nevertheless, my interest in this thesis is how death and figurality in Blanchot’s The Space of Literature can be 
involved in a dialogue with Berryman’s poetry of loss. 
26 In the following, I will adopt Blanchot’s usage, and not capitalize being. 
27 Maurice Blanchot, The Space of Literature (Lincon: University of Nebraska Press, 1989) 27. Further 
references to this text are identified by (SL). 
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the poem is not a poem because it contains a certain number of figures, 
metaphors, comparisons; on the contrary, the poem’s particular character is that 
nothing in it functions as an image. So we must express what we are seeking 
differently:  in literature, doesn’t language itself become altogether image? We 
do not mean a language containing images or one that casts reality in figures, 
but one which is its own image, an image of language, one which no one speaks; 
a language, that is, which issues from its own absence, the way the image 
emerges upon the absence of a thing; a language addressing itself to the shadow 
of events as well, not to their reality, and this because of the fact that the words 
which express them are, not signs, but images, images of words, and words 
where things turn into images. (SL 34n3) 

 
 
According to Blanchot, poetry, as he says above, is its own image, it is all image, and without 

the tropes contained within the poem functioning as images. The poem reverses the order of 

thing and image – in the poem the image comes before the object. The poem is from the 

beginning its own language, a language that does not exist, a language of absence and 

separation, and it is this language, in which the writer dwells, that being presences itself; 

being is pronounced in the poem, but this pronunciation is a pronunciation of the presence of 

absence. If Heidegger accentuates the presence of being in language, then Blanchot 

emphasizes the presence of the absence of being in language. The poem is the image of itself 

as the site of separation where presence is only possible as the presence of absence, as that 

which has already disappeared, what Blanchot calls an “apparition:” “the apparition says 

precisely that when everything has disappeared, there is still something: when everything 

lacks, lack makes the essence of being appear, and the essence of being is to be there still 

where it lacks, to be inasmuch as it is hidden” (SL 253). So the poem stages itself in a 

language grounded in absence, in which absence and separation are presented as that which 

has disappeared.  The poem is, to paraphrase Blanchot, the ghost of itself, formed in a 

language that is the image of itself.  

 It is not entirely clear, yet, exactly what constitutes the image in Blanchot’s thinking. In 

the note cited above Blanchot goes on to ask if the proposed ideas about language, poetry, and 

image, are not reduced to the notion of art as mimesis, as the artful imitation of the real. 

Literature viewed as mimesis implies that the object comes before the image; the image then 

comes to be conceived as secondary, as what comes after the real objects of the world. “But 

perhaps the common analysis is mistaken” (SL 34), Blanchot suggests, and calls for the 

question “what is the image?” to be posed before accepting that the analysis of literature as 

mimesis always holds true. 
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 Blanchot attempts to answer his question about the image in the appendix to The Space 

of Literature called “The Two Versions of the Imaginary.” He begins by stating that “[w]hen 

there is nothing, the image finds in this nothing its necessary condition, but there it 

disappears” (SL 254). That is, the image originates from nothing and takes the form of the 

negative, but the negative also constitutes the image’s disappearance. Blanchot tries to 

unravel this seemingly paradoxical statement by returning to the question whether the image 

belongs to the order of mimesis or to some other order in which the image is not considered to 

be subordinate to the object. Between the image and the real object there is a gap, and 

according to the order of mimesis the image follows the object, the image always comes after 

the object. “‘After’, “ Blanchot explains, “means that the thing must first take itself off a ways 

in order to be grasped” (SL 255), that is, the gap between image and object is tied to the 

possibility of understanding. Blanchot continues: 

 

But this remove is not the simple displacement of a moveable object which 
would nevertheless remain the same. Here the distance is at the heart of the 
thing. The thing was there; we grasped it in the vital movement of a 
comprehensive action – and lo, having become image, instantly it has become 
that which no one can grasp, the unreal, the impossible. It is not the same thing 
at a distance but the thing as distance, present in its absence, graspable because 
ungraspable, appearing as disappeared. It is the return of what does not come 
back, the strange heart of remoteness as the life and the sole heart of the thing. 
(SL 256) 

 
 
Blanchot here uses one of his trademarks as a writer, namely the rhetorical figure the 

oxymoron, to capture how his notion of the image does not follow the logic of mimesis, but 

instead follows the non-logic of negativity, in which, for example, distance and separation are 

not opposed to intimacy but are each other’s prerequisite, and in consequence only work 

through their mutual implication of each other, or in Smock’s words, through the opposites’ 

“restless alliance, their torn intimacy.”28 The image, to follow Blanchot’s thought, is not 

opposed to the thing, and does not necessarily follow as a result of the real object, but, 

Blanchot suggests, expresses the essence or being of the thing. One could perhaps object, at 

this point, and claim that Blanchot’s theory here leads to an extreme idealism that asserts the 

absolute superiority of the ideal form over nature. 

 To counter the objection Blanchot analyses the image’s relation to the corpse, the 

cadaver, “the unbearable image and figure of the unique becoming nothing in particular, no 

                                                 
28 Smock 13. 
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matter what” (SL 257). To look at a dead human body, Blanchot suggests, is to encounter 

resemblance par excellence. The dead both is and is not him/her self, or as Blanchot says: “It 

is striking that at this very moment, when the cadaverous presence is the presence of the 

unknown before us, the mourned deceased begins to resemble himself” (emphases in the 

original) (SL 257). It is only as a cadaver a person begins to resemble him/her self, as living 

we do not resemble ourselves; being dead, however, we not only start to resemble ourselves, 

but, as Blanchot says of the dead: “He is more beautiful, more imposing; he is already 

monumental and so absolutely himself that it is as if he were doubled by himself, joined to his 

solemn impersonality by resemblance and by the image” (SL 258). By the allegory of the 

cadaver, Blanchot shows how the image is connected to negativity, to nothingness, and how 

the thing resembles itself only by being other that itself. 

 But the cadaver also makes the dead more than him/herself in its resemblance to itself, 

the cadaver is surrounded by a sense of grandeur, and, as Blanchot suggests: 

 

[T]his grandeur, through its appearance of supreme authority, may well bring to 
mind the great images of classical art. If this connection is justified, the question 
of classical art’s idealism will seem rather vain. And we might bear in mind the 
thought that idealism has, finally, no guarantee other than a corpse. For this 
indicates to what extent the apparent intellectual refinement, the pure virginity 
of the image is originally linked to the elemental strangeness and to the formless 
weight of being, present in absence. (SL 258) 

 
 
As a response to the possible objection of idealism in his theory, Blanchot would perhaps 

argue that the image is not so much the ideal form as that which, because of its formlessness 

and separateness, in other words, its otherness from the thing as a real object, becomes most 

intimate, that which is closest to express being as the presence of absence. 

 Blanchot thus argues, as he does concerning the language of the poem, that “[t]he 

cadaver is its own image” (SL 258), and to emphasize how the cadaver comes to resemble 

itself Blanchot makes the analogy between the cadaver and the tool. “[W]e might also recall,” 

Blanchot says, “that a tool, when damaged, becomes its image… In this case the tool, no 

longer disappearing into its use, appears. This appearance of the object is that of resemblance 

and reflection: the object’s double, if you will” (SL 258). And Blanchot goes on to include art 

in this kind of resemblance which causes the object to appear in its being: “The category of art 

is linked to this possibility for objects to ‘appear’, to surrender, that is, to the pure and simple 

resemblance behind which there is nothing – but being. Only that which is abandoned to the 

image appears, and everything that appears is, in this sense, imaginary” (SL 258-259). What 
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the cadaver, the damaged tool, and the work of art have in common, then, according to 

Blanchot, is the possibility to appear as image, that is, as that which makes being appear in 

and out of nothing, the negative. 

 What can be learned from the analysis of the cadaver, according to Blanchot, is that, as 

he says: “Man is made in his image” (SL 260), which should be understood as “man is 

unmade according to his image” (emphases in the original) (SL 260). There is, in other words, 

a fundamental ambiguity inherent in the image, since it has to be accounted for in and through 

contradictory terms; for example, man is both made and unmade by the image; the image is 

the intimacy of separation, etc. Nevertheless, the image, in Blanchot’s thinking, has, as he 

says, “nothing to do with signification or meaningfulness as they are implied by the world’s 

existence, by effort that aims at truth, by law and the light of day” (SL 260). Instead, Blanchot 

argues: “Not only is the image of an object not the sense of this object, and not only is it of no 

avail in understanding the object, it tends to withdraw the object from understanding by 

maintaining it in the immobility of a resemblance which has nothing to resemble” (emphases 

in the original) (SL 260). This notion of the image is the other side of idealism, where the 

image does not follow the object and is consequently not subordinated to the object. However, 

the reversal of the image’s proper order, so that it follows after the object, is necessary in real 

life, according to Blanchot: “Practical life and the accomplishment of true tasks require this 

reversal. So too does classical art, at least in theory, for it stakes all its glory upon linking a 

figure to resemblance and the image to a body – upon reincorporating the image. The image, 

then, became life-giving negation, the ideal operation by which man, capable of negating 

nature, raises it to a higher meaning, either in order to know it or to enjoy it admirably” (SL 

260). There are, in other words, at least two ways of thinking the image; either, the image 

comes after the object and is in consequence the subordinate term, or the image takes its 

power from the negative; these are what Blanchot calls the two possibilities of the image. As 

for the image, there are also two versions of the imaginary. “And this duplicity,” Blanchot 

suggests, “comes from the initial double meaning which the power of the negative brings with 

it and from the fact that death is sometimes truth’s elaboration in the world and sometimes the 

perpetuity of that which admits neither beginning nor end” (SL 261). But how can the image 

be understood if one of its possibilities demands that it remains ungraspable? How, to put it 

differently, can one make sense out of the image’s fundamental ambiguity? 

 To answer these questions Blanchot examines what it would entail to, as he says, “live 

an event as an image” (SL 261). Blanchot begins by describing what the situation does not 

entail: “To live an event as an image is not to remain uninvolved, to regard the event 
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disinterestedly in the way that the esthetic version of the image and the serene ideal of 

classical art propose. But neither is it to take part freely and decisively” (SL 261). To live an 

event as an image, then, does not mean to stand outside the image and to regard it as one of 

many figures, to capture it in order to describe and circumscribe it. To live an event as an 

image means to be unable to grasp the whole event as a unity. How, then, can this be 

understood? “It is to be taken,” Blanchot says,  

 

to pass from the region of the real where we hold ourselves at a distance from 
things the better to order and use them into that other region where the distance 
holds us – the distance which then is the lifeless deep, an unmanageable, 
inappreciable remoteness which has become something like the sovereign power 
behind all things. This movement implies infinite degrees. Thus psychoanalysis 
maintains that the image, far from abstracting us and causing us to live in the 
mode of gratuitous fantasy, seems to deliver us profoundly to ourselves. The 
image is intimate. For it makes of our intimacy an exterior power which we 
suffer passively. (SL 261-62) 

 
 
To live an event as an image, in consequence, means living as close to being as one can, since 

being appears in the ambiguity of the image, in the image’s power of the negative; it is to see 

being as hidden, and also to be as close to being as one can, which means at the same time to 

be infinitely far away from being, that is, to be in the presence of absence. “To live an event 

as an image, “ Blanchot argues, “is not to see an image of this event, nor is it to attribute to 

the event the gratuitous character of the imaginary” (SL 262). And he continues: 

 

The event really takes place – and yet does it “really” take place? The 
occurrence commands us, as we would command the image. That is, it releases 
us, from it and from ourselves. It keeps us outside; it makes of this outside a 
presence where “I” does nor recognize “itself.” This movement implies infinite 
degrees. We have spoken of two versions of the imaginary: the image can 
certainly help us to grasp the thing ideally, and in this perspective it is the life-
giving negation of the thing; but at the level to which its particular weight drags 
us, it also threatens constantly to relegate us, not to the absent thing, but to its 
absence as presence, to the neutral double of the object in which all belonging to 
the world is dissipated. (SL 262) 

 
 
The image contains within itself, according to Blanchot, a duplicity, and it is the ambiguity of 

this duplicity which hides being so that being appears as the presence of absence. To live an 

event as an image makes understanding the object exceed the object as a pure ideal form to 

where understanding itself is reduced to absolute ambiguity; it means being taken by the event 

in such a radical way that the world dissipates. The image’s fundamental ambiguity, moreover, 
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makes meaning itself meaningless. In the absolute ambiguity of the image, Blanchot notes, 

“meaning does not escape into another meaning, but into the other of all meaning. Because of 

ambiguity nothing has meaning, but everything seems infinitely meaningful. Meaning is no 

longer anything but semblance; semblance makes meaning become infinitely rich” (emphases 

in the original) (SL 263). The image, then, according to Blanchot, makes meaning as meaning 

insignificant. In Blanchot’s notion of the image and the ambiguity of the image, meaning does 

not signify in the sense that it would point to an object in the world, since the world is no 

longer there; when living an event as an image the world dissipates. 

 The language of the poem, Blanchot argues, is its own image, and the image takes its 

power from the negative, from nothingness. The poem as its own image, in consequence, 

makes the world dissipate, and in so doing lets being speak in the presence of absence 

concealed in ambiguity. In a note, Blanchot explains being’s relation to ambiguity: 

 

Ambiguity defines being in terms of dissimulation; it says that being is, 
inasmuch as it is concealed. In order for being to accomplish its work, it has to 
be hidden: it proceeds by hiding itself, it is always reserved and preserved by 
dissimulation, but also removed from it. Dissimulation tends, then, to become 
the purity of negation. But at the same time, when everything is hidden, 
ambiguity announces (and this announcement is ambiguity itself) that the whole 
of being is via dissimulation; that being is essentially its being at the heart of 
concealment. 
 So ambiguity does not consist in the incessant movement by which being 
returns to nothingness and nothingness refers back to being. Ambiguity is no 
longer the primordial Yes and No in which being and nothingness would be pure 
identity. The essential ambiguity would lie, rather, in this: that before the 
beginning, nothingness is not on equal standing with being, but is only the 
appearance of being’s concealment, or again, that dissimulation is more 
“original” than negation. So, one could say: ambiguity is all the more essential 
because dissimulation cannot quite be captured in negation. (emphases in the 
original) (SL 263-64n1) 

 
 
The poem as image, as its own image, tied up with ambiguity, shows being as being 

concealed; the poem says being through dissimulation, since being, like death, cannot be 

represented; being, furthermore, has to be said through the language of the image in which the 

world dissipates and only the original double of the object remains and so makes being appear 

as the presence of absence. But if the concealment of being takes its power from negativity, 

and dissimulation is, as Blanchot suggests, “the purity of negation” what is his notion of the 

negative, of nothingness, as death? What is the relation between being and death and death 

and the poem in Blanchot? 
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 In his exposition of death, Blanchot starts out by analyzing how death is handled by two 

poets, namely Mallarmé and Rilke. Both these poets in their poetry, Blanchot holds, are 

closely related to death, they make of their poetry a language that has death as its origin, a 

language founded in the negative, but a language which at the same time speaks of being. 

Death and being are in consequence not opposites but interrelated and have to be expressed 

simultaneously and doubly to be expressed at all. “Rilke, like Mallarmé,” Blanchot says 

“makes poetry a relation to absence” (SL 158), but there are also differences between them. 

By juxtaposing the two poets, Blanchot concludes: 

 

While for Mallarmé absence remains the force of the negative – that which 
removes “the reality of things” and delivers us from their weight – for Rilke 
absence is also the presence of things, the intimacy of the being-a-thing where 
the desire to fall toward the center in a silent, immobile, endless fall is gathered. 
(emphasis in the original) (SL 158) 
 

 
Consequently, there is nothing of presence in the negative for Mallarmé; in his poetry death 

almost always equals power – the power of the negative and the power of absence without 

Rilke’s presence. “This poetry, “ Blanchot says of Mallarmé’s work, 

 

retains the decisiveness that makes of absence something active, of death an act 
and of voluntary death – where nothingness is entirely within our mastery – the 
poetic event par excellence …. But Rilke, who also turns toward death as toward 
the origin of poetic possibility, seeks a deeper relation with death. He sees in 
voluntary death still only the symbol of a violent power and a spirit of strength 
upon which poetic truth cannot be founded. He sees there an offense against 
death itself, a failing with respect to its discreet essence and to patience of its 
invisible force. (SL 158) 

 
 
Suicide, then, according to Blanchot, is where a decisive difference between the two poets’ 

visions of death can be located; in Mallarmé’s view, the power of suicide gives, in poetry, 

death the possibility to catch a glimpse of itself in the mirror, to make poetry the scene where 

being and death appear as and in their disappearance. Rilke, contrary to Mallarmé, wants a 

poetry in which death is related to time and space. Blanchot explains: 

 

Absence in Rilke is linked to the space which is perhaps itself freed from time, 
but which nonetheless, through the slow transmutation that consecrates it, is also 
like another time, a way of approaching a time very different from the impatient 
and violent agitation which is ours, as different as poetry’s ineffectual action is 
from effective action. (emphasis in the original) (SL 159)   
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Death, for Rilke, is neither a destructive or constructive power, but instead that which makes 

way, creates a space, for being to be itself, and to show itself in its own time. This space and 

time where being appears is death as poetry, or poetry as death. This is why being shows itself 

in poetry, according to Blanchot’s exposition of Rilke, as the appearance of disappearance. 

Being can, in other worlds, only be shown in and through the negative, as always already 

vanished, which is something both Mallarmé and Rilke can agree on in Blanchot’s reading. 

 After giving this brief presentation of Blanchot’s reading of death in Mallarmé and 

Rilke, there are certain points I want to stress in his analysis of the two poets in connection to 

his notion of death. In The Space of Literature, Blanchot presents being as very closely related 

to death, negativity, and absence; what he calls the dissimulation of being. Being, furthermore, 

is what shows up in the poem as work; to put it differently, work (oeuvre) is, in Blanchot, the 

poem as being, or inversely but equally true, the poem as work is work as being. The work of 

art, and thus literature as a poem, then, comes into being when what is written “reduces itself 

to being” (SL 43). A poem as work is in consequence tied and dependent on death, since 

being appears as the dissimulation of being, dissimulation being “the purity of negation” (SL 

263n1), which shows the profound ambiguity that exists between these relations (being – 

death, work – being, etc.). However, a work of art, such as a poem, is not a being, as Blanchot 

insists quoting Mallarmé: “What must be said … is that literature does not exist or again that 

if it takes place, it does so as something ‘not taking place in the form of any object that 

exists’” (SL 43). A poem is realized, instead, by death, by the dissimulation of being, by a 

grounding ambiguity. “Everything is word,” Blanchot writes of Mallarmé’s Igitur, “yet the 

word is itself no longer anything but the appearance of what has disappeared – the imaginary, 

the incessant, and the interminable. This point is ambiguity itself” (SL 44). Thus Mallarmé’s 

poem, according to Blanchot, takes its departure from ambiguity, and the origin of the poem 

is the fundamental ambiguity which Blanchot describes as the dissimulation of being, the 

presence of absence. 

 But how does death figure itself for human beings, what is the essence of death and how 

can one experience death, if at all?29 One of the subtitles in the chapter “The Work and 

Death’s Space” in The Space of Literature reads “Can I Die?” and as a partial answer, or the 

beginning of an answer to this question, Blanchot says: 

 

                                                 
29 A question that could be posed here is whether human beings alone possess the ability to die. For a discussion 
of this problem in relation to Heidegger, Freud, and Levinas, see Jacques Derrida, Aporias, trans. Thomas Dutoit 
(Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1993). 
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What makes me disappear from the world cannot find its guarantee there; and 
thus, in a way, having no guarantee, it is not certain. This explains why no one is 
linked to death by real certitude. No one is sure of dying. No one doubts death, 
but no one can think of certain death except doubtfully. For to think of death is 
to introduce into thought the supremely doubtful, the brittleness of the unsure. 
(emphasis in the original) (SL 95) 

 
 
Death for beings is consequently always indeterminate, always uncertain, always escaping 

before every attempt at a definition – at one point Blanchot calls death “this finish without 

definition” (SL 100). Because of the strangeness and otherness of death combined with its 

uncertainty, human beings tend, Blanchot argues, to hide from it, to escape from it. But 

“escape is possible,” Blanchot says, “only because death itself is perpetual flight before death, 

and because it is the deep of dissimulation. Thus to hide from it is in a certain way to hide in 

it” (SL 95). Death, in other words, always comes later, it is never now, its instant either 

already has been or is always to come.  

Furthermore, for human beings death does not come without effort, death demands 

work; as Blanchot suggests: 

 

Death, in the human perspective, is not a given, it must be achieved. It is a task, 
one which we take up actively, one which becomes the source of our activity 
and mastery. Man dies, that is nothing. But man is, starting from his death. He 
ties himself tight to his death with a tie of which he is the judge. He makes his 
death; he makes himself mortal and in this way gives himself the power of a 
maker and gives to what he makes its meaning and its truth. The decision to be 
without being is possibility itself: the possibility of death. (emphasis in the 
original) (SL 96) 

 
 
Such, then, is the death of beings according to Blanchot. But if human beings have to achieve 

death, does this achievement equal suicide? If a human being, as Blanchot says “makes his 

death” is not death what makes human beings human? The possibility of death, Blanchot 

argues, is what makes us human, the possibility of suicide is what creates a space for human 

beings to live in; in other words, death as possibility, in Blanchot’s words, “makes life 

possible” (SL 97). Another matter, however, is, according to Blanchot, if voluntary death is 

possible, if the person who kills him/herself attains his/her goal. “By committing suicide,” 

Blanchot notes, “I want to kill myself at a determined moment. I link death to now: yes, now, 

now. But nothing better indicates the illusion, the madness of this ‘I want’, for death is never 

present” (SL 104). What makes suicide not an option for the person who wants to experience 

death is the fact that death is never there, death is pure possibility, but never a reality for the 
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one who wants to attain it. This constitutes what Blanchot calls death’s “essential 

indeterminacy” (SL 104), that is, as Blanchot puts it, “the fact that death is never a relation to 

a determined moment any more than it bears any determined relation to myself” (SL 104). In 

consequence, death represents that which is each human being’s absolute possibility, but at 

the same time it is always out of reach and thus unattainable. My death is from this 

perspective never my own, it does not belong to me since I can never possess it as being 

properly mine, I can never own my own death. This paradox constitutes what Blanchot calls 

death’s “radical reversal” (SL 106) – death as absolute possibility and infinite impossibility. 

Furthermore, Blanchot likens death’s radical reversal to the work of art; both activities share 

the inclination to test the boundaries of being and death. As Blanchot says: “Not that the artist 

makes death his work of art, but it can be said that he is linked to the work in the same strange 

way in which the man who takes death for a goal is linked to death” (SL 104). 

 The paradox that the person who contemplates suicide stands before is the same 

paradox that the artist encounters in the work, it shows how all the related concepts Blanchot 

analyzes are more or less inter-related and inter-dependent, such as being, death, work, origin, 

dissimulation, disappearance, ambiguity, etc. And, suicide could, in Blanchot, be said to be 

the practical testing of death’s radical reversal. As Blanchot notes: 

 

The expression “I kill myself” suggests the doubling which is not taken into 
account. For “I” is a self in a plenitude of its action and resolution, capable of 
acting sovereignly upon itself, always strong enough to reach itself with a blow. 
And yet the one who is thus struck is no longer I, but another, so that when I kill 
myself, perhaps it is “I” who does the killing, but it is not done by me. Nor is it 
my death – the one I dealt – that I have now to die, but rather the death which I 
refused, which I neglected, and which is this very negligence – perpetual flight 
and inertia. (SL 107) 

 
 
In a certain sense, then, I cannot even kill myself, for I am always tricked by death, a death 

that is always escaping me and turning me into the other of myself. 

 But how should death be approached, then, and how should the work, and the work of 

death be approached, which might amount to the same thing? Blanchot takes Rilke as an 

example of how to approach death by the means of art and art by the means of death. For 

Rilke, according to Blanchot, art takes its departure from things, but not just any thing; 

instead art looks for “[i]ntact things – unverbraucht – when they are not being used and used 

up by their use in the world” (SL 152). Rilke thus looks for the genuineness in things, and it is 

art that can conjure up, or make appear, the authenticity of things: 
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In the world’s order things have being according to their value; they have worth, 
and some are worth more than others. Art knows nothing of this order. It takes an 
interest in realities according to an absolute disinterestedness, that infinite distance 
which is death. If it starts then, from things, it starts from things without 
distinction …. If the artist prefers to look among things for “beautiful” ones, he 
betrays being, he betrays art. Rilke, on the contrary, refuses to “choose between 
the beautiful and the unbeautiful. Each is only a space, a possibility, and it is up to 
me to fill each perfectly or imperfectly.” (SL 152) 

 
 
Death, in other words, creates a space for things to appear, but this space is a domain where 

absolute ambiguity forces things to appear authentically as things before they are things in the 

world. The things the poet starts from are to be found, as Blanchot says, “in a region anterior 

to things, in the indeterminacy of being” (SL 153). This would, to follow the logic of the 

argument, be to start from death, to recognize death as and at the origin; death would be the 

work of art’s point of departure.  

 What, then, does it imply that the origin of the work of art is death? What kind of death 

is encountered and what is its essence? Blanchot makes a distinction between what one could 

call biological death and philosophical or perhaps metaphysical death: 

  

If death’s true reality is not simply what from the outside we call quitting life – 
if death is something other than its worldly reality, and if it eludes us, turning 
always away – then this movement makes us sense not only its discretion and its 
essential intimacy but also its profound unreality: death as abyss, not that which 
founds but the absence and the loss of all foundation. (SL 154) 
 

 
Death is, consequently, what is most real, it forces human beings to feel their being, but at the 

same time death is the most unreal, in the sense that we as human beings can never experience 

it, it is always past us or in our future. As Blanchot puts it: 

 

It is that which happens to no one, the uncertainty and indecision of what never 
happens. I cannot think about it seriously, for it is not serious. It is its own 
imposter; it is disintegration, vacant deliberation – not the term, but the 
interminable, not the proper but featureless death, and not true death but, as 
Kafka says, “the sneer of its capital error.” (SL 155) 

 

In Blanchot’s exegesis of death and how it poetically figures itself in Rilke and 

Mallarmé, death is its own image, the space created by the dissimulation of being, which 

according to Blanchot is best described as absolute ambiguity. It can also, I argue, be 

compared to death as self-subversive, the difference of difference that Heidegger speaks of, 
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and it is similar, moreover, to Abraham’s anasemia. Moreover, it follows the poetic strategy 

of Berryman’s departure. The concepts listed above, I argue, imply each other, and more or 

less try to express the same idea; they are, again, in Anne Smock’s words, “not … the union 

of contraries, but … their restless alliance, their torn intimacy.”30 In the following I will show 

how Berryman’s poetry of loss – his poetics of departure – and Blanchot’s notion of death, as 

presented above, mutually imply each other. This means that Berryman’s poetry of loss and 

Blanchot’s notion of death will both amplify and weaken the other in different respects, since 

they are forced into my specific and determined perspective. 

 

 

 

Departure and Death in Berryman’s Poems of Loss 

What, if anything, does the ball of “The Ball Poem” tell about death in Blanchot’s 

understanding of the term, and what does death tell about the ball? What if one postulates that 

the ball of the poem is the image of the other death Blanchot talks about, that is, the death 

which cannot be reached, which is already past or always in the future, a death that is the 

essential ambiguity of the indeterminacy of being? If this is the case, the ball can be seen as 

another name for what is fundamentally unnamable, the absolutely other. Not even death is a 

proper name for the other death, but becomes an incomplete figure of the interminable. The 

statement that the poem, as its own image, originates in death, the other death, could in 

consequence be restated: the poem as its own image originates in the ball. Since the ball is 

lost before the actual beginning of the poem, it can be considered as being a thing anterior to 

things in the world, which means that the poem always implies and also requires an originary 

loss, in other words, death, the indeterminacy of being, to be able to begin. “The Ball Poem” 

thus creates a space for the work of art, for itself, through the staging of its own death, the lost 

ball, as its origin. To state what is obvious but nevertheless true, there would not be a poem, 

or at least it would not be the same poem, without the absence of the ball; and by making the 

absence of the ball present the poem is created as the image of the origin. The presence of 

absence is thus both the poem’s subject and its possibility to appear as a poem. “The Ball 

Poem” is consequently not only a poem about loss in the world, it is, at the same time, a poem 

about loss as its own possibility as a poem.  

                                                 
30 Smock 13. 
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Blanchot’s notion of the other death in this sense puts the analysis on track, but the 

poem’s, and the ball’s, own logic makes it deviate slightly and take on its own terminology, a 

terminology that can, if not alter, then in some ways shed light on what is at stake in 

Blanchot’s notion of death. What is clear is that in both Blanchot and “The Ball Poem” the 

origin of the work defies definition and undermines explanation. The definition of the origin 

in this sense ends up if not without definition, then as an incomplete definition; there always 

remains a difference and an absence within the definition itself – a loss that escapes every 

attempt to circumscribe and determine it. This constant and compulsive troping, in the 

original Greek sense of the word as a turning, results in a figure of death, that is, the other 

death. Blanchot expresses the figure of the other death in the following way: “[T]his 

movement makes us sense not only its discretion and its essential intimacy but also its 

profound unreality: death as abyss, not that which founds but the absence and the loss of all 

foundation” (SL 154). The definition of the origin of the ball and of departure in The Dream 

Songs in consequence remains indeterminate because the act of defining runs into the aporia 

of an origin without origin. The poetic figure of the origin of the ball thus translates its own 

foundation as, in Blanchot’s words, the “loss of all foundation.” 

 A similar movement to expose death at the origin of the poem is evident in Homage to 

Mistress Bradstreet. With the word “sourcing” the poet attempts to make present what is 

absent, and what constitutes the sourcing in the poem is the departure, which is a word that 

works on several levels in the text. On one level, departure can signify Anne Bradstreet 

leaving the old country for North America and New England; it can signify the death of Anne 

Bradstreet, but also, on another level, the sourcing of the poet to recall Anne Bradstreet from 

death. Departure in the last sense, on a third level, is a departure from the world to what 

Blanchot calls the space of literature, that is, the space of the essential ambiguity which 

characterizes the dissimulation of being, and can only be described with what it is not, that is, 

with figures for the inexpressible. To depart, then, means to conjure up the dead, what is 

absent, and to engage in the work of presencing absence, that is, the work of poetry. In 

Homage to Mistress Bradstreet, to depart, “in the rain of pain & departure,” means to engage 

in a sourcing of death. What is at stake is the will to speak to the dead and to let absence 

speak in its turn; or as Berryman explains in the endnote to stanza 25, line 3: “One might say: 

He [the poet] is enabled to speak, at last, in the fortune of an echo of her – and when she is 

loneliest … as if she had summoned him; and only thus, perhaps, is she enabled to hear 
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him.”31 The echo in question is the phrase “I miss you;” Anne Bradstreet is referring to 

Mistress Hutchinson, but the poet picks up the line and replies: “– I miss you Anne, / day or 

night weak as a child, / tender & empty, doomed, quick to no tryst,” and Anne Bradstreet 

replies to the poet: “– I hear you. Be kind, you who leaguer / my image in the mist.”32 The 

poet could thus be said to interrupt and break into his own poem and then become part of it in 

order to let death or absence speak in the form of Anne Bradstreet, who, accordingly, is 

described as a ghost, an “image in the mist.” By the poet’s involvement in the poem he is, in 

Berryman’s words “enabled to speak … in the fortune of an echo of her,” and this echo, 

furthermore, is in the form of a longing for what is missing, one could perhaps call it a 

nostalgia, so that the echo becomes another name for its absent and irretrievable origin. 

 Departure, the play of opposites, and the ambiguity of pronouns, in Homage to Mistress 

Bradstreet, can, I argue, be likened to the concepts Blanchot forms in The Space of Literature. 

As with Blanchot’s theoretical framework in The Space of Literature, ambiguity serves a vital 

function in Berryman’s poem, and not simply as an ambiguity on the level of meaning, but 

perhaps more on the level of poetics as the investigation into the possibility and consequences 

of writing poetry. In Homage to Mistress Bradstreet, death is consequently not only death, but 

rather what Blanchot calls the other death, which means that the poem constitutes its own 

image. Furthermore, the poem opposites do not oppose each other, but mark the order of 

things anterior to the things in the world. Death as the other death here resembles the echo of 

the loss and absence of the origin; and in this sense even Anne Bradstreet is such an echo, a 

ghost, an echo of life, but never there, never entirely present. 

 However, when it comes to the different poems, such as “The Ball Poem,” Homage to 

Mistress Bradstreet, and The Dream Songs, each of the poems’ specificities and singularities 

have to be taken into account. In different ways, I argue, Berryman’s poems of loss stage the 

possibility of poetry as the impossibility of reconciliation between life and poetry. The void 

between these two realms is absolute and can only be explored within each specific poem. 

Consequently, the tear between theory and poetry, and the tear within each textual practice 

itself, I suggest, become apparent in Berryman’s compulsive characterization of the stakes of 

poetry as a game which is constantly lost, a game which has to be lost for it to be won. The 

ball is never regained or won; Anne Bradstreet does not come back to life, and a love affair 

with her becomes for the poet an affair between him and death. Life and love, in Berryman, 

almost always remain in loss, and in consequence poetry becomes a work of loss. His poetry’s 

                                                 
31 Berryman, Homage 147. 
32 Berryman, Homage 139. 
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possibility rests on the premise that it has always already failed its work in the sense that the 

poetry can never achieve absolute presence, it cannot even, in the end, bring the poet to 

himself and his own death. Loss, then, not only suggests a loss of life or self, but also the 

space within life and self, a space separating life from death, and the splitting of the self. This 

space, which in Blanchot’s terms is characterized by the close bond between separation and 

intimacy, also figures in poetic language, as well as in the language of interpretation. 

Berryman’s poetry of loss thus exposes the problematic distance between theory and poetry, 

which at the same time binds them together, implying each in the other. To read the theory 

through the poetry means to alter the perspective of the theory, while reading the poetry 

through the theory means to alter the perception of the poetry, that is, to figure the poetry 

from the perspective of the theory and the theory from the perspective of the poetry. It is, in 

other words, not only the perspective of the poetic text which is altered, but also the 

perspective of the theoretical text. The theory thus loses its status as primary text, and its 

necessarily figural character is exposed.   

 The poem within Berryman’s work which can be seen to problematize the poet’s 

relation to himself and his own death, besides “The Ball Poem” and Homage to Mistress 

Bradstreet, is The Dream Songs. And the songs I am going to examine, within The Dream 

Songs, where the relation between the poet and his own death is apparent, are the “Opus 

Posthumous” sequence and the last song, Dream Song 385. Thus, in what follows I will 

examine how Berryman’s poetry of loss creates a poetic space out of what Blanchot calls the 

other death, and also how the end of death is suspended and deferred in the last Dream Song. 

 To begin with the “Opus Posthumous” sequence, the scene is the following: Henry has 

died but is still able to speak from the dead. In Homage to Mistress Bradstreet, the poet 

conjured up the ghost of Anne Bradstreet to let absence speak and be spoken to; in the “Op. 

posth.” sequence there is once again the urge to let death be heard and answered. However, 

the poetic strategy varies slightly from the strategy of Homage to Mistress Bradstreet in that 

in The Dream Songs it is the trinity, consisting of the poet, Henry, and the interlocutor, that, 

being at the same time one and three, both is and is not dead. The ambiguity here goes back to 

Berryman’s idea of the ambiguous pronoun. In the “Op. posth.” sequence the ambiguous 

pronoun is used throughout and reveals its relation to death. For example, in “Op. Posth. no. 

9” the poet is staged as a lawyer defending the dead Henry of alleged criminal acts. “I feel 

sure, my lord,” the poet says, “this august court will entertain the plea / Not Guilty by reason 

of death” (DS 86). In no. 10, the poet tells of the rumor that Henry might come back to life, 

“word is had / Henry may be returning to our life / adult & difficult” (DS 87). But in no. 13 
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the situation is different; here the poet, as in Dream Song 1, merges with Henry in the middle 

stanza. The first three lines of the song read: “In the night-reaches dreamed he of better graces, 

/ of liberations, and beloved faces, / such as now ere dawn he sings” (DS 90), then in the 

middle stanza Henry in the first person takes over: “I am headed west / also, also, somehow. // 

In the chambers of the end we’ll meet again / I will say Randall,33 he’ll say Pussycat / and all 

will be as before” (DS 90). Pussycat is one of Henry’s nicknames and thus designates Henry 

as the speaker. There is also in no. 13 ambiguity concerning life and death, since if Henry is 

already dead, why then does he say he is heading west (that is, dying) to meet Randall? The 

answer could be that, as it says in no. 3, Henry is a “semi-mortal Cat” (DS 80), which means 

that he has nine lives, and he does, accordingly, at the end of the sequence come back to life. 

This, then, goes to show how Henry, as part of the trinity, appears as at the same time both 

dead and alive. 

 Another instance of the ambiguous pronoun, which also reveals its relation to death, is 

when in no. 3 Henry is referred to as “it” and “that.” The poet, in the first stanza of the song, 

contemplates the dead Henry:  

 

     It’s buried at a distance, on my insistence, buried. 
     Weather’s severe there, which it will not mind. 
     I miss it. 
     O happies before & during & between the times it got married. 
     I hate the love of leaving it behind, 
     deteriorating & hopeless that. 
     (DS 80) 
 
 
For the poet, Henry has ceased being Henry and become a thing, something inanimate, and 

has taken on the traits of Blanchot’s notion of the cadaver, which means that Henry, as a 

cadaver, has become other than himself, and thus become his own image. The dead Henry, in 

consequence, appears as more than himself in his disappearance into “it,” the image 

resembling Henry. Death, moreover, makes apparent the ambiguity inherent in Berryman’s 

notion of the personal pronoun, since each pronoun is its own image originating in death. 

The trinity of Berryman’s ambiguous pronoun, as is shown by the examples above, 

remains caught up in a complex interrelation, which can be described as the intimacy of 

separation Blanchot speaks of. They work, with Anne Smock’s words, in a “restless alliance” 

and a “torn intimacy.”34 Each part of the trinity is needed to let the other parts speak, each 

                                                 
33 The song is an elegy for the poet Randall Jarrel. 
34 Smock 13. 
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speaks in and because of the absence of the other. When Henry dies the situation accentuates 

the intimacy of the separation, the distance, through which death works as the foundation, or 

nonfoundation, of the poetic word. Henry’s death, in other words, simultaneously creates and 

exemplifies what Blanchot calls the space of literature, which in Anne Smock’s definition, “is 

all departure, moving off, éloignement.”35    

 If Henry’s death in the “Op. posth.” sequence exemplifies the space of literature created 

from the other death of the trinity, then the last Dream Song36 presents death as a prolonged 

dying. Dream Song 385 reads: 

 

     My daughter’s heavier. Light leaves are flying. 
     Everywhere in enormous numbers turkeys will be dying 
     and other birds, all their wings. 
     They never greatly flew. Did they wish to? 
     I should know. Off away somewhere once I knew 
     such things. 
   
     Or good Ralph Hodgson back then did, or does. 
     The man is dead whom Eliot praised. My praise 
     follows and flows too late. 
     Fall is grievy, brisk. Tears behind the eyes 
     almost fall. Fall comes to us as a prize 
     to rouse us toward our fate. 
 
     My house is made of wood and it’s made well, 
     unlike us. My house is older than Henry; 
     that’s fairly old. 
     If there were a middle    ground between things and the soul 
     or if the sky resembled more the sea, 
     I wouldn’t have to scold 
 
           my heavy daughter. 
                                               (DS 385) 
 
 
The theme of the song is one which recurs throughout the history of literature, namely the 

poetic impotence of the aging poet.37 The symbolism of Dream Song 385 parallels the theme 

of leave-taking starting with the reference to fall in line one: “Leaves are flying.” Fall is a 

common symbol of dying, withering away, and the frailty of the human mind and body in 

                                                 
35 Smock 10. 
36 For extensive analyses of Dream Song 385, see John Berryman Studies, ed. Gary Q. Arpin 3.1 and 2 (1977): 
1-148. 
37 A similar theme can be found, for example, in Hemingway’s The Old Man and the Sea. 
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Berryman’s poetry.38 It not only recurs throughout The Dream Songs, it is also present in 

Homage to Mistress Bradstreet.39 But to stay with Dream Song 385, the specific time of year 

is right before Thanksgiving, “in enormous numbers turkeys will be dying,” and with the 

introduction of the turkey comes the parallel between the impotent poet and the turkey, since 

the poet is dying and cannot write and the bird is dying and unable to fly.40 “They never 

greatly flew,” the poet says of the turkey, and continues by asking “did they wish to?” to 

which the poet replies “I should know,” which clearly makes the connection between the bird 

and the poet relevant. The song is, in other words, a reflection on death and dying, and death 

and dying at the same time relates to the inability to create poetry – not to be able to write 

good poetry, to dwell in the space of the other death, means, precisely, dying and death, hence 

the mention and praise of other poets, such as Ralph Hodgson.  

 In Dream Song 385, however, dying does not stop, the departure seems to be infinite, 

since The Dream Songs does not end in winter, the season of death, but in perpetual fall, the 

season of dying. To quote Dream Song 77, Henry and the poet are continually “making ready 

to move on,” but there is always a “Not yet” deferring death. Death seems from this 
                                                 
38 For the significance of fall and the Fall in The Dream Songs, see p. 118n2 of this thesis. 
39 In stanza 53 of Homage to Mistress Bradstreet, in which Anne Bradstreet dies, death (or dying) and fall 
coincide: “In the yellowing days your faces wholly fail, / at Fall’s onset. Solemn voices fade.” Another example 
from The Dream Songs also deserves to be mentioned. In Dream Song 77, which is the song which precedes the 
“Op. posth.” sequence (and which, incidentally, was read at Berryman’s funeral), seasons have an important 
symbolic function in their relation to the stages of life: 
 
  Seedy Henry rose up shy in de world 
  & shaved & swung his barbells, duded Henry up 
  and p.a.’d poor thousands of persons on topics of grand 
  moment to Henry, ah to those less & none. 
  Wif a book of his in either hand 
  He is stript down to move on  
 
  – Come away, Mr Bones. 
 
  – Henry is tired of the winter, 
  & haircuts & a squeamish comfy    ruin-prone national 
      mind,     & Spring (in the city so called). 
  Henry likes Fall. 
  Hé would be prepared to líve in a world of Fáll 
  for ever, impenitent Henry. 
  But the snows and summers grieve & dream; 
 
  thése fierce & airy occupations, and love, 
  raved away so many of Henry’s years 
  it is a wonder that, with in each hand 
  one of his own mad books and all, 
  ancient fires for eyes, his head full 
  & his heart full, he’s making ready to move on. 
40 The symbol of the poet as a bird is also common in poetry. A poem with a similar theme and symbolism as 
Dream Song 385 is Baudelaire’s L’Albatross. Birds in connection to death can be found in, for example, Keats’s 
“Ode to a Nightingale” and Frost’s “The Oven Bird.” 
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perspective impossible in The Dream Songs. As Blanchot says of suicide: “By committing 

suicide I want to kill myself at a determined moment. I link death to now: yes, now, now. But 

nothing better indicates the illusion, the madness of this ‘I want’, for death is never present” 

(SL 104). There is, in other words, no middle ground on which to rest peacefully. Or as the 

poet says in the last stanza of Dream Song 385: “If there were a middle    ground between 

things and the soul,” that is, the poet is asking for a reconciliation between the work of art and 

life, which is the same thing as asking for the impossible, something which is graphically 

represented by the extended white space between the words middle and ground. The abyss 

between “things and the soul” constitutes the abyss on which nothing can be grounded, but 

which nevertheless marks the origin of Berryman’s poetry of loss. It is furthermore the abyss 

between theory and poetry, the space of death which could be called the intimacy of 

separation. As a theory of literature, Blanchot’s The Space of Literature can come close, but 

never fully bridge the gap between Berryman’s poetry and the work of interpretation. 

Moreover, Berryman’s poetry of loss stands in a permanent difference in relation to itself. The 

departure of the poetry is the beginning of, and the expression for, the impossible, the desire 

to understand death, to make death present, which means that departure includes loss as 

impossibility, and as a concept ends up as another name for the absolutely other. Departure, as 

it is expressed in Berryman’s poetry of loss, is a departure from itself, since it (inherently) 

fails to bring life and death into presence. If loss did not bring into play its strange logic in the 

work of Berryman’s poetry, and if his poetry was not haunted by the absent presence of 

otherness, then the poet “wouldn’t have to scold” his own work, or as he calls it, “my heavy 

daughter.” 



Conclusion 
 
 
Charles Thornbury explains that “[o]ne of the functions of the poet, Berryman believed, is to 

disrupt our expectations of language so that we are given a new angle of perception.”1 This 

thesis is an attempt to identify such disruptions in the language of theory and Berryman’s 

poetry of loss. These disruptions, I have argued, can be seen as connected to what could be 

called the otherness of language. To interest oneself in the otherness of a text means being 

concerned with the absolutely other as the origin or source of these texts, rather than any 

specific meanings the texts might carry with them. My notion of otherness in the thesis is thus 

one that takes otherness to be the source of meaning, while at the same time it constitutes the 

absence of meaning. Furthermore, an important part of the thesis aims at creating a new 

perspective on how to read Berryman’s poetry of loss through theory, and how one’s 

perspective of theory changes by reading it through poetry. In other words, what I have tried 

to do in this study, which to my knowledge has not been done before, is to bring to Berryman 

studies a theoretical perspective, through bringing Berryman studies to the field of literary and 

critical theory. I have attempted, to use Thornbury’s words, “to disrupt our expectations of 

language so that we are given a new angle of perception,” both concerning the language 

exercised to write about Berryman’s poetry and the language applied to write about theory.  

The specific perspective of commentary I have employed in the thesis is a development 

of Shoshana Felman’s theory of the possible mutual implications between literature and 

psychoanalysis. I have widened Felman’s critical standpoint to include not only 

psychoanalysis, but also other forms of literary theory and philosophy. The interaction 

between Berryman’s poetry of loss and theory I initiate is then staged as what I have called a 

dialogue. My notion of dialogue works by reflecting and commenting on otherness as the 

source of both poetic and theoretic forms of language. I have developed my idea of dialogue, 

commentary, and otherness from Timothy Clark’s study Derrida, Heidegger, Blanchot: 

Sources of Derrida’s Notion and Practice of Literature. Felman’s and Clark’s texts make up 

the theoretical topography of the thesis, and serve as the boundaries I try to stretch but 

nevertheless acknowledge and respect.   

 In chapter one, the relation between Heidegger’s and Berryman’s notions of departure 

was examined in an attempt to find out what separates and, at the same time, brings these two 

                                                 
1 Charles Thornbury, “Editor’s Notes, Guidelines, and Procedures,” Collected Poems, 1937-1971 by John 
Berryman, ed. and intro. Charles Thornbury (New York: Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 1989) 296. 
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fundamentally different modes of language together. Their similarity and their difference 

were found in a certain nostalgia and notion of otherness present in both Berryman and 

Heidegger. Chapter two consisted of an analysis and development of David S. Reynolds’s 

concept of subversion, as he finds it expressed in literary texts of the American Renaissance, 

together with an investigation into the subversive characteristics of Berryman’s poetry of loss. 

The subversive as a concept and as a form of poetry, I argued, both depend on and supplement 

each other. Subversion could, moreover, be seen as a form for the expression of loss as the 

source of otherness. In consequence, otherness can only be expressed as a loss, and as such by 

a subversive turn to figurality in both theory and poetry. The focus of chapter three was 

Nicolas Abraham’s psychoanalytical concept anasemia. Considered together with John 

Haffenden’s biography of Berryman and Berryman’s poetry of loss, I tried to show how 

anasemia can reflect and at the same time be reflected by absence or loss. In the chapter, loss 

was shown to be, on the one hand, the loss of biographic and traumatic truth, but on the other 

hand the loss of truth, paradoxically, made a poetical concept of truth possible. Thus, 

anasemia and Berryman’s poetry of loss come to generate, in my analysis, the possibility of a 

poetical concept of truth that takes into consideration the absolutely other. The subject of 

chapter four was death, and more precisely death as an expression of loss as and at the origin 

of language and being, both in Berryman’s poetry of loss and Maurice Blanchot’s notion of 

death in The Space of Literature. In the chapter, I tried to demonstrate how Blanchot’s 

thinking of death is closely related to his notions of literature and poetry. Moreover, I wanted 

to show how death in Berryman’s poetry of loss and death in Blanchot can supplement each 

other in the representation of absent presences. Death, I argued, highlights the grounding 

otherness of any attempt to present absence. However, my examination of Blanchot together 

with Berryman’s poetry of loss also sought to accentuate the loss of presence not only at the 

core of poetry and theory, but also in the application of the two modes of language to interpret 

each other. Neither poetry nor theory, I suggested, can completely explain its other; there 

always remains some absence or loss to be accounted for. 

As I have tried to make evident in the thesis, the four chapters taken together can be 

seen to share a concern for otherness expressed by the impossibility to present or represent the 

loss that haunts each form of language I examine. Nevertheless, each text strives to articulate 

the source of this fundamental loss by re-turning to the always already absent origin in order 

to translate it into readable marks. Thus, my interpretation of Berryman’s poetry of loss and 

the theoretical texts try to problematize the act of interpretation by undermining the power 

structure that assigns to literary theory the subject position, and literature and poetry the 
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object position. Poetry and the language of interpretation, I wished to show, instead mutually 

imply each other in their concern for otherness as that which makes Berryman’s poetry of loss 

and the language of the theoretical texts possible. This does not necessarily denote a 

relativization of values, but instead a profound concern for meaning and truth. A possible next 

step, beyond the scope of this thesis, in the examination of Berryman’s poetry of loss and 

critical theory, could thus be to work out an ethics of loss. Such an ethics would have to 

consider the absolutely other as a source for responsibility, which would imply a poetical and 

critical, as well as ontological responsibility. This could, furthermore, hopefully lead to a 

pedagogical responsibility that would question the uncomplicated application of theory to 

literature and poetry. Such a limiting approach reduces the study of literature and poetry to the 

search for a single and self-present truth, instead of recognizing the plurality of voices which 

make of literature and poetry the source of otherness, and the site for the responsibility for the 

stranger, those who are not like me, the absolutely other. 

 The answers then, if any, this thesis can offer to the questions of how Berryman’s 

poetry of loss figures itself around the absence at the origin of language and being, and how 

the analysis of Berryman’s poetry of loss with theory can generate mutual implications 

between the two are, as I have tried to show, not exhaustive. However, if my answers have 

disrupted at least one reader’s expectations of what might come out of the interplay between 

theory and poetry, I will be content. 
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